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Summary of Thesis
This thesis studies the problem of control of multi-agent formations, of which the
interaction architectures can be modeled by undirected and directed graphs or a
mixture of the two (hybrid graphs). The algorithms proposed in this thesis can be
applied to control the architectures of multi-agent systems or sensor networks, and
the developed control laws can be employed in the autonomous agents of various
types within multi-agent systems.
This thesis discusses two major issues. The first tackles formations with undi-
rected and directed underlying graphs, more specifically, the problems of rigidity
restoration and persistence verification for multi-agent formations are studied. The
second discusses the control of formations with both undirected and directed in-
teraction architectures (hybrid formations) by distance-based control methods. The
main contributions of this thesis are: definition of spindle agent and basic graphs
for non-rigid undirected graphs, development of new operations for the construc-
tions of undirected and directed graphs, design of graph rigidity restoration strategy
by merging two or more non-rigid graphs, development of new persistence analysis
strategy for arbitrary directed graphs, definition and investigation of hybrid for-
mations and the underlying hybrid graphs, verification of persistence and minimal
persistence for hybrid graphs, as well as the control of persistent hybrid formations
by distance-based approaches.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Literature Review and Motivation
A multi-agent system generally denotes a group of autonomous robots or a complex
of intelligent agents that can interact with each other within the system through the
mutual communication or sensing network, and behave cooperatively under certain
control approaches. There are several advantages of developing such a system rather
than deploying a single autonomous agent. The first one is, and as well accepted,
that such a group of agents is able to tackle complicated tasks that are not feasible to
be fulfilled by individual ones, due to the limitation of sensing or processing ability.
A second reason is that a multi-agent system is able to cover different areas simulta-
neously, which is proved to be essential in both military and civilian applications. On
the contrary, the movement of a single agent between these areas will almost certain-
ly introduce delays of signals, or even fail to cover these regions due to the mobility
constraints. A third reason is that controlling a group of agents is more feasible
than developing new technologies to equip a single agent with equivalent ability. An
intuitive understanding is that cooperating a group of 100 processors is easier than
developing a single processor that is 100 times faster than the current ones. A fourth
one can be discovered on the reliability in actual applications. A group of agents is
less likely to become all malfunctioning at the same time, comparing with the fact
that the breakdown of an individual one may lead to the failure of the designated
mission. Thus, the objective of multi-agent system cooperation is to develop con-
trol approaches that can guarantee the system behaves as expected, such that the
advantages mentioned above can be utilised. During recent years, a great amoun-
t of attention has been paid to develop control strategies that coordinate the au-
tonomous agents within a multi-agent system, including the research topics of forma-
tion control (Chen and Wang [2005], Anderson et al. [2006], Anderson et al. [2008a],
Anderson et al. [2008b], Xiao et al. [2009], Xue et al. [2010], Cao et al. [2013], Oh et al.
[2015]), formation consensus (Ren et al. [2005a], Xiao and Wang [2006], Hong et al.
[2006], Xiao and Wang [2007], Wang et al. [2008], Liu and Tian [2009], Yu et al. [2010],
Yu [2012], Cao et al. [2015], Shang [2015]), localization (Bishop et al. [2009], Mao and Fidan
[2009], Shames et al. [2009], Franchi et al. [2010] Barooah et al. [2010], Oh and Ahn
[2014b]), data synchronization (Papachristodoulou et al. [2010], Vamvoudakis et al. [2012],
Hengster-Movric et al. [2013], Trentelman et al. [2013]) and sensor networks (Yick et al.
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[2008], Hong et al. [2008], Li and Thai [2008], Hoffmann and Tomlin [2010], Coates et al.
[2013], Millán et al. [2013]).
Formation control, which aims to control a group of autonomous agents to obtain
a desired shape or move to certain positions, is an important topic in the research
of multi-agent systems. In the area of multi-agent formation control, various con-
trol approaches are developed based on the modelling of agent dynamics within the
formation and the investigation on the mutual communication or sensing network
between these agents. A key tool to study the communication or sensing topolo-
gies between agents within a given formation, especially for distance-based control
approaches, is the graph rigidity theory. One can refer to Anderson et al. [2008a],
Anderson et al. [2008b] and Oh et al. [2015] and the references within for details.
In the rest of this section, we review some results developed towards the for-
mation control of multi-agent systems and graph rigidity theory, together with the
motivation for our work in this thesis.
1.1.1 Formation Control of Multi-agent Systems
The topic of multi-agent system formation control has inspired numerous researcher-
s to work on the stability and convergence of multi-agent formations. One can find
conclusions from various perspectives (Oh et al. [2015]), which cover the areas of
formation stability analysis (Dimarogonas and Johansson [2008], Mou et al. [2014]),
distance-based formation control (Oh and Ahn [2011b], Oh and Ahn [2014a]), posi-
tion and bearing based formation control (Eren [2012], Oh and Ahn [2013], Zelazo et al.
[2015]), decentralized control strategy (Belabbas [2011a], Turpin et al. [2012], Li et al.
[2013], Yang et al. [2014], Lin et al. [2014]), and formations with switching topologies,
communication delays or mismatched measurements (Wang and Wu [2012], Lu et al.
[2012], Sun et al. [2014], Dong et al. [2015]).
Specially for distance-based formation control problem, which focuses on con-
trolling the mutual distances between adjacent agents such that the given formation
converges to desired shape or position, requires each agent to maintain the distances
with its neighbouring agents to certain values. During this process, each agent has
to obtain the relative positions between itself and its neighbours. One advantage is
that such a measurement or sensing of distance does not ask for a global coordina-
tion or orientation system, and each agent is able to work out the distance based on
its own coordination system. However, there is still an inherent constraint that asks
for both the distance value and the direction of the neighbours at the same time;
thus, more needs to be sensed than controlled (Yu et al. [2009]). The communication
topologies of multi-agent formations are obtained by ignoring the communication or
sensing signals between the interacting agents and focus on the interaction networks
between these agents.
If both of the neighbouring agents within a multi-agent formation need to keep
the mutual distance between each other, then such a formation is mentioned as undi-
rected formation, while if only one of the two agents maintains the mutual distance,
then the formation is known as directed formation. An undirected formation can
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be stabilized by distance-based control approaches only if the underlying graph is
rigid, while a directed formation requires the corresponding graph to be persistent.
The relevant information of rigidity and persistence will partly be reviewed in the next
subsection, and one can refer to Chapter 2 for full details.
The topic of controlling undirected formations with rigid underlying graphs has
witnessed tremendous amount of discussions. Several sophisticated conditions, such
as agents with complicated models (Oh and Ahn [2014a]) and mismatched measure-
ments (Sun et al. [2014]), have been addressed. The control of directed formations
containing collinear agents was discussed in Anderson et al. [2007b], and it was then
proved that an undirected formation containing three agents is globally stable if these
agents are not collinear or overlapping in Oh and Ahn [2011c]. In Tian and Wang
[2013] it was shown that an undirected formation can achieve global stability if the
underlying graph is infinitesimally rigid. However, it is also proved that an undi-
rected rigid formation may drift off from the stable position if there are unmatched
results between the neighbouring agents on the mutual distances in Mou et al. [2014].
On the other hand, for directed formations, the inherent advantage against the mis-
match problem is based on the fact that only one of the two agents takes the re-
sponsibility of maintaining the mutual distance, and is thus more robust to the
measurement errors. The stability of directed formations is only proved to be lo-
cal and asymptotical for formations containing three agents (Cao et al. [2011a]) or
more (Yu et al. [2009], Oh and Ahn [2011b], Oh and Ahn [2011a], Belabbas [2011b]).
An intuitive understanding for the local stabilities of directed formations is that, for
example, if agent i needs to maintain the distances between itself and two neigh-
bours j, k, then these distance constraints can be satisfied at the same time. However,
if one more neighbour, m, requires i to maintain a third distance constraint, then it
is possible that the three distances cannot be kept to desired values simultaneously.
In general, as stated in Sun et al. [2015], how to achieve global stability for directed
formations remains to be addressed.
For the research of formation consensus, it is common that a formation is both
undirected and directed, which means that for some neighbouring agents, both of the
agents observe each other, while for others only one of the two measures the relative
distance or speed (Qin and Yu [2013], Qin et al. [2012]). To the best of the author’s
knowledge, such kind of formations has not yet been discussed in the scenario of
distance-based formation control. Thus, natural questions to ask are whether such
kind of formations can be stabilized by distance-based control approaches, and how
to design control strategies for such kind of formations with distance-based control
methods.
1.1.2 Graph Rigidity Theory
An important aspect while studying the control of multi-agent systems is to investi-
gate the communication topologies, or in other words, the underlying graphs of the
multi-agent formations. The key tool to deal with these graphs is the graph rigidity
theory, which models an agent within the multi-agent formation by a vertex, and
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each communication link or distance constraint by an edge between the correspond-
ing vertices. The distance constraints within undirected formations can therefore
be described as undirected edges, and directed edges can be employed to represent
the topology of directed formations. It is widely accepted that a formation can be
stabilized by distance-based controllers only if there are enough distance constraints
within the formation, or in other words, the underlying graph of the given forma-
tion is rigid or persistent. Thus, how to maintain a rigid or persistent formation is a
fundamental question of graph rigidity theory (Anderson et al. [2008a], Zelazo et al.
[2012]).
Several approaches have been proposed to obtain a rigid formation, and one of
these solutions is by merging two and more rigid ones (Eren et al. [2004], Yu et al.
[2006], Anderson et al. [2008a]), with the purpose of recovering the rigidity of for-
mations in the actual applications of obstacle avoidance. The merging of persistent
formations was partly discussed in Anderson et al. [2008a]. To merge two rigid for-
mations in two dimensional space, three new communication links need to be es-
tablished. Another approach of recovering rigidity of formations is by the means of
closing ranks and minimal cover, which are designed to tackle the problems of com-
munication link breakage or agent loss during actual deployment of formations. The
principles of closing ranks and minimal cover are to connect the agents around the lost
agent or broken links in order to render the formation rigid. The formation merging
approach can only be realized by a centralized control strategy, since it requires the
topology information of all the underlying graphs of the given formations before the
merging process. While the closing ranks and minimal cover solutions can be realized
in a decentralized way (Summers et al. [2008]), that is, each neighbour around the
lost agent communicates with each other within its communication range and try
to build new communication links to restore rigidity. The only drawback of such a
solution is that the number of new links built during the recovery process is more
than that needed by a centralized approach (Summers et al. [2009]).
Other than all these solutions, there is one problem to be addressed, that is how
to obtain a rigid formation by merging two or more non-rigid ones. One may argue
that such a problem is trivial since these non-rigid formations can restore rigidity by
the proposed solutions such as closing rank. However, the solutions of closing rank
or minimal cover both require that the neighbours of the lost agent are all within the
communication ranges of each other. Thus, the solution of constructing rigid forma-
tion from non-rigid ones can be employed to tackle the problem of agent loss under
communication range limitations in the practical scenarios, and the challenging part
is how to recover the rigidity of obtained formation by introducing only a minimum
number of new communication links.
The rigidity of an undirected graph can be figured out through Laman’s law, or
by testing the rank of the corresponding rigidity matrix. However, how to verify
the persistence of a directed graph is still constrained to a combinatorial solution
(Hendrickx et al. [2007]), and a mathematical approach remains to be discovered.
Although some other solutions can verify the persistence of certain kinds of directed
graphs within polynomial time (Bang-Jensen and Jordán [2008]), the persistence of
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an arbitrary directed graph still requires exponential time to be verified and remains
to be improved.
A third problem is partly mentioned in the previous section, which is how to
study the properties of a formation that contains both undirected and directed com-
munication links. From a graph rigidity theory point of view, the underlying graphs
of such kind of formations should contain both undirected and directed edges, which
are then mentioned as hybrid graphs in this thesis. Since hybrid graphs do not be-
long to either undirected or directed graphs, several problems are thus left open.
For example, how to define a hybrid graph, and whether hybrid graphs can obtain
rigidity or persistence. These questions motivate us to investigate graphs with both
undirected and directed edges in the following chapters.
It is well known that a rigid graph can be constructed through the Henneberg
sequence. The two operations of vertex addition and edge split guarantee the rigid-
ity of all the intermediate graphs and cover all the possible rigid graphs during the
construction process as well. Similarly, the corresponding operations were extend-
ed to the directed graphs in Hendrickx et al. [2008], and it was proved that all the
minimally persistent graphs can be obtained by assigning directions to undirected
minimally rigid graphs. Thus, another question is that, with these operations, can
one obtain all persistent hybrid graphs from undirected and directed ones. And if
the answer is positive, the intrinsic relationship between these graphs is also to be
discovered.
1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 and 2 of this thesis present the introduction and background information.
In Chapter 1, the motivation and outline of this thesis are presented. In Chapter 2, the
existing results concerning multi-agent formation control, as well as some essential
conclusions on graph rigidity theory are reviewed.
In Chapter 3, a pure graphical model is employed to formulate the formation
control problems, more specifically, the topic of formation rigidity restoration. Draw-
ing on the existing work that is mostly concerned with rigid formation constructions
by merging two or more rigid formations, the main task considered is how to ob-
tain rigid formations from non-rigid ones. We provide a complete description of the
possible scenarios of merging non-rigid formations, as well as a systematic construc-
tion sequence. Additionally, the question of how to verify the connectivity of 2-hop
neighbour graphs is addressed as an extension of research.
Chapter 4 focuses on formations that can be modelled by directed graphs. The
main task considered in this chapter is the verification of persistence for directed
graphs. As part of these studies, the vertices with more than two outgoing edges
within persistent graphs are investigated. A systematic solution is developed for
directed graphs, which requires an ergodic verification of the subgraphs contained.
The highlight of the result is that the strategy proposed in this chapter is at least twice
as fast as the existing solutions and can be applied to deal with arbitrary directed
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graphs.
Chapter 5 tackles a different problem, which is motivated by the works of Chapter
3 and 4. Formations that contain both bidirectional and unidirectional communication
or sensing links are used to be treated as directed formations in the area of forma-
tion consensus problem. While in this chapter, the underlying graphs of such kind
of formations are assumed to include both bidirectional and unidirectional edges ac-
cordingly. By saying bidirectional links, we mean that any two neighbouring agents
within the given formation both maintain the mutual distance, and for unidirectional
links, only one of the neighbouring agents fulfills the task. One aspect of the novelty
of the studies lies within the definition and investigation of such kind of formations
and graphs, namely hybrid formations and hybrid graphs. A formal characterization of
persistence for hybrid graphs is presented in two dimensional space. A systematic
persistence verification strategy is developed for hybrid graphs as well. Contribu-
tions also include the discussions of the intrinsic relationship between undirected,
directed and hybrid graphs.
Chapter 6 focuses on more advanced problems of hybrid formations. We, for
the first time, answer the question of whether hybrid formations can be stabilized
by distance-based control laws. As the first part of studies, we focus on triangular
hybrid formations, which can be classified into two different types according to the
topologies of the underlying graphs. Control laws for preserving formation shapes
are presented for both of the two types of triangular hybrid formations. Then, as a
general case, the dynamic equations of both distance errors and agent positions are
developed for persistent hybrid formations. The main contribution of this chapter
is the study of local asymptotical stability for acyclic persistent hybrid formations in
two dimensional space. The study of hybrid formation trajectory tracking with leader
and coleaders is also presented.
The last chapter summarizes the conclusions, reviews the main contributions, and
presents several future research topics that can be studied based on the results of this
thesis.
1.3 Thesis Contribution
The summary of the main contributions of this thesis are listed below, together with
the nature of the collaborations and the author’s contributions.
1. We provide new strategies to control the communication topologies of for-
mations, more specifically, undirected formations. Unlike most conventional ap-
proaches, we present a combinatorial approach of constructing rigid formations by
connecting non-rigid ones. We present a complete description of possible scenarios
of merging non-rigid formations to obtain minimally rigid or rigid formations in two
dimensional space. We develop a systematic strategy based on the decomposition and
reconstruction of the corresponding non-rigid graphs of these formations. In order to
implement the strategy, we introduce three operations to simplify the topologies of the
underlying graphs into basic graphs. All the possible scenarios of merging non-rigid
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formations can be tackled using a combination of the three operations, in the sense
of inserting a minimum number of new edges between the underlying non-rigid
graphs.
{This work is motivated by the discussion with Jiahu Qin and Changbin Yu. The author
is primarily responsible for this contribution.}
2. We seek to present a different solution to investigate the topologies of graphs,
either undirected or directed ones. Instead of focusing on the whole picture of any
given graph, we concentrate on the properties of vertices and subgraphs contained in
the given graph, such that a general conclusion can be obtained for arbitrary graphs.
For undirected graphs, the necessary and sufficient condition that determines the
connectivity of 2-hop neighbour graphs is discovered based on the investigation of
basic graphs. A combinatorial strategy is developed to verify the connectivity of 2-
hop neighbour graphs by looking into only the initial topologies of the given graphs.
The result is claimed to have the same computational complexity comparing with
existing algebraic solutions. For directed graphs, we firstly study the properties of
vertices with different in and out-degrees within persistent graphs. Then a system-
atic persistence verification strategy is developed according to the in-degree of each
agent, together with the employment of the operations proposed in Chapter 3. It
is proved that the developed strategy is capable of verifying the persistence of an
arbitrary directed graph with a speed at least twice as fast as existing solutions, and
the speed accelerates with the increase of out-degrees of agents.
{This work is a collaboration with Jiahu Qin and Changbin Yu. The author is primarily
responsible for this contribution.}
3. We provide a formalized hybrid formation framework, which contains the ad-
vantages of both undirected and directed formations. For two neighbouring agents
within a hybrid formation, the corresponding distance constraint is maintained by ei-
ther both or only one of the two agents. Such a hybrid topology can be applied to
reduce the communication cost while preserving the robustness against mismatched
distance results, which is proved to be problematic for undirected formations in
Mou et al. [2014]. The notion of persistence is proved to be applicable for hybrid for-
mations and hybrid graphs, and a systematic combinatorial persistence verification
strategy is developed for formations with hybrid underlying graphs.
{This work is a collaboration with Changbin Yu. The author is primarily responsible for
this contribution.}
4. We study the intrinsic relationships between different kinds of formations and
graphs in both combinatorial and algebraic aspects. It has been proved that min-
imally persistent directed graphs can be obtained from rigid graphs under certain
operations in Hendrickx et al. [2008]. While in this thesis, with the introduction of
hybrid graphs, it is proved that persistent hybrid graphs can be obtained from either
persistent directed graphs or rigid undirected graphs, while all the intermediate hy-
brid graphs obtained preserve the persistence. On the other hand, the hybrid rigidity
matrix is defined to depict the topologies of hybrid graphs, and it is shown that
the rank of a persistent hybrid graph G = fV, Eg is 2jVj   3 in two dimensional
space. The dynamic equations of agent positions and distance errors within hybrid
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formations are presented by the employment of hybrid rigidity matrix. A special case
is shown that if all the edges within a hybrid formation are bidirectional, then the
corresponding dynamic equations are the same as those of undirected formation-
s. Thus, undirected and directed formations can be considered as special cases of
hybrid formations.
{This work is a collaboration with Changbin Yu. The author is primarily responsible for
this contribution.}
5. We focus on the control of individual agents contained in hybrid formations,
and the feasibility of employing distance-based control approaches for hybrid forma-
tions is investigated for the first time. Starting from triangular hybrid formations,
which can be categorized into acyclic and cyclic ones according to the topologies
of the underlying graphs, to a general case of acyclic persistent hybrid formations,
local asymptotical stabilities are obtained under distance-based control laws. Addi-
tionally, these formations are proved to be able to track certain trajectories around a
neighbourhood of equilibrium positions.
{This work is a collaboration with Changbin Yu. The author is primarily responsible for
this contribution and wants to thank Zhiyong Sun for the discussions and suggestions.}
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Chapter 2
Background and Overview
In this chapter, we review the relevant results on formation control and graph rigidity
theories.
In the first two sections, we present the definitions and properties of undirected
and directed graphs. In the first section, the definition of rigid graph is introduced,
and the rigidity verification strategies of both combinatorial and algebraic approach-
es are reviewed, namely the Laman’s law (Laman [1970]) and the rigidity matrix
(Anderson et al. [2008a]). A special case of rigidity, which is known as minimal
rigidity, is discussed. In the second section, the concept of persistence and constraint
consistency for directed graphs are presented. Persistence verification strategy, com-
paring with the case of rigidity verification for undirected graphs, is limited to com-
binatorial solutions only. The definition of minimal persistence is presented together
with some properties. Agents that have less than two outgoing edges within a di-
rected formation, which are mentioned as leader, follower or coleaders accordingly,
are discussed at the end of the second section.
In the section that follows, we summarize the graph operations designed to trans-
form the graph topologies. Firstly, we presented the splitting and merging opera-
tions, which are developed to decompose a graph into smaller ones and unite small-
er ones together respectively. The strategies of recovering the rigidity of non-rigid
graphs are presented, which can be realized by both centralized (minimal cover) and
distributed (closing rank) methods. Then we study the topologies of graphs and
introduce several operations that focus on the vertices and edges within the given
graphs.
In the fourth section, we discuss the control strategies for both undirected and
directed formations, which aim to stabilize the given formation by the means of
distance-based control algorithms, and the current results on distance-based forma-
tion control are reviewed.
We conclude this chapter by introducing four research topics that are inspired by
current research, and these questions are discussed in Chapter 3-6 respectively.
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2.1 Formations and Undirected Graphs
Graph rigidity theory, as stated previously, disregards the actual types of interac-
tion networks or communication signals between agents within a multi-agent system
and focuses only on the extracted topology of the given system. One can refer to
Graver et al. [1993] for the review of the development of graph rigidity theory.
A graph G = fV, Eg is often used to model the multi-agent formation F, where
V and E denote the vertex and edge set of G respectively. Each agent within F is
represented by a vertex from V, while each distance constraint between a pair of
agents of F is depicted as an edge from E. If for any two agents i and j within a
formation, both of them need to keep the distance between i, j to a desired value,
then there is an undirected edge between vertices i and j in the underlying graph G,
and G is thus mentioned as an undirected graph.
For an undirected graph G, an edge between vertices i and j is denoted by eij,
and Ei stands for the set of edges attached on i. A path of length m from vertex i to
j is a sequence of m+ 1 distinct and adjacent vertices from i to j, such a path is also
mentioned as a m-hop path. If there is a path between any two vertices, G is then
mentioned as being connected. For a vertex i 2 V, if eji 2 E, then j is a neighbour of i.
Ni stands for the neighbour set of vertex i, and if there are m vertices in the neighbour
set of i, then vertex i is mentioned as a vertex of degree-m. A graph G is k  connected
if it remains connected when any k  1 vertices are removed. Equivalently, between
any two vertices of a k   connected graph, there are k paths that have no common
edge and no common vertex, except for the end vertices.
2.1.1 Graph Rigidity
For a multi-agent system with an undirected underlying graph, the term rigidity is
employed to describe the topology of the given graph. Intuitively, if the underlying
graph of a multi-agent formation is rigid, then it indicates that there are enough
distance constraints contained in the corresponding formation, and the formation
will move and rotate as a whole body.
Rigid graphs are further categorized into different types, including infinitesimal
rigid graphs, redundant rigid graphs, global rigid graphs, etc. The definition of in-
finitesimal rigid graphs includes an additional requirement than that of rigid graphs,
that is no parallel edges or collinear agents are contained in the given graph (Exam-
ples of graphs with parallel edges and collinear agents can be found in Figure 2.1 (d)
and (e)). Infinitesimally rigid graphs are usually applied to constrain the topology
of multi-agent formations in distance-based formation control approaches, since a
rigid formation may fail to converge to the desired shape if it contains three or more
collinear agents. Discussions of infinitesimal rigid graphs can be found in Krick et al.
[2009].
Figure 2.1 shows different types of undirected graphs, two of which are non-rigid,
as part of these graphs can move or rotate with respect to the rest of the graphs.
Examples of rigid and infinitesimally rigid graphs can be found as well.
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Figure 2.1: Different types of undirected graphs. (a) and (b) are non-rigid graphs, as
there are relative movements between agents within the graphs. (c), (d), and (e) are
rigid graphs, as none of the agents contained in the graphs can move by itself without
changing the positions of other agents, and these graphs can move and rotate as a
whole. However, only (c) is infinitesimally rigid, since there are parallel edges in (d)
and collinear agents in (e).
Redundant rigidity occurs when there are too many edges contained in a rigid
graph. A rigid graph is mentioned as being redundantly rigid if it remains rigid after
the removal of any edge (Anderson et al. [2008a]). Comparing with the definition
of rigidity, global rigidity is a much stronger requirement. As mentioned previous-
ly, rigid graph guarantees the motion of a given formation containing no relative
movement between any agents within the formation. However, given all the dis-
tance constraints, or in other words, all the edges with certain lengths, the shape of a
rigid graph might be different, and thus, global rigidity is introduced to confine other
possible shapes of a given rigid graph. These different shapes of rigid graphs are
mentioned as realizations, which one can refer to the discussions of the next section
for details.
Theorem 2.1.1. (Anderson et al. [2008a]) A graph G = fV, Eg modelling a formation in
two dimensions of jVj vertices and jEj edges is globally rigid if and only if it is redundantly
rigid and 3-connected.
Examples of rigid and global rigid graphs can be found in the following Figure.
The two graphs in (a) and (b) are rigid but not globally rigid, while the other one in
(c) is redundantly rigid and globally rigid.
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Figure 2.2: The two graphs of (a) and (b) are rigid but not globally rigid. As the
two graphs both satisfy the same distance constraints defined by the edges between
agents. But the shape of the two graphs are not the same, since the distance between
agent i and m, which are not connected by an edge, is different, and thus the two
graphs are not globally rigid. By adding another edge between i and m, there is no
other possible shape of the given graph in (c), so it is globally rigid.
2.1.2 Laman’s Law and Henneberg Sequence
In the graph rigidity theory, a rigid graph can be defined by a combinatorial ap-
proach, which is well known as the Laman’s law. Before the celebrated conclusion is
presented, the concept of subgraph is required.
Definition 2.1.1. (Anderson et al. [2008a]) For a given graph G = fV, Eg, let V 0 be a
subset of V. Then the subgraph of G induced by V
0
is the graph G
0
= fV 0 , E0g where E0
includes all those edges of E that are incident on a vertex pair in V
0
.
Intuitively, one can understand the subgraph G
0
= fV 0 , E0g of a graph G = fV, Eg
as part of G, while every edge and vertices of G
0
also belongs to the edge and vertex
set of G.
Figure 2.3 shows examples of two subgraphs, where one of the subgraphs is
non-rigid, and the other is rigid. The rigid subgraph is further mentioned as rigid
component in Chapter 3 and 4.
The combinatorial characterization of Laman’s law can be found in the following
Theorem:
Theorem 2.1.2. (Laman [1970]) A graph G = fV, Eg is rigid in two-dimensional space
if and only if there exists a subgraph G
0
= fV, E0  Eg of G such that jE0 j = 2jVj   3,
and for any non-void vertex set V
0  V with edge set E00  E incident to V 0 , there will be
jE00 j  2jV 0 j   3.
Another well-known result for rigid graphs is the Henneberg sequence, and one
can refer to Henneberg [1911] for details. The Henneberg sequence contains two
operations, namely vertex addition and edge split, which are developed to construct
rigid graphs from a pair of connected vertices. The operation of vertex addition in
two dimensional space indicates the operation of connecting an additional vertex i
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Figure 2.3: The two graphs of (b) and (c) are both subgraphs of the graph shown in
(a). (b) is a non-rigid subgraph while (c) is rigid.
to a graph by inserting two edges between the vertex i and the given graph. The
operation of edge split operation requires the insertion of three edges between the
vertex i and three vertices j, k,m within the given graph, while there is an edge ejk
between two of the vertices j, k, and the edge ejk should be removed after the insertion
of the three new edges.
It is easy to discover by the Laman’s law that if the given initial graph is rigid,
then both of the two operations of the Henneberg sequence preserve the rigidity of
the obtained graph. Figure 2.4 shows the process of the Henneberg sequence.
Figure 2.4: The Henneberg construction sequence of adding a vertex i to a graph
fj, k,mg. In (b) the vertex i is connected to the graph by inserting two edge eij and
eik. In (c) one more edge eim is inserted between vertex i and the given graph, while
an edge ejk is removed from the given graph. One can refer to the Laman’s law to
verify the obtained graphs and find them both being rigid.
An extension of the Laman’s law in three dimension requires the number of edges
of graph G = fV, Eg satisfies jEj = 3jVj   6 instead of jEj = 2jVj   3, and accord-
ingly the vertex addition operation requires the insertion of three edges between the
vertex i and the given graph.
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2.1.3 Rigidity Matrix
Comparing with the combinatorial solution of the Laman’s law, one can alternatively
employ an algebraic approach to study the property of the underlying graph of a
given multi-agent formation, namely the rigidity matrix.
Consider a formation F with the underlying graph G = fV, Eg, and pi 2 <2
represents the position of agent i 2 V in two dimensions. For i and one of its
neighbour j, the length of edge eij can then be written using the position of i and j as
jjeijjj = jjpi   pjjj.
Define a rigidity function as
f (F) =
1
2
2666664
jjeijjj2
jjeikjj2
jjejkjj2
...
jjemnjj2
3777775 =
1
2
2666664
jjpi   pjjj2
jjpi   pkjj2
jjpj   pkjj2
...
jjpm   pnjj2
3777775 (2.1)
where the order of these vertices and edges are defined arbitrarily, the rigidity
matrix R of the given formation is then the Jacobian of the rigidity function f (F),
which can be written as
R =
2666664
pTi   pTj pTj   pTi 0 ... 0 0
pTi   pTk 0 pTk   pTi ... 0 0
0 pTj   pTk pTk   pTj ... 0 0
...
0 0 0 ... pTm   pTn pTn   pTm
3777775 (2.2)
Given a graph G = fV, Eg representing a multi-agent formation F in two dimen-
sional space, where the position of agent i within formation is pi = [xi yi]T, then
the corresponding rigidity matrix R, with an arbitrary ordering of the vertices and
edges contained in G, is a matrix of 2jVj columns and jEj rows. If one more vertex is
added to G, then the number of columns of rigidity matrix R increases by two, and
an insertion of one edge within G increases the number of rows of R by one. Consid-
er an edge eij connects the agent i and j within G, then the corresponding non-zero
entries of column 2i  1, 2i, 2j  1, 2j in row eij of R are xi   xj, yi   yj, xj   xi, yj   yi
respectively.
The corresponding rigidity matrices of Figure 2.2 (a) and (c) can then be written
as below respectively:
Ra =
2666664
xi   xi yi   yj xj   xi yj   yi 0 0 0 0
xi   xk yi   yk 0 0 xk   xi yk   yi 0 0
0 0 xj   xk yj   yk xk   xi yk   yi 0 0
0 0 xj   xm yj   ym 0 0 xm   xj ym   yj
0 0 0 0 xk   xm yk   ym xm   xk ym   yk
3777775
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and
Rc =
266666664
xi   xi yi   yj xj   xi yj   yi 0 0 0 0
xi   xk yi   yk 0 0 xk   xi yk   yi 0 0
0 0 xj   xk yj   yk xk   xi yk   yi 0 0
0 0 xj   xm yj   ym 0 0 xm   xj ym   yj
0 0 0 0 xk   xm yk   ym xm   xk ym   yk
xi   xm yi   ym 0 0 0 0 xm   xi ym   yi
377777775
One can now verify the rigidity of a given graph by checking the rank of the
corresponding rigidity matrix, as stated in the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1.3. (Anderson et al. [2008a]) A graph G = fV, Eg modelling a formation in
two dimensions of jVj vertices and jEj edges is rigid if and only if, for generic vertex positions,
the rank of the rigidity matrix R is 2jVj   3.
Specifically, given a multi-agent formation with a rigid but non-infinitesimally
rigid graph G = fV, Eg, which indicates that there are parallel edges in the for-
mation, then the corresponding rigidity matrix R does not have maximal rank of
2jVj   3.
The rigidity matrix theorem can be extended to test the underlying graphs of
multi-agent formations in three dimensions. In this case, addition of one vertex will
increase the number of columns of the corresponding rigidity matrix R by three, and
as such R will have a rank of 3jVj   6 if the underlying graph of the given formation
is rigid.
2.1.4 Minimal Rigidity
A special case for rigid graphs is the minimal rigid graph. A minimally rigid graph
is defined as a rigid graph that will lose the rigidity with the removal of any edge
contained in the given graph. Minimally rigid graphs have been widely discussed in
different aspects (Krick et al. [2009], Sun et al. [2014], Oh et al. [2015]), and is a usual
requirement in the research of distance-based formation control.
A minimally rigid graph can be verified by the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1.4. (Anderson et al. [2008a]) A graph G = fV, Eg is minimally rigid if and
only if it is rigid and satisfies jEj = 2jVj   3 in two dimensions, or jEj = 3jVj   6 in three
dimensions.
A minimally rigid graph can be obtained by sequential applications of vertex
addition and edge split operations of the Henneberg construction sequence. It was
mentioned in Anderson et al. [2008a] that all the minimally rigid graphs can be ob-
tained by the Henneberg construction sequence from a pair of vertices connected by
an edge. Figure 2.5 shows a few steps of the Henneberg construction sequence, in
which the operations of vertex addition and edge split are applied alternatively.
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Figure 2.5: The Henneberg construction sequence of obtaining minimally rigid
graphs from a pair of vertices connected by an edge. (a) shows a vertex to be added
to a pair of vertices. (b), (c) and (d) represent the vertex addition and edge split
operations applied on the minimally rigid graph, while (e) shows the different min-
imally rigid graphs one can obtain by applying either vertex addition or edge split
operation.
An interesting fact is that a minimally rigid graph can be deconstructed by re-
versing the operations of vertex addition and edge split, and one can refer to the
"Henneberg Construction" part in Anderson et al. [2008a] for details.
2.2 Formations and Directed Graphs
Another important kind of formations, of which only one of any two neighbouring
agents will take the responsibility of maintaining the distance between itself and
its neighbour, is called directed formations. Directed graph is employed to model
such a kind of formations, where directed edges, instead of undirected edges within
undirected graphs, connect every pair of neighbouring agents. Figure 2.6 shows the
two types of formations of which the underlying graphs are undirected and directed
respectively.
Specially for directed graphs, the out-degree and in-degree of a vertex i are the
numbers of the outgoing and incoming edges attached on i, which are denoted by
d+(i) and d (i) respectively, and E+i , E
 
i stand for the set of outgoing and incoming
edges attached on i. Similarly, N+i ,N
 
i denote the sets of neighbours of agent i
connected by outgoing and incoming edges. A vertex i satisfying d+(i) = 0 has two
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Figure 2.6: In (a) a formation with undirected graph is presented, in which any two
neighbouring agents will both measure and keep the mutual distance to the desired
value, while in (b) a formation with directed communication topology asks only one
of the two neighbouring agents to maintain the desired distance constraints.
degrees of freedom, d+(i) = 1 has one degree of freedom, and others zero degree of
freedom.
2.2.1 Constraint Consistency and Persistence
Before proceeding, we introduce the following definitions taken fromHendrickx et al.
[2007], which are then mentioned in this chapter and Chapter 5.
A representation p of a graph G = fV, Eg is a function p : V ! <2, where
p(i) 2 <2 is the position of the vertex i. The distance between two representations p1
and p2 of the same graph G is then given by d(p1, p2) = max
i2V
jjp1(i)  p2(i)jj. p1 and
p2 are mentioned as congruent if the distances between every corresponding pair of
agents are the same in this two representations, that is, 8i, j 2 V, jjp1(i)  p1(j)jj =
jjp2(i)  p2(j)jj. A distance set d¯ is a set of distances åi,j2V dij, which contains the
desired distances for every pair of agents connected by an edge in G. The position
of a vertex i is fitting if i cannot satisfy any additional distance constraint without
breaking the ones that it already satisfies. A representation p is mentioned as a
realization of distance set d¯ if jjp(i)   p(j)jj = dij for every pair of (i, j) 2 E. A
representation is a fitting realization of a given distance set if all the vertices are at
fitting position for the given distance set.
In the following, we introduce an important concept, namely constraint consistent,
which describes whether the agents within a directed formation can maintain all the
distance constraints.
Definition 2.2.1. (Hendrickx et al. [2007]) A representation p is constraint consistent if
there exists # > 0 such that any representation p
0
satisfying the distance set d¯ introduced by
p and satisfy that d(p, p
0
) < # is a realization of d¯.
Intuitively, being constraint consistent indicates that all the distance constraints
within a given formation can be maintained. An example can be found in Figure 2.7
for constraint consistent formations in two dimensions.
There are several equivalent strategies of verifying the rigidity of an undirect-
ed graph G, such as finding a subset of edges from graph G satisfying Laman’s
criterion (Laman [1970]), or test the rank of corresponding rigidity matrix of G
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Figure 2.7: Examples of directed formations. (a) and (b) are constraint consistent
while (c) is not. In (a), agents i, j,m have one out-going edge and are of one degree
of freedom each. The distance constraints of edge ei,k, ej,k, em,k can be maintained and
thus the graph is constraint consistent. In (b) agent j has zero degree of freedom,
and the two distance constraints of j can be kept, thus, the graph is also constraint
consistent. However, for the graph shown in (c), agent j needs to keep the distance
constraints between itself and the other three agents. If i and m drifts around k, for
instance, i rotates around k clockwise and m anticlockwise, then one of the distance
constraints of edges ej,i, ej,m cannot be maintained, so the graph fails to be constraint
consistent.
(Anderson et al. [2008a]). With the introduction of representation and congruent, rigid-
ity can be defined otherwise.
Definition 2.2.2. An undirected graph G is rigid if all the representations of G satisfying
the same underlying distance set d¯ are congruent (Hendrickx et al. [2007]).
Similar to the notion of rigidity, the term of persistence is employed to verify
whether a group of agents are able to maintain the desired shape. The persistence of
directed graphs can be defined as below.
Definition 2.2.3. A representation p is persistent if there exists # > 0 such that any repre-
sentation p
0
fitting for the distance set induced by p and satisfying d(p, p
0
< #) is congruent
to p (Hendrickx et al. [2007]).
The persistence of a given graph can be verified through the following method:
Theorem 2.2.1. (Hendrickx et al. [2007]) A graph is persistent if it is rigid and constraint
consistent.
One property for directed graphs is that the sum of the degrees of freedom
of all the vertices of a persistent graph cannot exceed three, and one can refer to
Hendrickx et al. [2007] for details.
2.2.2 Persistence Verification
Comparing with the methods of rigidity verification for undirected graphs, which
includes combinatorial method of Laman’s criterion and algebraic solution of rigid-
ity matrices, to the best of the author’s knowledge, there is only a combinatorial
approach to verify the persistence of directed graphs, as stated in the below theorem:
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Theorem 2.2.2. (Hendrickx et al. [2007]) A graph is persistent if and only if all those sub-
graphs are rigid which are obtained by removing outgoing edges from vertices with out-degree
larger than 2 until all the vertices have an out-degree smaller than or equal to 2.
An example of the persistence verification strategy can be found in Figure 2.8, in
which there are four agents contained and one of the agents are of out-degree three,
thus one needs to test the rigidity of three subgraphs to find out the persistence of
the given graph:
Figure 2.8: Examples of persistence verification of directed graphs. In (a), there is
one agent of out-degree three, then by alternatively removing one of the outgoing
edges, the subgraphs containing no agents with out-degree larger than two can be
obtained, and all the three subgraph are rigid thus the graph in (a) is persistent.
While the subgraphs obtained in (b) are non-rigid and thus the graph in (b) is not
persistent.
The above solution requires an ergodic study of subgraphs contained in a given
directed graph in order to verify the persistence. It is obvious that the more agents
and edges are contained in the given graph, the longer time it requires before the
persistence of the given graph can be tested. In Chapter 4, a new persistent verifica-
tion strategy is presented, which requires less time than the algorithm presented in
Theorem 2.2.2.
A special kind of directed graph, namely acyclic graph, which is also called cycle-
free graph, is a directed graph which contains no cycles. Acyclic graphs can be ob-
tained from the vertex addition operation of the Henneberg sequence, but each of the
inserted edges is directed and starts from the added vertex. An example of acyclic
graph can be found in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Example of directed acyclic graph. It can be obtained from sequential-
ly adding vertices to a pair of vertices connected by a directed edge, while all the
inserted edges start from the added vertices.
For directed cycle free graphs, the persistence can be verified straightforwardly
as presented in Hendrickx et al. [2007]:
Theorem 2.2.3. A directed acyclic graph is persistent if and only if the graph contains a
vertex i with two degrees of freedom, and a vertex j with one degree of freedom of which the
outgoing edge ej,i starts from j and sinks at i, while all the other vertices with out-degree no
smaller than 2.
2.2.3 Minimal Persistence
Similar to the minimal rigidity for undirected graphs, a minimally persistent graph
denotes a directed graph which is persistent and no edge can be removed without los-
ing persistence. Tremendous research has been done to study the minimally persis-
tent graphs (Hong et al. [2008], Yu et al. [2009], Summers et al. [2011], Wang and Wu
[2012]).
For minimally persistent graphs, there is also a relationship between the numbers
of vertices and edges contained in the graph.
Theorem 2.2.4. (Hendrickx et al. [2007]) A graph G = fV, Eg is minimally persistent if
and only if it is persistent and satisfies jEj = 2jVj   3.
If one refers to the persistence verification strategy in Theorem 2.2.2, it can also
be understood that the graph is persistent if all the subgraphs containing no vertices
with out-degree greater than two are minimally persistent.
Examples of minimally persistent graphs are shown in the Figure 2.10, in which
one can find that for the same undirected topology, there are different directed
topologies for minimally persistent graphs.
Such a difference between minimally persistent graphs that are with the same
undirected topology results from the assignment of directions of each edge. One can
refer to the operations of graphs mentioned in the next section for details.
The following is the sufficient and necessary condition to verify a minimally per-
sistent graph.
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Figure 2.10: Examples of minimally persistent graphs, the three graphs in (a), (b)
and (c) are of the same undirected topology, however, the directed topologies are
different.
Theorem 2.2.5. (Hendrickx et al. [2007]) A rigid graph (with more than one vertex) is min-
imally persistent if and only if one of the following two conditions is satisfied:
1. Three vertices have an out-degree 1 and all the others have an out-degree 2.
2. One vertex has an out-degree 0, one vertex has an out-degree 1, and all the others have
an out-degree 2.
These agents with out-degrees less than 2 are then mentioned as leader or colead-
ers in the next section.
2.2.4 Leader-follower and Coleaders
For persistent graphs, the out-degrees of different agents vary from zero to two and
higher, and thus, the degrees of freedom of these agents are of two to zero respec-
tively.
For an agent with two degrees of freedom within a persistent graph, it is then
mentioned as the leader, as the rest of the agents will follow the motion of the leader
by sequentially satisfying all the distance constraints of the graph. From the property
that the total degrees of freedom of all the vertices within a persistent graph cannot
exceed three, one can find that there is at most one leader in a persistent formation.
For agents with one degree of freedom, it is mentioned differently according to
the actual topologies of the given graph. If the outgoing edge of this agent connects
to the leader, then this agent is mentioned as first-follower, as intuitively it is the first
agent to respond to the change of position of the leader. The control of persistent
formations with leader and first-follower can be found in Anderson et al. [2007a].
If the agent with one degree of freedom does not have a directed edge connect to
the leader, it is then mentioned as the remote-follower. Note that there is at most one
first-follower and one remote-follower contained in a persistent formation, and the two
kinds of followers do not exist simultaneously.
If there is no agent with two degrees of freedom, which indicates that the leader
does not exist, then any agent with one degree of freedom is mentioned as a coleader
in the formation. It is obvious that at most three coleaders exist in a persistent
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formation at the same time. The control of formations with the structure of leader-
remote-follower and coleaders can be found in Summers et al. [2011].
Specially for minimally persistent formations, there are three conditions, which
are formations with leader-first-follower, leader-remote-follower and three coleaders.
Examples of different topologies of minimally persistent formations can be found
in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Examples of persistent formations with leader and coleaders. In (a), (b),
(c) the formations are persistent but not minimally persistent and are of leader-first-
follower, leader-remote-follower and two coleaders cases respectively. In (d), (e), (f)
the formations are all minimally persistent and are of leader-first-follower, leader-
remote-follower and three coleaders cases respectively.
2.3 Elementary Operations on Graphs
In actual applications, a multi-agent formation may be required to change the shape,
or reconstruct the communication topology. For instance, if the formation needs to go
through a narrow path or around obstacles, the formation may need to reshape into a
narrower formation, or decompose into several smaller formations. In graph rigidity
theory, different operations are developed to tackle the question of transforming the
communication topology, or more specifically, the underlying graphs of multi-agent
formations.
The Henneberg sequence, as mentioned in the previous sections, are the most
common graph operations, and can be used to increase the size of a given formation
while maintaining the rigidity. In this section, we introduce several other operations
for both undirected and directed graphs.
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2.3.1 Splitting and Merging
The split operation, as the name indicates, aims to decompose a given multi-agent
formation into smaller groups, which are then mentioned as sub-formations in the
rest of this section. Such an operation can be applied when the given formation needs
to move to different areas, or to bypass obstacles on the path of the given formation.
The key problem of formation splitting operation is how to guarantee the rigidity
of obtained sub-formations. The common strategy is by introducing new connec-
tions within the obtained sub-formations. Formation split operation was discussed
in Eren et al. [2004] and Anderson et al. [2008a]. An example of the formation split
operation can be found in the Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: An example of formation split operation to avoid obstacles. In (a), a
rigid formation is presented. In (b), the formation detects an obstacle on the desig-
nated path and decides to split itself, and the dashed lines denote the edges to be
disconnected. In (c) the formation is split into two rigid sub-formations in order to
go around the obstacle.
The merge operation, comparing with the split operation, is developed to connect
two or more multi-agent formations to obtain a larger one. It can be understood as
the reversed process of formation split, and can be applied to reunite the formations
after avoiding the obstacle, or connecting several sub-formations to form a larger
formation to tackle other tasks that cannot be fulfilled by these sub-formations alone.
For example, to cover a vast area that exceeds the detection range of any of these
sub-formations. Different strategies have been developed to guarantee the formation
rigidity during the merging operation. Generally speaking, in order to obtain a rigid
formation by merging two rigid ones in two dimensions, three new edges need to be
connected between the two underlying graphs. In Yu et al. [2006], three principles
were introduced to obtain an optimal procedure, which minimized the number of
inserted edges and the number of vertices incident to the inserted edges. An example
of formation merging can be found in Figure 2.13.
It is interesting to notice that these previous works of formation merging have not
considered the question of how to merge non-rigid formations to obtain a rigid one.
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Figure 2.13: Example of formation merging operation. In (a) two rigid sub-
formations are obtained to get around the obstacle. In (b) the two sub-formations
decide to merge with each other, and the dashed lines indicate the tentative edges
to be inserted between the two underlying graphs. In (c) a new rigid formation is
obtained.
This problem has been addressed by the author in Hou and Yu [2014] and further
discussed in Hou and Yu [2016], and this part of work will be shown in Chapter 3.
2.3.2 Minimal Cover and Closing Rank
The minimal cover problem tackles the question of building new connections within
a non-rigid formation such that the rigidity of the formation can be restored. The
inserted edge set is mentioned as a minimal cover for the underlying graph of the
non-rigid multi-agent formation. The minimal cover problem was introduced and
addressed in Eren et al. [2004]. Two types of graph reduction operations were de-
veloped in Eren et al. [2004] aiming to simplify the communication topology of the
non-rigid formation, such that the minimal cover of the formation can be discovered
during the topology simplification process. The minimal cover problem was extend-
ed to spatial case, and it was proved that the introduced graph reduction operation
guarantees the discovery of the minimal cover of a non-rigid formation in three di-
mensions in Eren et al. [2004]. The minimal cover problem was also discussed in
Anderson et al. [2008a].
An example of discovering minimal cover for a non-rigid formation is shown in
Figure 2.14.
The closing rank problem, on the other hand, focuses on recovering the rigidity
of a multi-agent formation under the condition of agent losses. When an agent
is disconnected from the rest of the formation, all the connections between itself
and its neighbours are also lost, and thus, this agent is mentioned as lost from the
given formation. The closing rank problem aims to restore the rigidity of the given
formation by connecting the neighbours of the lost agent. An example in Figure 2.15
shows the procedure of addressing the closing rank problem in planar case.
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Figure 2.14: In (a) several connections (dashed lines) within a rigid formation are
assumed to be disconnected such that the formation is non-rigid, as is shown in (b).
In (c) new connections are established between these agents (solid dots) within the
formation such that the formation recovers its rigidity.
Figure 2.15: In (a) an agent within a rigid formation is assumed to be lost from the
rest of the formation and the rigidity of the given formation is jeopardized. In (b)
several new edges are inserted between the neighbours of the lost agent such that
the obtained formation is rigid.
Different approaches have been developed to overcome the non-rigidity of multi-
agent formations resulting from agent losses. The closing rank problem was men-
tioned in Eren et al. [2003] and discussed under both two and three dimensions. In
Summers et al. [2008] and Summers et al. [2009], a decentralized solution was devel-
oped to discover the new edges to be inserted between the agents within a non-rigid
formation. It was shown that if an agent with degree k is lost, then it requires the
insertion of 2k  3 new edges to restore the rigidity of the formation, comparing with
the result of k  2 new edges obtained by centralized solutions such as minimal cover.
2.3.3 Operations for Directed Graphs
Similar to the Henneberg sequence for undirected graphs, the directed version of
these operations fromHenneberg sequence were developed in Hendrickx et al. [2008]
for directed graphs, together with a new operation, namely edge reversal. These
operations were designed to transform the topologies of directed graphs, and several
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useful conclusions can be derived from these introduced operations.
The first operations can be mentioned as directed vertex addition, as it serves the
same purpose as the vertex addition operation for undirected graphs. The directed
vertex addition denotes the operation of connecting a vertex to a directed graph
by inserting two directed edges in two dimensions, and obviously, three edges for
spatial case, while the inserted edges all start from the added vertex. There is also a
reverse operation for the directed vertex addition operation, that is, for a vertex with
exactly two outgoing edges and no incoming edges, remove this vertex together with
its outgoing edges. Examples of directed vertex addition and the reverse directed
vertex addition can be found in the Figure 2.16. It was shown in Hendrickx et al.
[2008] that both the directed vertex addition and reverse directed vertex addition
operations preserve the persistence of a given graph.
Figure 2.16: Example of directed vertex addition and reverse directed vertex addition
operations. In (a) a vertex i is about to be added to a graph {j,k,m}. In (b) i is added to
{j,k,m} by applying the directed vertex addition operation, and two directed edges,
ei,j, ei,k are inserted between i and {j,k,m}. While (c) shows how the operation of
reverse directed vertex addition is implemented, that is, by removing the vertex m
and its two outgoing edges em,j, em,k. Both of the graphs in (b) and (c) are minimally
persistent.
The second operation is mentioned as directed edge split, which is the directed ver-
sion of the second operation in the Henneberg sequence. The operation of directed
edge split is realized by inserting three directed edges between a vertex and a direct-
ed graph, while removing one directed edge between two agents within the graph
where the new inserted edges are attached to. The three inserted edges in the direct-
ed edge split operation all start from the added vertex. The reversed version of the
directed edge split operation is realized by removing the outgoing edges of a vertex
with out-degree 3 and restoring a connection within the obtained graph between the
neighbours of the removed vertex. The directed edge split and its reverse process can
be found in Figure 2.17 as an example. It was also proved in Hendrickx et al. [2008]
that the directed edge split and reverse operations both preserve the persistence of a
given graph.
With the introduction of directed vertex addition and edge split, the following
conclusion can be obtained:
Proposition 2.3.1. (Hendrickx et al. [2008]) It is possible to assign directions to the edges of
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Figure 2.17: Example of directed edge split operation and its reverse operation. In
(a) a vertex i is about to be added to a graph {j,k,m}. In (b) i is added to {j,k,m} by
applying the directed edge split operation, and three directed edges, ei,j, ei,k, ei,m are
inserted between i and {j,k,m}, while a directed edge ej,k between j, k is removed. In (c)
the reversed version of directed edge split operation is presented, and the agent iwith
its three outgoing edges are removed, while an extra edge ek,j is inserted between k, j.
It can be found that both the graphs in (b) and (c) are minimally persistent.
any minimally rigid graph such that the obtained directed graph is minimally persistent and
can be obtained by performing a sequence of operations of directed vertex addition and edge
split.
The third operation, as mentioned previously, is the edge reversal, which denotes
the operation of removing an edge ei,j between the agents i, j within a directed graph,
and insert a new edge ej,i that is of the opposite direction with the removed edge. It
can be intuitively understood as reversing the orientation of one directed edge within
a given graph. Figure 2.18 shows how the edge reversal operation is developed for
directed graphs.
Figure 2.18: Example of edge reversal operation. The directed edge em,j in (a) is
reversed to ej,m in (b), and the edge ej,k in (b) is reversed to ek,j in (c).
The following theorem shows how every minimally persistent graph can be ob-
tained with the introduction of these operations:
Theorem 2.3.1. (Hendrickx et al. [2008]) Every minimally persistent graph can be obtained
by applying a sequence of operations including vertex addition, edge splitting, and edge re-
versal to an initial leader-follower seed. Moreover, all the intermediate graphs are minimally
persistent.
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Figure 2.19 shows a sequence of constructing minimally persistent graphs from a
pair of vertices connected by a directed edge, which is also mentioned as an initial
leader-follower seed.
Figure 2.19: Example of constructing minimally persistent graphs by introducing the
operations of directed vertex addition, directed edge split and edge reversal. In (a)
there is a vertex i and a leader-follower seed {j,k}. i is added to {j,k} by the operation
of directed vertex addition in (b). In (c) a vertex m is added by the operation of
directed edge split. In (d) the edges em,j and ei,k are reversed by the operation of
edge reversal. In (e) the vertex s is added by directed vertex addition operation.
In (f) the edges ei,j, es,j are reversed by edge reversal operation, and the vertex j is
removed from the graph by the reversed edge split operation, and a new edge ei,s is
introduced. All the obtained graphs during this process are minimally persistent.
2.4 Distance-based Formation Control
As mentioned in Chapter 1, distance-based formation control is achieved by main-
taining enough numbers of inter-agent distance constraints. During this process, each
agent within the formation is able to retrieve the relative positions between itself and
its neighbours under its local coordinate system.
By saying enough, we mean that the number of the inter-agent distance constraints
enables the given formation to move and rotate as a whole, or more intuitively, the
underlying graph of the given formation is at least minimally rigid or persistent.
The concept of local, as explained in Oh et al. [2015], denotes the onboard coordinate
systems of each agents, under which all the measurements are taken. These coordi-
nate systems of each agent may differ from the position of the zero point (coordinate
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(0,0,0)) to the orientation of north. And each agent takes these measurements of
distances and directions with respect to its own coordinate system, which is also
mentioned as locally, rather than a shared knowledge of the global coordinate sys-
tem, such as the GPS or Vicon. The term relative denotes the measurement values
obtained by each of the agents under its own local coordinate system. For instance
two agents i, j both measure the relative positions of each other under their local
coordinate systems. Comparing with the mutual positions observed under a global
system, and thus, the mutual positions are of opposite directions, the relative posi-
tions measured under local coordination systems may be even perpendicular with
each other, as a common sense of orientation is not available among these agents.
Comparing with the approaches of position-based formation control, which re-
quires all the measurements to be taken under a shared knowledge of the global
coordinate system among the agents, the distance-based formation control strategy
does not ask for the existence of global coordination, and thus, is more feasible in
the practical applications of rescue, scouting, and detection, where the global coor-
dinate system is not always available. Different approaches have been developed
to control a multi-agent formation through distance-based strategies, and a few ex-
amples can be found in Olfati-Saber and Murray [2002], Saber and Murray [2003],
Dimarogonas and Johansson [2008], Dimarogonas and Johansson [2009], Krick et al.
[2009], Oh and Ahn [2011b], Summers et al. [2011], Oh et al. [2015] and the references
therein.
According to the communication topologies of the multi-agent formations, the
distance-based formations control problem can be further categorized into the control
of undirected and directed formations.
2.4.1 Control of Undirected Formations
Undirected formation, of which the underlying graph is undirected, can only con-
verge to desired shape under distance-based control law if the underlying graph is
rigid or minimally rigid. For an agent i within an undirected formation, the motion
equation can be written as follows:
p˙i = Ki å
j2Ni
f (jjpi   pjjj)(pj   pi) (2.3)
where pi, pj denotes the position of agent i, j respectively.
In Krick et al. [2009], the control law (2.3) was developed as:
p˙i = Ki å
j2Ni
(jjpi   pjjj2   jjpi   pj jj2)(pj   pi) (2.4)
pi , p

j stand for the positions of i, j where the desired value of the distance be-
tween the two agents is achieved.
It was shown in Krick et al. [2009] that if the underlying graph is infinitesimally
rigid, or in other words, the graph is rigid and no two edges are parallel or collinear
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with each other, while positions of each agent are not overlapping, then the given
formation is locally asymptotically stable.
In Dimarogonas and Johansson [2008], the control law (2.3) was proposed as
f (jjpi   pjjj) =
(jjpi   pjjj2   jjpi   pj jj2)2
jjpi   pjjj2 (2.5)
and the formation was proved to be locally asymptotically stable under such a
control law.
The gradient control law (2.5) was also employed in Tian and Wang [2013], and it
was proved that the given formation can achieve global stability if the formation is
infinitesimally rigid.
For undirected formations, two agents need to acquire and maintain the mutual
distance simultaneously. The advantage is that such a formation can achieve global
stability, as mentioned above, while the disadvantage comes from the communication
or observation cost, as well as the lack of robustness against mismatched distance
measurements between agents (Mou et al. [2014]).
2.4.2 Control of Directed Formations
Similar to the requirement of rigidity for undirected formations, a directed forma-
tion, within which each distance constraint is maintained by only one agent instead
of a pair of neighbouring agents, is able to achieve the designated shape if the un-
derlying graph of the formation is persistent. The problem of controlling direct-
ed formations by distance-based algorithms has also been investigated by differen-
t researchers (Anderson et al. [2007b], Cao et al. [2007], Yu et al. [2009], Cao et al.
[2011a], Oh and Ahn [2011a], Summers et al. [2011]).
The motion of agent i within a directed formation is only related to the relative
positions between i and these neighbours that the outgoing edges from i sink at, and
equation 2.3 can thus be written as below for directed formations:
p˙i = Ki å
j2N+i
f (jjpi   pjjj)(pj   pi) (2.6)
It was proved in Oh and Ahn [2011a] that if there is no cycle contained in a
persistent formation, which can be obtained by the directed vertex addition oper-
ation in the previous section, then such a formation can obtain local asymptotical
stability. The control of directed formations with leader or coleaders have been ad-
dressed in Anderson et al. [2007a], Anderson et al. [2007b], Hong et al. [2008] and
Summers et al. [2011], and the formations were proved to be stable if the initial po-
sitions of the agents are not overlapping and no collinear edges exist. A directed
formation containing only three agents was proved to be globally stabilized accord-
ing to the conclusions of Cao et al. [2008a], while the global stability of persistent
formations containing more than 3 agents is yet to be studied.
The advantage of directed formations is the halved cost to retrieve mutual dis-
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tances between agents, since only one of two agents needs to maintain mutual dis-
tances comparing with undirected formations, as well as the inherent robustness
against measurement error of distances. Another problem for directed formations is
the fragility to agent or communication losses, which will deprive the persistence of
directed formations.
2.5 Overview
In this chapter, we reviewed the relevant research outcomes from graph rigidity the-
ory to the control of multi-agent formations. However, there are still questions to
be investigated and are summarized as follows. Firstly, in graph rigidity theory, al-
though the merging of rigid formations has been discussed, the merging of non-rigid
formations has not been considered yet, and the combinatorial solution of persistence
verification for directed graphs remains to be improved. Secondly, the graphs that
contain both undirected and directed edges have not been fully studied, although for-
mations with such a kind of underlying graph are widely discussed in the research
of formation consensus problems. A third question is how to control a formation
with underlying graphs that contain both undirected and directed edges.
Thus, in Chapter 3, we consider the strategies of recovering formation rigidity
by connecting two non-rigid formations, and to make the question nontrivial, we
solve this problem with the requirement of introducing a minimum number of new
connections between the formations.
To improve the persistence verification strategy for directed graphs, we inves-
tigate the properties of persistent graphs and show that current solutions can be
improved by simplifying the topologies of the given graph during the persistence
verification process. The improved persistence verification solution is presented in
Chapter 4.
If all the inter-agent connections within a multi-agent formation are mutual, then
the formation is mentioned as an undirected formation and is with an undirected
underlying graph. While if the connections are one way, then such a formation
and the corresponding graph are directed. However, for a formation containing
both bidirectional and unidirectional inter-agent connections, the underlying graph
remains to be studied. Such kind of graphs are discussed in Chapter 5.
Distance-based control strategies are proved to be feasible in stabilizing both
undirected and directed formations. However, whether formations containing both
bidirectional and unidirectional inter-agent connections can converge to designat-
ed shapes by distance-based solutions remains unknown. Chapter 6 focuses on the
control of such kind of formations by distance-based approaches.
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Chapter 3
Formation Rigidity Restoration
In this chapter, a systematic strategy of formation rigidity restoration is presented.
The result obtained in this chapter guarantees the rigidity of an undirected forma-
tion by connecting two or more non-rigid ones, under the restriction of inserting
only a minimum number of new edges between the underlying graphs of these for-
mations. This result provides a new solution of generating rigid formations other
than the existing results of minimal cover and closing rank. Firstly, some basic graphs
are defined. Then, in order to investigate the structure of a non-rigid graph, several
operations are developed, which are then applied to decompose and reconstruct the
non-rigid graphs to obtain a rigid one. The results of constructing rigid graphs are
then discussed under different scenarios for the integrity of the conclusion.
As a separate contribution of this chapter, the concepts of basic graphs are applied
on another problem, which is the connectivity verification of 2-hop neighbour graphs.
A combinatorial solution is developed as the result.
3.1 Introduction
In order to maintain the designated shape of a given formation, several kinds of
measurements, including mutual distances and angles, between agents and their
neighbours are usually required. A common strategy of formation control is the
graph rigidity theory (Anderson et al. [2008a]), where the topology of a formation
is obtained by omitting the detailed physical interconnections, transmitting speed-
s and signal types. In distance-based control, formation can be kept only when
enough distance constraints are maintained throughout (Eren et al. [2003]). Rigid
formation is a usual requirement in practical applications such as formation con-
trol (Oh et al. [2015]), convergence (Qin et al. [2011], Mou et al. [2014]), network lo-
calization (Mao et al. [2007]), with different measurement feedbacks such as orien-
tation (Oh and Ahn [2012], Williams et al. [2004]), distance (Cao et al. [2011b]) and
unmatched measurement results (Sun et al. [2014]).
The previous works of formation rigidity maintenance mainly focus on how
to obtain a rigid formation by merging several rigid ones (Anderson et al. [2006],
Anderson et al. [2008a], Yu et al. [2006]), or by building new communication links
between agents within a non-rigid formation to restore rigidity (Eren et al. [2003],
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Summers et al. [2009], Fidan et al. [2010]). However, the method of obtaining a rigid
formation by connecting two or more non-rigid formations remains unsolved.
An example is presented in Figure 3.1, where the rigidity of one formation con-
taining agents i, j, k cannot be restored since the distance between agent i and k ex-
ceeds the communication range R, thus, rigidity can only be restored by connecting
with a rigid formation F with the insertion of new communication or sensing links
between m, t, n and i, j, k. This simple question motivates us to develop a construction
strategy to obtain rigid formation from non-rigid ones. Potential applications can be
found in the scenarios of restoring the ability of a formation which is no longer rigid
due to agent loss or communication failure. By combining these formations into a
rigid one, the obtained group of agents are able to continue designated tasks or new
missions requiring a larger group of agents.
Figure 3.1: The rigidity of formation cannot be restored by building new connections
since the distance between agent i and k exceeds the communication range R. By
connecting i and k to another formation F, the rigidity of a new formation F[ fi, j, kg
is restored.
Thus, in the first part of this chapter we focus on restoring the rigidity of the
obtained graph by connecting certain agents between two non-rigid ones. One can
of course argue that this is trivial since one can connect every two agents from the
two non-rigid formations. However, what makes the question nontrivial is how to
solve this problem with the requirement of inserting a minimum number of edges
between the two non-rigid graphs.
In Section 3.2, the concepts of basic graphs are introduced, in order to simplify
the topology of a non-rigid graph. A special kind of agent, namely spindle agent, is
defined. It is proved that at least one spindle agent exists in an arbitrary non-rigid
graph, and the spindle agent can be viewed as the joint of different basic graphs
within a non-rigid graph. Three new operations are developed in Section 3.2.3, in
order to decompose a non-rigid graph into basic graphs, such that the rigidity can be
recovered during the process of reconnecting the basic graphs. A systematic solution
is developed to restore the rigidity from non-rigid graphs based on the introduced
operations in Section 3.3.2. It is proved that rigidity can be restored by connecting
two or more non-rigid graphs with a minimum number of new inserted edges, and
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all the possible solutions of inserted edges can be discovered during this process.
The idea of basic graphs is then applied to verify the connectivity of 2-hop neigh-
bour graphs as an additional contribution of this chapter. To guarantee the connectiv-
ity of the underlying graph of a multi-agent system, different approaches have been
developed (Zavlanos and Pappas [2005], Zavlanos et al. [2007], Zavlanos and Pappas
[2008], Yang et al. [2010], Zavlanos et al. [2011]). Based on the connectivity of a giv-
en formation, many papers have investigated the consensus of a group of agents
(Ren et al. [2005b]) with different control algorithms (Olfati-Saber and Murray [2004],
Ren [2007], Olfati-Saber et al. [2007], Kozma and Barrat [2008], Ren and Sorensen
[2008]). In order to achieve a faster convergence rate, different approaches were
proposed (Cao et al. [2008b], Olshevsky and Tsitsiklis [2009], Nedic´ and Ozdaglar
[2010]). A common assumption of these results is that the underlying graph of a
given formation is connected. With a stronger assumption of not only the underly-
ing graph, but also the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph is connected, the given
formation will obtain an improved consensus performance (Jin and Murray [2006]).
However, an interesting problem is that, even if the given graph G is connected,
whether the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ is connected or not is uncer-
tain (Jin and Murray [2006]). Also, a solution to confirm the connectivity of the 2-hop
neighbour graph directly from the topology of the given graph remains unavailable.
One may argue that the connectivity of 2-hop neighbour graphs can be identified
by algebraic solutions, one of which is by investigating the eigenvalues of the corre-
sponding Laplacian matrix of the 2-hop neighbour graph. However, the main draw-
back of such a method is that the connectivity of the 2-hop neighbour graph cannot
be verified before the construction of the 2-hop neighbour graph as well as the cor-
responding Laplacian matrix, not to mention such an algebraic solution can only
provide limited information about the topology of the 2-hop neighbour graph.
In Section 3.4.1, the connectivity of 2-hop neighbour graphs of basic graphs are
studied, with the necessary and sufficient condition derived in Section 3.4.2.2 for the
case of arbitrary graphs. A systematic algorithm is designed in Section 3.4.3 to test
the connectivity of the 2-hop neighbour graph for a given graph. This chapter ends
with the concluding remarks in Section 3.5.
3.2 Basic Graphs and Elementary Operations
In this section, we firstly introduce several basic graphs, as well as a special kind of
agent, namely spindle agent. A non-rigid graph can be viewed as the combination
of basic graphs connected by spindle agents. We then define three new operations,
which are developed to obtain a rigid graph from two or more non-rigid ones. Sim-
ilarly to the two operations of vertex addition and edge split in the Henneberg se-
quence, the three new operations are, namely, spindle split, rigid component shrink and
edge floating.
In the following, we review the definitions of rigid graph and rigid components.
Theorem 3.2.1. (Laman [1970]) A graph G = fV, Eg is rigid in two-dimensional space
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if and only if there exists a subgraph G
0
= fV, E0  Eg of G such that jE0 j = 2jVj   3,
and for any non-void vertex set V
0  V with edge set E00  E incident to V 0 , there will be
jE00 j  2jV 0 j   3.
Definition 3.2.1. For a non-rigid graph G
0fV 0 , E0g, a rigid component is a rigid subgraph
of G
0
.
Although rigid component is used to denote the maximal rigid subgraph within
a non-rigid graph in Berg and Jordán [2003], in this thesis, with a slight abuse of
definition, all the rigid subgraphs within a non-rigid graph are mentioned as rigid
components. In the rest of this chapter, we denote the graphs of circle, chain and
rigid components as three basic graphs.
3.2.1 Basic Graphs
For an undirected graph G, an edge between vertices i and j is denoted by eij; Ni
denotes the set of neighbours of i; and Ei stands for the set of edges attached on i. A
path of length r from vertex i to j is a sequence of r+ 1 adjacent vertices from i to j. If
i = j, with no other vertex appears more than once, this path is called a cycle. A cycle
containing n vertices is mentioned as Cn in the rest of this chapter. If there is a path
between any two vertices, G is then mentioned as connected, and G is called a tree if
G contains no cycles. If there are m vertices in the neighbour set of i, then vertex i
is mentioned as a vertex with degree-m. A non-rigid circle G = fV, Eg satisfies that
jVj  4 and jVj = jEj, while all of the vertices are of degree-2, and this kind of graph
will be mentioned as circle graph in the rest of this chapter. A chain is obtained by
removing one edge from a circle.
The basic graphs mentioned in this chapter contains rigid component, circle and
chain, and examples of basic graphs can be found in the following Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Examples of basic graphs, from the left to the right are rigid component,
chain and circle graph respectively.
3.2.2 Spindle Agent
For a non-rigid graph other than basic graphs, we claim the existence of spindle agent,
which can be viewed as the indicator of non-rigidity for a given graph.
For a vertex i within an undirected graph G = fV, Eg, if one of the following
conditions holds for this G and i, then i is named as a spindle agent.
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 Type 1:
i is from a rigid component G = fV, Eg of G, and there exists a j 2 Ni satisfy-
ing eij /2 E.
 Type 2:
There is a cycle Cn(n > 3) within G which contains no rigid components, and
Cn satisfies 8j, k 2 Cn, if ejk 2 E, then k 2 Nj. A vertex i 2 Cn is a spindle agent if
9l 2 Ni, eil /2 Cn.
 Type 3:
i is within a tree graph G and satisfies jNij > 2.
Examples of spindle agents can be found in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: The solid vertices within the three graphs are examples of spindle agents
corresponding to the three conditions respectively. In (a), the solid vertices stand
for the spindle agent from a rigid component, which are of type 1; in (b), the solid
vertices are from cycles of a non-rigid graph, which correspond to type 2; an example
of type 3 spindle agent can be referred to the solid vertex within the graph (c), which
is a tree graph.
The existence of spindle agent is directly related with the non-rigidity of an arbi-
trary graph, as stated in the following proposition:
Proposition 3.2.1. For a non-rigid graph G
0
containing vertices of degree-3 or higher, there
is at least one spindle agent s contained in G
0
.
Proof. If G
0
contains rigid components G = fV, Eg, then there exists at least one j
and an edge eij in G
0
, where i 2 V, j /2 V, and eij /2 E, otherwise if there is no such
vertex j contained in G
0
then this whole graph is rigid. In this case, i is a spindle
agent of type 1. If G
0
contains no rigid components, but contains a cycle, then there
exist spindle agents of type 2. Similarly if G
0
is a tree graph, spindle agents of type 3
can be found.
Intuitively, spindle agent can be viewed as the joint of basic graphs by which an
arbitrary non-rigid graph is constituted, as shown in Figure 3.4.
3.2.3 Elementary Operations
In this section we define three new operations, namely spindle split, rigid component
shrink and edge floating.
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Figure 3.4: All the solid vertices fi, j, k, l,mg are spindle agents, which can be viewed
as the joints of basic graphs.
3.2.3.1 Spindle Split
The first operation is spindle split, which is developed to decompose a non-rigid graph
into a set of subgraphs that contains only basic graphs.
The spindle split operation is defined below.
Definition 3.2.2. Consider a non-rigid graph G
0
containing some spindle agents i, j, k, l,
the spindle split operation is defined as by dividing these vertices into several pieces, G
0
is
separated into m unconnected basic subgraphs G
0
1, ...,G
0
m. Each of the subgraphs contains one
piece of spindle agents generated from the splitting, and no new spindle agents can be located
in any of these obtained subgraphs.
Note that the operation of dividing vertices into pieces, which is mentioned in the
above definition, can be understood intuitively. One can refer to the example men-
tioned in Figure 3.5. In this figure, agents i, j, k are assumed to be part of a cycle
m, i, j, k. Since agents i, j, k are attached by edges that do not belong to the cycle, such
as eil , ejn, ekl , thus, i, j, k are identified as spindle agents as well as the agent l. Then
the operation of spindle split on k divides it into k1 and k2, where edges emk, ejk used to
attached on k now connect to k1 and k2 respectively. The same operation is applied to
agents i, j, l such that the given graph is separated and each of the subgraphs contain
no spindle agent.
Three steps shall be followed when implementing the spindle spilt operation on
an arbitrary non-rigid graph G
0
.
 Step 1:
Locate and split all the spindle agents of type 1 in G
0
, such that all rigid compo-
nents are separated from the remaining graph. The split spindle agents generated
from the same spindle agent should be marked with the same identifier (ID).
 Step 2:
For the remaining graph, locate all the spindle agents of type 2 and 3. Then the
operation of spindle split should be implemented in such a way that all the separated
subgraphs are circle or chain graphs. Mark the split spindle agents with IDs.
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Figure 3.5: Spindle split on a non-rigid graph, the spindle agents i, j, k, l are spilt and
the given graph is separated into basic graphs of a circle and two chains, and each of
the obtained subgraphs contain no spindle agent.
 Step 3:
Repeat step 2 and mark the obtained split spindle agents until there is no spindle
agents left.
An example can be found in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: In (a), a rigid component is located within a non-rigid graph, with all the
spindle agents marked as s1   s3. In (b), the three spindle agents are split such that
the rigid component is separated from the rest of graph, and all the spindle agents
of type 2 and 3 are located (s4   s7). (c1) - (c3) present different results when spindle
split operation is implemented on the recognized spindle agents.
It is worth noticing that after the spindle split operation, all the obtained graph-
s contain at least one split spindle agents. The purpose of marking these agents
with IDs is to identify which of these agents used to be one spindle agent, for the
convenience during formation reconstruction process in the next section.
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Proposition 3.2.2. For a non-rigid graph G
0
, the set of spindle agents contained is uniquely
determined by the topology of G
0
, and the operation of spindle spilt can always separate G
0
into subgraphs containing only the three kinds of basic graphs.
Proof. We start from the most complicated condition, that is the case of a non-rigid
graph G
0
containing rigid components.
By definition, all the spindle agents of type 1 can be located directly, and the
set of such spindle agents is unique. Then, by spindle split operation, the rigid
component is separated from the graph, and there is no spindle agents of type 1
left in the obtained graphs. Note that by this step the topologies of obtained graphs
are unique, which contain all the rigid components in G
0
, as well as the rest of G
0
after the removal of these rigid components, which is denoted by G
00
. G
00
can be a
connected graph, or several separated graphs obtained by the spindle split step 1.
For G
00
, the spindle agents of type 2 can be located directly and are unique. Then
by spindle split operation there are no cycles contained in obtained graphs. If there
are tree graphs left, spindle agents of type 3 can be determined uniquely, as the split
of type 2 spindle agents does not affect any edge attaching to these type 3 spindle
agents. Thus, the set of spindle agents contained in the graph G0 is unique.
Remark 3.2.1. Although the set of spindle agents is unique, the obtained subgraphs after
spindle split operations may be different, according to the sequences by which spindle agents
are split. Additionally, no new spindle agents can be created in the implementation of spindle
split operations.
An example of spindle split operation on a non-rigid graph can refer to Figure
3.6, in which the Figure 3.6 (c1)-(c3) are the different results of obtained graphs when
splitting the spindle agents by different order.
3.2.3.2 Rigid Component Shrink
The second operation, namely rigid component shrink, is the most important one of
the three introduced operations. The purpose of developing such an operation is to
simplify the topologies of the given non-rigid graphs, such that the set of inserted
edges when merging the non-rigid graphs can be discovered.
The definition of the rigid component shrink operation can be found below.
Definition 3.2.3. For a non-rigid graph G containing a rigid component G, the term
rigid component shrink denotes the operation of replacing G with a pair of vertices
Gr = fVr, Erg, where Vr = fi [ jg, i, j 2 G, Er = feijg.
An example can be found in Figure 3.7. The pair of vertices Gr = fVr, Erg which
is used to replace a rigid component is now mentioned as vertex pair in the rest of
this section.
As shown in Figure 3.7, the operation rigid component shrink replaces a rigid com-
ponent with a pair of vertices, and the two solid spindle agents can be understood
as merged into one spindle agent j after the shrink operation. Note that such a re-
placement does not change the topology of the rest of the given graph, and it does
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Figure 3.7: Two vertices i, j are randomly chosen from a rigid component within
a non-rigid graph. Then the operation of rigid component shrink replaces the rigid
component with a vertex pair.
not matter which two agents from Gr = fVr, Erg are chosen as the vertex pair, or
whether there is an edge between this two agents of Vr. The purpose of such an
operation is to simplify the rigid component into a compact version, which is two
vertices connected by one edge. One can refer to the operation of vertex addition in the
Henneberg Sequence, in which the process of choosing two vertices to be connected
with the added vertex is exactly how we choose the vertex pair, that is, the choice of
any two vertices is equivalent.
One may wonder what may happen if the rigid component contains more than
two spindle agents. By the conclusion of Proposition 3.2.2, it can be found that all
the obtained subgraphs are of basic graphs. Thus, the condition of shrinking a rigid
component containing more than two spindle agents would not appear in the process
of graph reconstruction.
With the introduction of rigid component shrink operation, we have the following
lemma:
Lemma 3.2.1. For a non-rigid graph G
0
containing a rigid component G and a single agent
l, shrink G to obtain G0s = fG0 n G [ Grg. If an inserted edge set EL between l and G
satisfies that fG0s [ EL [ lg is minimally rigid, then fG0 [ EL [ lg is rigid. Or if G is
minimally rigid, then the obtained graph fG0 [ EL [ lg is minimally rigid.
Proof. Recall the basic operation of vertex addition of Henneberg sequence, by which
at least two vertices from G should be connected with l by inserted edges in order
to obtain a rigid graph from G and l. Thus, the operation of rigid component shrink
is equivalent to choosing two vertices from G such that the single agent l can be
connected to G. By connecting l to vertex pair Gr = fi [ j, eijg using eil , ejl , the
obtained graph fGr [ ig is minimally rigid. And it could be easily seen that the
two inserted edges eil , ejl also guarantee the rigidity of graph fG [ ig, which is the
topology before the shrink operation.
The process of connecting l with other agents m, n can be viewed as sequential
vertex addition operations thus the obtained graph fGs [ EL [ lg is rigid. Specifically,
if G is minimally rigid, then fG0 [ EL [ lg is minimally rigid.
An example can be found in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: The operation of rigid component shrink does not change the requirement
of inserted edge set EL.
3.2.3.3 Edge Floating
Now we define the third operation for the rigid graph restoration process.
Definition 3.2.4. For a rigid graph, the operation of edge floating denotes the operation of
removing one edge eik for some vertex i of degree 2, and adding a new edge eil , where k, l 2 V.
It is known that vertex addition operation in Henneberg sequence to a rigid graph
preserves the rigidity. Assume a vertex i is connected to a rigid graph with two
edges eki, ekj, then the operation of edge floating can be realized by replacing one of
the inserted edge eik with a new edge eil . This scenario, intuitively, can be depicted
as one of the inserted edge floats over the rigid graph. An example can be found in
Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: Edge floating operation when adding a vertex to a rigid graph.
This operation may seem to be trivial, but it is able to guarantee the integrity of
obtained results, that is, if one applies the edge floating operation after finding one
inserted edge set EL, then all the solutions of inserted edge sets that guarantee the
rigidity of the obtained graph can be discovered.
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3.3 Rigidity Restoration of Undirected Graphs
This section focuses on constructing a rigid graph by connecting non-rigid ones.
Different conditions, starting from connecting a single agent with non-rigid graph,
to connecting two non-rigid graphs are discussed. A systematic solution is proposed
to guarantee the rigidity of the obtained graph by inserting a minimum number of
edges between these non-rigid graphs. It is also proved that the proposed strategy is
able to cover all the possible choices of inserting edges during this rigidity recovery
process. Similar to the rigid components mentioned previously, a non-rigid graph is
mentioned as a non-rigid component from this section.
3.3.1 Rigidity Restoration of Basic Graphs
The following proposition presents the solution of connecting a vertex to a chain or
circle graph to obtain a rigid graph. This condition can be viewed as the simplest
condition of obtaining a rigid graph from non-rigid ones. And the scenario of merg-
ing other non-rigid graphs can be simplified into this condition by proper operations
proposed in the previous section.
Proposition 3.3.1. To obtain a minimally rigid graph by adding a single agent l to a chain
graph that consists of m vertices, m edges need to be inserted, while when adding l to a circle
containing m vertices, m  1 edges is required.
Proof. To obtain a rigid graph from a chain graph and a single agent l, if m edges
are inserted, then there is one edge attached on each of the vertices within the chain.
Without loss of generality, denote one of the degree-1 vertex of a chain graph by
v1, by inserting one extra edge to its neighbour v2, the graph fl [ v1 [ v2g is thus
minimally rigid. Sequentially, all the neighbours of v2 can be considered as vertex
addition operations by inserting edges between vi 1 and l, and the obtained graph
is minimally rigid. Similarly, we can prove that with m  1 edges inserted between a
circle and a single agent l, the new graph is minimally rigid.
The number of inserted edges can also be calculated by the requirement of jEj =
2jVj   3 for minimally rigid graphs. For the condition of chain graph, the number of
inserted edges required is [2(m+ 1)  3]  (m  1) = m. While for the circle graph
case, m  1 edges are required.
3.3.1.1 Non-rigid Component and Single Agent
The next case in this section is the condition of connecting a single agent and a non-
rigid component to obtain a rigid graph. The similarity between this case and the
vertex addition operation of the Henneberg Sequence is that more edges need to be
inserted between the agent and the non-rigid component in order to guarantee the
rigidity of the obtained graph. The main difficulty is how to pick up a minimum
number of agents from the non-rigid component to connect to the single agent.
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Given an arbitrary non-rigid component G
0
and a single agent l, the following
sequence guarantees the rigidity of the obtained graph, by inserting the least number
of edges between the agent and the non-rigid component.
 Step 1:
Apply the spindle split operation on G
0
to obtain a set of separated basic sub-
graphs.
 Step 2:
Insert a minimum edge set E1 = fes10 l [ es20 lg between l and a rigid component
G
0
1 to obtain a rigid component G
L
1 .
 Step 3:
Find a subgraph G
0
2, which contains two split spindle agents of degree-1 that are
marked with the same ID as GL1 if G
0
2 is a chain graph, or contains one of such an
agent if G
0
2 is a circle. Then restore the initial topology of fG
0
2 [ GL1 g by merging
the split spindle agents of the same ID. The inserted edge set E2 = fes40 lg can be
discovered with the application of rigid component shrink on GL1 .
 Step 4:
Repeat step 3 until all the separated subgraphs are merged together with l, and all
the minimum edge set Ei are discovered. The inserted edge set EL = fE1 [ ...[ Eig.
An example can be found in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Example of obtaining a rigid graph by adding a vertex to a non-rigid
graph with minimum number of inserted edges. In (a), the non-rigid graph is sep-
arated into basic graphs by spindle split operation. In (b), a rigid subgraph GL1 is
obtained by connecting the single agent to an obtained basic graph. In (c), the initial
topology of two basic graphs G
0
1,G
0
2 within G
0
are restored with the corresponding
inserted edge set E2 discovered. In (d), the rigidity of G
0
is recovered together with
the inserted edge set EL.
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Note that for the generality of statement, in step 2, the subgraph G
0
1 is assumed
to be a rigid component. However, the same strategy can still be applied if G
0
1 is a
circle or chain, which is exactly the condition mentioned in Proposition 3.3.1.
One may wonder whether there is such a G
0
2 in step 3, and the answer is positive.
During step 3, assume one chooses a rigid component as G
0
1, or a circle as G
0
1 if there
is no rigid component, then there is always such a G
0
2 of circle or chain graph exists,
which is obtained from the spindle split operation in the Step 1 of the proposed
construction sequence.
3.3.1.2 Non-rigid Component and Rigid Graph
Now we present the solution of how to generate a rigid graph from a non-rigid
graph and a rigid component, which can be applied to the scenario of controlling a
non-rigid formation with an existing rigid multi-agent formation.
Firstly, the simplest case, which is merging a rigid graph and a basic graph, is
presented as the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3.2. To obtain a rigid graph from a basic non-rigid graph, such as chain or
circle graph G
0
= fV 0 , E0g, and a minimally rigid graph G = fV, Eg, the following approach
can be applied:
1. Pick up a vertex i from G, and apply Proposition 3.3.1 to obtain a rigid component
G¯
0
= fV 0 [ i, E0 [ ELi g.
2. For any vertex j 2 V, k 2 V 0 , add another edge ekj.
Then the obtained graph GL = fG0 [G[ ELg is minimally rigid, where EL = fELi [ ekjg
is the minimum inserted edge set.
Proof. Adding i to G
0
is the same as vertex addition to a non-rigid graph, thus, ELi is a
minimum inserted edge set. In the second step, i is a spindle agent. So if we take the
shrink operation on G
0
and G, a chain graph fk, ig [ fi, jg is obtained, where k and j
is randomly chosen from V
0
and V. According to Lemma 3.2.1, by inserting ekj, the
obtained graph GL = fG0 [ G [ ELg is minimally rigid, and thus, EL is a minimum
inserted edge set.
An example can be found in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Generating a rigid graph from a rigid component and a basic graph of
chain or circle.
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The following lemma shows how to obtain all the possible solutions of inserted
edge sets by the application of the edge floating operation.
Lemma 3.3.1. For a rigid graph generated by merging a circle or chain with rigid component,
if one performs the operation of edge floating on any of the inserted edges under the following
conditions:
1. Not all the inserted edges are connected to the same vertex.
2. Every inserted edge should attach to a vertex from the rigid component and a vertex
from the circle or chain.
Then the obtained graph is still rigid.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3.2 the initial graph is rigid, and the operation of edge floating
on any of the inserted edges does not change the total number of edges.
If we remove edge emt, then the obtained graph can be viewed as adding a single
agent m to a non-rigid graph Gm. By the aforementioned construction sequence of
adding a single agent to a non-rigid graph, the inserted edge emj recovers the rigidity
of the obtained graph, where j can be any vertex from rigid graph G. Specifically, if
jELj   1 edges are attached to the same vertex p, p then becomes the spindle agent
when inserting the next edge, so it is clear that emp cannot recover the rigidity, which
means not all the inserted edges can connect to a same vertex.
An example can be found in the Figure 3.12 below.
Figure 3.12: Edge floating operation does not change the rigidity of the obtained
graph, and is able to discover all the possible inserted edge sets.
Remark 3.3.1. Lemma 3.3.1 covers all the possible choices of inserted edge set EL when
constructing a rigid graph from a basic non-rigid graph and a rigid graph.
With the conclusion of Proposition 3.3.2 and Lemma 3.3.1, we present the follow-
ing sequence of obtaining a rigid graph by merging a non-rigid graph G
0
= fV 0 , E0g
with a rigid graph G = fV, Eg:
 Step 1:
Apply the spindle split operation on G
0
to obtain a set of separated basic sub-
graphs.
 Step 2:
Apply Proposition 3.3.2 to discover an inserted edge set E1 between G
0
1 and G
such that GL1 = fV
0
1 [V, E
0
1 [ E [ E1g is rigid.
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 Step 3:
Find a subgraph G
0
2, which contains two split spindle agents of degree-1 that are
marked with the same ID as GL1 if G
0
2 is a chain graph, or contains one of such agents
if G
0
2 is a circle. Restore the initial topology of fG
0
2 [GL1 g by merging the split spindle
agents of the same ID. Then apply Proposition 3.3.2 to obtain GL2 and E2.
 Step 4:
Repeat step 3, until all the edge sets E3, ..., En are obtained, then an inserted edge
set EL can be found as EL = fE1 [ ...[ Eng.
An example is shown in Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13: An example of generating a rigid graph by merging a non-rigid graph
and a rigid component.
3.3.2 Rigidity Restoration of Non-rigid Graphs
After the generation of a rigid graph by merging a non-rigid graph with a single
agent or a rigid component, the construction sequence of merging two arbitrary non-
rigid graphs is proposed as our main result of this chapter, starting with a basic
proposition as below.
Proposition 3.3.3. To obtain a rigid graph from two chain or circle graphs G
0
1 and G
0
2, the
following approach can be applied.
1. Apply Proposition 3.3.1 to G
0
1 and i 2 G
0
2 to obtain an inserted edge set E
L
i . Then
8k 2 G01 and 8j 2 Ni, insert another edge ekj, such that the obtained graph GL1 = fG
0
1 [ i [
j [ ELi [ ekjg is minimally rigid.
2. Shrink GL1 into a vertex pair containing one agent from G
0
1, and apply Proposition
3.3.1 again.
Then the obtained graph is minimally rigid.
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Proof. The first part is a standard vertex addition operation to a non-rigid graph,
while the insertion of edge ekj can be viewed as a vertex addition operation of vertex
j.
The second part can be viewed as generating a rigid graph from a basic non-rigid
graph and a rigid graph, thus, the proof can refer to Proposition 3.3.2.
An example can be found in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: An example of generating a rigid graph from two basic graphs of chain
or circle.
Similar to Lemma 3.3.1, we have the following result.
Lemma 3.3.2. Take the operation of edge floating to the graph obtained by Proposition
3.3.3, under the following conditions:
1. Not all the inserted edges are connected to the same vertex.
2. Every inserted edge should attach to only one vertex from two basic graphs respectively.
Then the obtained graph is still rigid.
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 3.3.1 and is omitted.
With Proposition 3.3.3 and Lemma 3.3.2, we present the sequence of constructing
a rigid graph from two non-rigid graphs G
0
and G
00
.
 Step 1:
Apply the spindle split operation on G
0
and G
00
to obtain a set of separated basic
graphs G
0
1, ...,G
0
n, G
00
1 , ...,G
00
m.
 Step 2:
Apply Proposition 3.3.3 to obtain a rigid subgraph GL11 by merging G
0
1 and G
00
1 ,
then apply Proposition 3.3.2 sequentially to GL11 and the rest of subgraphs G
00
2 , ...,G
00
m
to obtain a minimally rigid graph GL1 and an inserted edge set E1.
 Step 3:
Find a subgraph G
0
2, which contains two split spindle agents of degree-1 that are
marked with the same ID as GL1 if G
0
2 is a chain graph, or contains one of such an
agent if G
0
2 is a circle. Restore the initial topology of fG
0
2 [ GL1 g by merging the split
spindle agents of the same ID, then apply Proposition 3.3.2 to obtain a rigid subgraph
GL2 and an inserted edge set E2.
 Step 4:
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Repeat step 3 until there is no separated subgraphs generated from G
0
left. Then
the obtained graph is rigid and an inserted edge set EL can be found as EL = fE1 [
...[ Eng.
An example is shown in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.15: An example of generating a rigid graph from two arbitrary non-rigid
graphs.
Theorem 3.3.1. Given two non-rigid components, a rigid graph can be obtained with mini-
mum number of inserted edges between the two components, by applying the proposed three
construction sequences.
Proof. We only prove the rigidity of the obtained graph when connecting a single a-
gent l to a non-rigid component G
0
= fV 0 , E0g by applying the proposed construction
sequence. The proofs of other conditions are similar and are thus omitted.
Firstly, by applying the spindle split operation, the non-rigid graph G
0
can be
separated into a group of basic graphs G
0
1, ...,G
0
m. By Proposition 3.3.1, the graph
obtained by adding l to G
0
1 is rigid if G
0
1 is a circle, while the inserted set E
L
1 contains a
minimum number of edges. Then by assuming the obtained graph GLm 1 being rigid
and ELm 1 being a minimum edge set, we show in the following that the obtained
graph GLm is rigid, and ELm is a minimum edge set as well.
Since GLm 1 is rigid, it can be regarded as a rigid component in the restored sub-
graph fGLm 1[G
0
mg, then by the rigid component shrink operation, a vertex pair fl[ vig
is obtained, where vi 2 GLm 1. Then for G
0
m, vi is the spindle agent connecting G
0
m
and l. Since a vertex pair is attached on G
0
m, it is one of the three basic graphs, thus,
Proposition 3.3.1 can be applied, which means that the obtained graph GLm is rigid,
and ELm is a minimum edge set.
Thus, the total inserted edge set EL = fEL1 [ ...[ ELmg contains a minimum number
of edges and guarantees the rigidity of obtained graph.
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Remark 3.3.2. If all the rigid components contained in the non-rigid graph are minimally
rigid, then Theorem 3.3.1 guarantees the minimal rigidity of the obtained graph. While if
redundantly rigid components are contained, the obtained graph is only rigid.
Remark 3.3.3. Theorem 3.3.1 covers all the possible solutions of the inserted edge set when
connecting two non-rigid graphs, if Lemma 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 are applied in the construction
process.
Remark 3.3.4. Theorem 3.3.1 can be applied to the scenario of merging more than two non-
rigid components, by taking the construction process sequentially on each of the components.
3.4 Connectivity of 2-hop Neighbour Graph
In this part, we apply the concept of basic graphs proposed in the previous sec-
tion to tackle another problem, which is how to verify the connectivity of the 2-hop
neighbour graph of a given graph.
Firstly, the definition of 2-hop neighbour graph is given below.
Definition 3.4.1. (Jin and Murray [2006]) For a graph G = fV, Eg, the corresponding 2-
hop neighbour graph is defined as Gˆ = fV, Eˆg of which the vertex set is same as V but all
the edges within Eˆ are 2-hop paths of G.
Figure 3.16 presents an example of 2-hop neighbour graphs. It is interesting to
find that, even if the two graphs in (a) and (c) are both connected, only one of their
corresponding 2-hop neighbour graphs is connected, as shown in Figure 3.16 (b) and
(d) respectively.
Figure 3.16: An example of the connectivity of the 2-hop neighbour graphs of differ-
ent connected graphs. In (a) and (c) both of the graphs are connected, however, only
the 2-hop neighbour graph of (a) is connected.
This leads us to investigate the question of this section. That is, for a connected
graph G = fV, Eg, under what conditions will the corresponding 2-hop neighbour
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graph Gˆ be connected? We aim to discover the necessary and sufficient condition
to guarantee the connectivity of Gˆ, and design a systematic algorithm to verify the
connectivity of the 2-hop neighbour graph of an arbitrary connected graph.
3.4.1 2-hop Neighbour Graph Connectivity of Basic Graphs
We firstly study the connectivity of 2-hop neighbour graphs of two basic graphs.
With a slight difference comparing to the previous definition, now we denote tree
graph and circle graph as the basic graphs. A connected component within G is a
subgraph in which any two vertices are connected to each other by paths, and are
not connected to other vertices that do not belong to this subgraph in G.
3.4.1.1 Tree Graph
For a tree graph, there is only one path between any two vertices within. An example
of a tree graph G and the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ is shown in Figure
3.17. One can find out that Gˆ is not connected even though G is.
Figure 3.17: Example of a tree graph G and the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph
Gˆ, it can be found that G is connected while Gˆ is not.
In fact this result can be extended to any tree graph, as stated below.
Proposition 3.4.1. For any tree graph G, the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ con-
tains two connected components, and is thus unconnected.
Proof. For a given graph G, firstly we pick up one vertex m of degree more than 1, and
name it the parent vertex for the whole graph G. Then other vertices are either the
children of m, each of which is connected to m by an edge, or the children of children
of m and so on. Here we designate vertex m to be in level 1, then the children of m are
in level 2, children of children are in level 3 sequentially. Note that the parent vertex
m is randomly picked up as long as it has more than one edge attached, therefore,
the total number of levels of a given graph is uniquely determined by the choice of
vertex m.
For any vertex j within G, it is only connected to its grand-parents, grand-
children, and other vertices that have the same parents with j, in the corresponding
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2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ. In other words, a vertex j from an odd level will only
connect to vertices from odd levels of Gˆ, and any vertex from an even level can only
connect to vertices from even levels in Gˆ as well. Thus, for any tree graph G, the
corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ contains two connected components, which
include vertices from the odd and even levels respectively.
An example of the level structure of the 2-hop neighbour graph of a tree graph is
shown in Figure 3.18.
Figure 3.18: Example of levels of a tree graph after the parent vertex m (solid dot) is
chosen.
3.4.1.2 Circle Graph
Circle graphs are a special kind of graph, of which two of the simplest ones are
triangle and rectangle graphs, as shown in Figure 3.19.
Figure 3.19: Simplest types of circle graphs containing only 3 and 4 agents respec-
tively, in (a), the 2-hop neighbour graph is connected, while in (b) is unconnected.
As shown in Figure 3.19, the 2-hop neighbour graph of a triangle circle graph
is connected while that of a rectangle circle graph is not. It can be proved that for
any arbitrary circle graph G, the connectivity of the corresponding 2-hop neighbour
graph Gˆ depends only on the number of vertices contained in G, as stated in the
following proposition.
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Proposition 3.4.2. The corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ of a circle graph G is con-
nected if and only if G contains an odd number of vertices.
Proof. A circle graph can be considered as inserting one edge between the two ver-
tices of degree-1 to a tree graph which contains no vertices of degree-3 or higher. As
stated previously, the 2-hop neighbour graph of any tree graph contains two con-
nected components that consist of vertices from odd and even levels respectively.
Then if there are odd numbers of vertices contained in a circle graph, it is in the
same situation as inserting one edge between vertex i in level 2m and vertex j in level
2m+ 2, such that in the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph, i is connected to the
parents and children of j and thus, Gˆ is connected. While if there are even numbers
of vertices contained in G, it is equivalent to inserting one edge between some vertex
i and its children, thus Gˆ cannot be connected.
Remark 3.4.1. It is worth mentioning that even if being rigid seems to be a strong require-
ment for the structure of graphs in formation control algorithms, the connectivity of 2-hop
neighbour graph Gˆ of any graph G is not directly related with the rigidity of G.
An example can be found in Figure 3.20. The graph G is minimally rigid and
is obtained by the operation of edge split, while the corresponding 2-hop neighbour
graph Gˆ is not connected. It can be proved that the operation of vertex addition does
not jeopardize connectivity of the 2-hop neighbour graph, while edge split cannot
preserve the connectivity. The proof is omitted as this conclusion is not related to the
problem discussed in this chapter, and will be partly covered by Proposition 3.4.3 in
the next session.
Figure 3.20: Example of the unconnected 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ of a rigid graph
G.
3.4.2 2-hop Neighbour Graph Connectivity of Arbitrary Graphs
Before discussing the 2-hop neighbour graph connectivity of an arbitrary graph, we
present the conclusion of what happens to the connectivity of a 2-hop neighbour
graph if an extra edge is inserted to the initial graph.
Proposition 3.4.3. Given a graph G of which the 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ is connected, if
one extra edge is inserted between two vertices of G, then the corresponding 2-hop neighbour
graph of the obtained graph is still connected.
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Proof. For a vertex i and a j /2 Ni within the given graph G, if an edge eij is in-
serted between i and j, then i and j are connected with all the neighbour of j and i
respectively in the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph of fG [ eijg. For the cor-
responding 2-hop neighbour graph, more edges, specifically, eiNj [ ejNi are included.
Thus, there are more edges contained in the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph
while no edges contained in the 2-hop neighbour graph of G are removed, and the
connectivity of Gˆ is preserved.
An example can be found in Figure 3.21.
Figure 3.21: For a graph G with connected 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ, if a new edge
is inserted (dashed line), the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ will either stay
the same, as shown in (a), or contain more edges, as shown in (b). In both conditions,
the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph after edge insertion remains connected.
Proposition 3.4.4. For any connected graph G, if a subgraph G of G has connected 2-hop
neighbour graph, then the 2-hop neighbour graph of G is connected.
Proof. The proof is straightforward with the conclusion of Proposition 3.4.3. All the
edges other than these from G can be viewed as sequentially inserting an edge
to a graph G of which the 2-hop neighbour graph is connected. As a result, the
corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ of G is connected, as the insertion of edges
preserves the connectivity of 2-hop neighbour graph of G.
An example can be found in Figure 3.22.
A third proposition is presented for the integrity of conclusion.
Proposition 3.4.5. The corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph of an arbitrary graph is either
connected, or consists of two connected components.
Proof. If the graph is a tree graph or a circle containing an even number of vertices,
then the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graphs are unconnected and include two
connected components. Otherwise, if there is a subgraph of a circle with odd number
of vertices within given graph G, the corresponding Gˆ is thus connected, according
to the conclusion from Proposition 3.4.4.
This conclusion is also partly proved in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 in the follow-
ing.
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Figure 3.22: If a graph G contains a subgraph that has connected 2-hop neighbour
graph, then the corresponding 2-hop graph Gˆ of G is also connected.
3.4.2.1 A Sufficient Condition
From the discussions on basic graphs in the previous section, it can be found that the
tree graph cannot guarantee the connectivity of the corresponding 2-hop neighbour
graphs, while the 2-hop neighbour graph of a circle graph is connected if and only if
there are odd number of vertices contained.
Thus, here we propose a sufficient condition to guarantee the connectivity of a
2-hop neighbour graph for any connected graph G.
Lemma 3.4.1. For a connected graph G, the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ is
connected if there exists at least one cycle in G which contains an odd number of vertices.
Proof. As stated in Proposition 3.4.2, if there are an odd number of vertices contained
in a circle, the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph is connected. Another con-
clusion can be referred to Proposition 3.4.4, that if a subgraph of G has connected
underlying 2-hop neighbour graph, then the 2-hop neighbour graph of G is connect-
ed. Thus, if there is a cycle in G containing an odd number of vertices, then G has a
connected 2-hop neighbour graph.
3.4.2.2 The Necessary and Sufficient Condition
Here we prove that the proposed sufficient condition for the connectivity of a 2-
hop neighbour graph is also a necessary condition. That is, for an arbitrary graph
G of which the 2-hop neighbour graph is connected, there exists at least one cycle
containing an odd number of vertices in G. This is also our main contribution of this
chapter, and is summarized as follows.
Theorem 3.4.1. For any connected graph G, the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ is
connected if and only if there exists a cycle containing an odd number of vertices in G.
Proof. Recall the conclusion that the 2-hop neighbour graph of any tree graph is not
connected. Then, if the 2-hop neighbour graph of G is connected, there are two
conditions. The first condition is that all the cycles within G contain an even number
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of vertices, while the other requires that at least one cycle within G contains an odd
number of vertices. We will show that if the corresponding Gˆ is connected, the first
condition is not possible.
For the simplicity of the statement, here we assume that there are no vertices of
degree-1 in graph G, which does not change either type 1 or 2. Then, this G should
contain at least one cycle.
For a cycle of G, mark the vertices of this cycle sequentially with 1, 2, ...n, then
mark the neighbours of these marked vertices similarly until all the vertices in G
are marked. It does not matter the value marked on each vertex, but all the vertices
contained in one cycle should be marked alternatively by odd and even numbers.
Then, if all the cycles contain even numbers of vertices in G, for any vertex j
marked with an odd number, it can be easily proved that every neighbour of j is
marked with an even number. Then it is impossible for j to be connected to any
vertices marked with an even number, but to vertices marked with odd numbers
only, in the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph. Thus, the corresponding 2-hop
neighbour graph of type 1 contains two connected components, which contradicts
the assumption that G has a connected 2-hop neighbour graph. Thus, type 1 is not
possible for any graph of which the 2-hop neighbour graph is connected, and there
exists at least one cycle in G that contains odd numbers of vertices.
A counterexample of the type 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 is shown below.
Figure 3.23: Counterexample of type 1. If all the cycles within graph G are of even
numbers of vertices, then the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph is unconnected.
3.4.3 Verification Algorithm
In the following, we present a systematic algorithm to verify the 2-hop neighbour
graph of a given graph.
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3.4.3.1 Verification Strategies
For a connected graph G, we present the following verifying strategy to confirm the
connectivity of a 2-hop neighbour graph of G.
Step 1: Remove all the vertices of degree-1 in G.
Step 2: Repeat step 1 to obtain a graph G that contains no vertices of degree-1.
Step 3: Verify the volume of every cycle contained in G.
Step 4: If all the cycles contain even numbers of vertices, then the corresponding
2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ of G is unconnected. Otherwise, Gˆ is connected.
Figure 3.24: Connectivity verification algorithm for 2-hop neighbour graph of any
connected graph.
An example can be given for such a G in Figure 3.24. Note that if an extra edge
is inserted between vertex i and j in G, as shown in Figure 3.25, then there are cycles
containing 3 vertices and 5 vertices in the obtained graph, thus in the corresponding
2-hop neighbour graph Gˆ, an edge is inserted between vertex i and k, and Gˆ is then
connected.
Although the proposed strategy is able to verify the connectivity of 2-hop neigh-
bour graph for an arbitrary graph, all the cycles contained in the given graph need
to be verified before the final result is obtained. It is obvious that the proposed ap-
proach requires huge amount of computation, especially when the topology of the
given graph is large, or contains too many vertices.
In the following, for a given graph G = fV, Eg, an improved algorithm is present-
ed to verify the connectivity of a 2-hop neighbour graph for any connected graph,
where jVj is the number of vertices contained in the given graph G.
Step 1: For any vertex i within a cycle of G, mark i with 0, then mark the rest of
vertices within the cycle sequentially with 1 and 0.
Step 2: Then for a vertex that is not marked and one of its neighbour is marked
with 1, mark this vertex with 0, and vise versa. Repeat this step until all the vertices
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Figure 3.25: For a graph with unconnected 2-hop neighbour graph, if one edge is
inserted within a graph such that there exists cycles containing odd numbers of ver-
tices, as shown in (a), then the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph of the obtained
graph is connected.
within G are marked.
Step 3: For any vertex i marked with 0 or 1, if all of its neighbours are marked
with 1 or 0 respectively, then the 2-hop neighbour graph of G is unconnected, and
otherwise is connected.
An example can be found in Figure 3.26.
Figure 3.26: Example of vertex marking and 2-hop neighbour graph connectivity
verification algorithm. In (a) all the vertices are marked with 0 and 1 in the given
graph, and all the vertices marked with 1 or 0 are neighboured by vertices marked
with 0 or 1. Thus, the given graph has an unconnected 2-hop neighbour graph, as
shown in (b).
3.4.3.2 Computational Complexity Analysis
Existing solutions for verifying the connectivity of 2-hop neighbour graphs contain
both combinatorial and algebraic approaches.
To verify the connectivity of 2-hop neighbour graphs by the combinatorial ap-
proach, one needs to firstly build the corresponding 2-hop neighbour graph from
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the topology of a given graph, then a DFS (Deep First Search) requires a complexity
of O(jVj + jEj) (Cormen [2009]) to verify the connectivity of the 2-hop neighbour
graph, where jVj and jEj are the numbers of vertices and edges contained in the
given graph.
For an algebraic solution, one needs to build the corresponding 2-hop neighbour
graph firstly from the given graph G = fV, Eg, and then calculate the underlying
Laplacian matrix. By figuring out the second eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix, the
connectivity of the 2-hop neighbour graph can be confirmed, with a computational
complexity of O(jVj3) (Trefethen and Bau III [1997]).
However, for any connected graph G = fV, Eg containing jVj vertices, the algo-
rithm proposed in this thesis requires the operation of marking each vertex with 1
or 0 for only one time, and checking the neighbours of each marked vertices. Thus,
the computational complexity of proposed algorithm is O(jVj+ jEj) at most, which
is the same as the existing approaches.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter studies the underlying graphs of undirected formations. The concepts
of basic graphs are introduced and are considered as special cases before drawing
a general conclusion. The problem of obtaining a rigid graph by merging non-rigid
components with the requirement of introducing the least number of new edges has
been addressed. The rigidity restoration strategy is firstly developed for basic graphs
and is then extended to arbitrary non-rigid graphs. A systematic construction proce-
dure is developed under different scenarios as the first main contribution (Theorem
3.3.1).
Additionally, the concepts of basic graphs are applied to study the connectivi-
ty of 2-hop neighbour graph for an arbitrary connected graph. The properties of
basic graphs are studied firstly with some conclusions addressed, and then these
conclusions are extended to arbitrary graphs. The necessary and sufficient condition
is proposed to verify the connectivity of 2-hop neighbour graph for any connected
graphs as the second main contribution (Theorem 3.4.1). A verification algorithm is
developed to obtain the same computational complexity as existing solutions, but by
the approach of graph rigidity theory.
The conclusions of this chapter lead to other open problems, such as restoring the
rigidity of formations by connecting non-rigid ones in three and higher dimensions,
as well as developing distributed control approaches. Another topic raised is how to
restore the persistence of directed graphs. This question is partly studied in Chapter
4, which is how to determine the persistence of an arbitrary directed graph.
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Chapter 4
Formation Persistence Analysis
This chapter focuses on the problem of verifying the persistence of the underlying
directed graph of a multi-agent formation. The existing solution, excluding some
results focusing on special kinds of directed graphs, is required to verify the rigidity
of all the subgraphs of which all the vertices have out-degree no larger than 2, for a
given directed graph. The main contribution of this chapter is the employment of the
operations proposed in Chapter 3 on developing a systematic persistence verification
strategy for directed graphs. Firstly, the properties of persistent graphs are studied.
Instead of investigating the out-degree of agents within the graph, the agents with
different in-degrees are studied. A persistence verification strategy is then developed
based on the in-degree of agents. The computational complexity of the proposed
algorithm is discussed as the conclusion of this chapter.
4.1 Introduction
Given a multi-agent formation with the underlying graph being directed, the main-
tenance of desired distance between two neighbouring agents is undertaken by one
single agent. Comparing with undirected formations, the advantage of directed com-
munication topology is that the overall communication cost is halved (Fidan et al.
[2007]), as well as the inherent benefit of robustness against the distance measure-
ment errors (Anderson et al. [2008a]). Similar to the notion of rigidity, persistence
denotes that the motion of a formation with directed underlying graph is restricted
to translation and rotation as a whole body.
The concept of persistencewas extended to three and higher dimensions in Yu et al.
[2007]. In Hendrickx et al. [2008], a set of basic operations for the directed graphs
were discussed, with the conclusion that all the minimally persistent graphs could
be obtained with the proposed operations. A practical approach of generating per-
sistent formations was proposed under range constraints in Smith et al. [2009]. In
Anderson et al. [2007b], Yu et al. [2009] and Summers et al. [2011], the control of
minimally persistent formations with leader-follower and co-leader cases were dis-
cussed. For an arbitrary directed graph, the persistence can be verified with expo-
nential computational complexity (Hendrickx et al. [2007]). While for some special
cases (Bang-Jensen and Jordán [2008]) the persistence can be confirmed in polynomi-
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al time.
Thus, in this chapter we continue to investigate the operations proposed in Chap-
ter 3 on the problem of directed graph persistence verification. In Section 4.2.1, the
properties of persistent graphs are discussed. Similar to the Henneberg sequence for
undirected graphs, a persistent graph can be considered to be the result of directed
vertex addition and edge split operation to two vertices connected by a directed edge
(leader-follower seed). In Section 4.3, the operation of rigid component shrink is
adapted for directed graphs, namely persistent component shrink, in order to simplify
the topology of directed graphs. The following Sections then focus on the properties
of vertices with out-degree larger than 2, according to the in-degree of these vertices
after the operation of persistent component shrink. In Section 4.4.1, a systematic solu-
tion is developed to verify the persistence of an arbitrary directed graph, and it is
proved in Section 4.4.2 that the proposed persistence analysis strategy is at least twice
as fast as the current combinatorial solution. The more the out-degrees of these ver-
tices are, the faster the proposed algorithm is. This chapter ends with the concluding
remarks in Section 4.5.
4.2 Persistent Formation Graphs
The persistence of any directed graph can be verified by the definition of persistence
mentioned in Chapter 2, which requires both rigidity and constraint consistency. An
explicit combinatorial approach can be found in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.1. A graph is persistent if and only if all those subgraphs are rigid which are
obtained by removing outgoing edges from vertices with out-degree larger than 2 until all the
vertices have an out-degree smaller than or equal to 2 (Hendrickx et al. [2007]).
An example is shown in the following Figure 4.1. For such a directed graph
containing two vertices with out-degree larger than 2, while in this case both the out-
degrees of the two agents are exactly three, 32 = 9 times of rigidity tests are required
to verify the persistence of the given graph.
4.2.1 Property of Persistent Graphs
In this section, we present some properties of persistent graphs as an extension of
the conclusions from Chapter 3. That is, each vertex with out-degree larger than 2
is considered as the condition of adding a vertex to a directed graph, such that a
general conclusion can be derived for arbitrary persistence graphs.
Different from the existing conclusion that focuses on the out-degree of vertices
within a directed graph, here we classify a vertex i with out-degree larger than 2 into
three categories according to the in-degree of i, which is later denoted by d (i). Some
basic criteria are derived based on the properties of these vertices within persistent
graphs. The persistence of an arbitrary directed graph can then be confirmed if every
vertex with out-degree larger than 2 fits these criteria.
For a directed graph G, we have the following proposition.
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Figure 4.1: An example of persistence verification of an arbitrary directed graph.
Each  around any agent denotes one degree of freedom. There are two agents of
which the out-degrees are 3. Then there are 9 subgraphs that all the vertices have
out-degrees smaller than or equal to 2, and thus, 9 times of rigidity tests are required
by Theorem 4.2.1.
Proposition 4.2.1. If G is persistent, then for a vertex m within G satisfying d+(m) < 2,
the following equation always holds:8<: å
ejm2E m ,d+(j)>2
argmin[1, (d+(j)  2)]
9=;+ 2  d+(m) + d (m) (4.1)
Proof. For a vertex m satisfying d+(m) < 2, in every subgraph generated by Theorem
4.2.1, at least one of the incoming edges of m must be preserved such that there are
at least two edges attached on m in every of these subgraphs to guarantee rigidity.
The equation above guarantees that m is of degree 2 in each subgraphs under the
condition that some source vertices of the incoming edges of m have more than 2
outgoing edges.
A counterexample can be found in Figure 4.2 (a), in which the vertex m does not
satisfy Equation (4.1) and the graph is thus not persistent.
Since the persistence of an arbitrary graph requires that the total degrees of free-
dom are no more than 3, in the rest of this chapter, when mentioning an arbitrary
directed graph, we assume that this graph has a total degree of freedom always no
more than 3 and satisfies Proposition 4.2.1, so as to focus only on the analysis of
persistence of the given graph.
The previous results of vertex addition to non-rigid undirected graphs can now
be employed to determine the persistence of directed graphs. For a persistent graph
G with a vertex i satisfying d+(i) > 2, all the subgraphs of G where jE+i j = 2 should
be rigid. This requirement can be depicted from another perspective, that is adding
a single agent i to graph fG n ig to obtain a rigid graph. More explicitly, we present
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Figure 4.2: In (a) vertex m has two neighbours i, j of which the out-degree is larger
than 2 and does not satisfy Equation (4.1) thus the graph is not persistent. While in
(b) the graph is persistent since vertex m satisfies Equation (4.1).
the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2.2. Consider a persistent graph G containing a vertex i with d+(i) > 2. G
can be obtained by inserting edges between vertex i and the rest of graph fG n ig. During
this insertion process, fG n ig can be simplified to a basic formation like chain, circle or rigid
component, by the operation of rigid component shrink.
Proof. If G is persistent, by Theorem 4.2.1 all the subgraphs where i has only two
outgoing edges are rigid. So if we remove all the outgoing edges of i, then by restor-
ing any two edges from E+i , the obtained graph is always rigid. We will prove the
conclusion under two different scenarios.
1. If by removing fEi [ ig from G, the obtained graph G¯i = fG n Ei n ig is still
rigid. In this case, it is obvious that no matter how many outgoing edges are attached
to i, G is always rigid. This condition can be viewed as adding i to a rigid formation.
2. If G¯i is not rigid, then after the rigid component shrink operation on each of the
rigid components, there are at most two inserted edges from E+i required to attach
on i such that the obtained graph is rigid. Consider the vertex addition operations
to a chain or a circle graph, it is obvious that only the vertex addition to a basic
formation requires no more than two inserted edges. For any of the other conditions,
such as vertex addition to a combined graph of a chain and a circle, it requires more
than two inserted edges to obtain rigidity, and then such a graph G contradicts the
requirement in Theorem 4.2.1.
An intuitive example is shown in the Figure 4.3 below, where the rest of the graph
fG n ig contains rigid components and circle subgraph.
According to the above discussion, for a persistent graph G containing such a
vertex i, G can be obtained by inserting edges from fE i [ E+i g between i and G¯i =
fG n ig. Based on the conclusion of Proposition 4.2.2, the analysis sequence of an
arbitrary directed graph can be developed.
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Figure 4.3: Any vertex with out-degree larger than 2 can be viewed as being added
to the rest of the given graph, while the rest of the graph can be simplified by the
operation of rigid component shrink.
With a slight abuse of notation, here we denote EL the possible set of edges
required to be inserted between i and G¯i are only from the outgoing edge set E+i of
i, such that fG¯i [ EL [ E i [ ig is persistent. Then for a persistent graph, we have the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.1. For a directed graph G containing a vertex i with d+(i) > 2, remove the
outgoing edge set E+i of i. Then if G is persistent, the inserted edge set E
L satisfies that
jELj  2.
Proof. If jELj > 2, this means that at least three outgoing edges are required so that
the obtained graph is rigid. This is contradictive to the requirement that any of the
vertices within the subgraphs has out-degree no more than 2.
Note that this is only a necessary condition but not sufficient, that is if a directed
graph with a vertex with out-degree larger than 2 and jELj  2, the graph may still
be non-persistent.
A counterexample is shown in Figure 4.4, with the inserted edge set jELj > 2 and
jELj  2, and both of the graph are not persistent.
Note that if jELj  2 holds for every vertex with out-degree larger than 2, plus
the inserted edges within jELj connects to the proper agents within the graph, then
the graph is persistent. This can be considered as the same requirement as stated in
Theorem 4.2.1.
4.3 Operations for Directed Graphs
In the following, we discuss the persistence of an arbitrary directed graph based
on Lemma 4.2.1. Three conditions are studied according to the in-degrees of these
vertices.
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Figure 4.4: A directed graph has a vertex i satisfying d+(i) > 2 and jELj > 2 is not
persistent, while the graph can be non-persistent if jELj  2 holds for every vertex
with out-degree larger than 2.
4.3.1 Elementary Operations of Directed Graphs
In this section, we develop two operations specifically for directed graphs based on
these introduced in Chapter 3, in order to investigate the vertices with out-degree
larger than 2.
4.3.1.1 Edge Removal
The first operation we introduce in this section is mentioned as edge removal, which
denotes the operation of removing all the outgoing edges of a vertex i satisfying
d+(i) > 2 in a directed graph.
An example can be found in the following.
Specifically, if jd i j = 0, or in other words, there is no incoming edges attached
on i, then the edge removal operation also removes the agent i from the given graph.
Intuitively, this operation is designed to simplify the topology of a directed graph,
since there may be a large number of outgoing edges contained in the E+i . The
purpose of such an operation is to investigate the properties of the incoming edges
for the agents like i in directed graphs.
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Figure 4.5: The edge removal operation removes all the outgoing edges of a vertex
with out-degree larger than 2, while all the incoming edges of this vertex remain
unchanged.
4.3.1.2 Persistent Component Shrink
The second operation, namely persistent component shrink, is developed to simplify the
topology of a directed graph after the operation of edge removal, without changing the
property of the given graph being persistent or not. This operation is similar as the
rigid component shrink operation, but focuses only on directed graphs.
Definition 4.3.1. For a directed graph G containing a vertex i with out-degree larger than 2
and a rigid component G, the term persistent component shrink denotes the operation of
replacing G with a pair of vertices Gr = fVr, Erg, where Vr = fi[ jg, i, j 2 G, Er = fei,jg.
Specifically, if there is a directed edge from E i that starts from agent within G
 contained
in G, say agent j, then during the shrink operation the agent j and edge ej,i should be left
unchanged. and the vertex pair Gr = fVr, Erg should be replaced by another rigid component
fVr [ j, Er [ em,j,m 2 Grg.
Different from the rigid component shrink operation that replaces a rigid compo-
nent with a vertex pair connected by an undirected edge, the persistent component
shrink for directed graphs replaces a rigid component with directed vertex pair or a
rigid component, while all the edges contained are accordingly directed ones. An
example can be found in the following.
Similar to the rigid component shrink operation for undirected graphs, such a
replacement does not change the topology of the rest of the given graph, and it does
not matter which two agents from Gr = fVr, Erg are chosen as the directed vertex
pair, or whether there is an edge between these two agents in Er. The purpose of
such an operation is also to simplify the rigid component into a compact version.
With the introduction of persistent component shrink operation, we have the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma 4.3.1. For a directed graph G
0
containing a rigid component G and a single agent
i, shrink G to obtain G0s = fG0 n G [ Grg. If an inserted edge set EL between i and
G satisfies that fG0s [ EL [ ig is persistent, then fG0 [ EL [ ig is persistent. Or if G is
minimally persistent, then the obtained graph is minimally persistent accordingly.
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Figure 4.6: A directed graph containing a vertex i with out-degree equal to 3 and
two rigid components, which are marked by purple and green colors respectively.
The first rigid component {k,l,f,j} does not have any vertex connected to agent i, and
thus, is replaced by a directed vertex pair fj, f g after the persistent component shrink
operation. While the other rigid component fm, j, n, t, sg has a vertex s connected to
i by es,i, and thus, is replaced by a rigid component fm, j, sg.
Proof. Firstly, by the conclusion of Lemma 3.2.1 in Chapter 3, the obtained graph is
rigid. Now we show that by choosing the direction of the inserted edge properly, the
graph is persistent.
After the persistent component shrink operation, the graph can be treated as the
condition of adding a vertex to a basic graph, or combination of basic graphs. Note
that by the definition of persistent component shrink operation, the in-degree or out-
degree of other vertices other than the rigid component is not affected. Thus, if
there is a directed inserted edge set EL satisfies that fG0s [ EL [ ig is persistent, then
by restoring the initial topology of G
0
, the in-degree or out-degree of all the other
vertices other than the rigid component is still unchanged, and since the graph is
rigid, then it is persistent.
Specifically, if G is minimally persistent, then the graph fG0 [ EL [ lg is mini-
mally persistent.
Intuitively, it can be viewed as selecting two vertices from the rigid component
to connect to the single agent, and thus, a proper EL can guarantee the persistence
before and after the persistent component shrink operation.
An example can be found in Figure 4.7.
Remark 4.3.1. Note that this section does not contain the discussion of how to set the proper
directions for the edges within the inserted edge set, and the purpose of the persistent com-
ponent shrink operation is only to simplify the topology. We do not care about how to select
the direction of the inserted edges, as in the following what we focus on is the volume of the
inserted edge set, which is the initial outgoing edges attached to these vertices with out-degree
greater than 2.
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Figure 4.7: The shrinking operation of rigid component in directed graphs does not
change the requirement of inserted edge set EL for directed graphs.
4.3.2 Agents with Zero In-degree
If a vertex i satisfies d+(i) > 2 and d (i) = 0, then by Theorem 4.2.1, the correspond-
ing undirected graph of each subgraph is rigid by keeping any two of the outgoing
edges of i. In each of these subgraphs, i is a vertex with only two edges, which satis-
fies the operation of vertex addition in the Henneberg sequence. So in each of these
undirected subgraphs, vertex i can be removed without changing the nature of these
subgraphs being rigid or not.
Based on the discussion above, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.3.1. In an arbitrary directed graph GfV, Eg, where there is a vertex i such
that d+(i) > 2 and d (i) = 0, apply the edge removal operation on i to obtain a new graph
G¯i = fV n i, E n E+i g. If G¯i is persistent, then G is persistent, vise versa.
An example can be found below.
Figure 4.8: For a vertex i with d+(i) > 2 and d (i) = 0, all of its outgoing edges can
be removed without changing the nature of the given graph being persistent or not.
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4.3.3 Agents with One In-degree
For a vertex i satisfying d+(i) > 2 and d (i) = 1, in each of the subgraphs as de-
scribed in Theorem 4.2.1, i satisfies d+(i) = 2 and d (i) = 1, which can be considered
similarly to the reversed operation of edge split in the Henneberg sequence. Howev-
er, unlike the undirected graphs, the operation of reversed edge split cannot always
be performed for directed graphs (Hendrickx et al. [2008]). So other approaches need
to be developed to study the properties of such kinds of agents within a persistent
graph.
For such a G, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.3.2. For a directed graph G = fV, Eg containing a vertex i satisfying
d+(i) > 2 and d (i) = 1, if G is persistent, then one of the following two conditions
should hold for E+i after the persistent component shrink operation:
1. By applying the edge removal operation on i as well as the removal of the incoming
edge from E i , the obtained G¯i = fV n i, E n fE+i [ E i gg is rigid.
2. All the edges of E+i belong to the possible solutions set of E
L, where jELj = 2.
Proof. The proof can be derived from Proposition 4.2.2. In the first condition, in every
subgraph where d+(i) = 2, it can be considered as a vertex addition operation in the
Henneberg sequence.
In the second condition, that is jELj = 2, any two of the outgoing edges should
guarantee the rigidity of the possible subgraphs where d+(i) = 2 and is thus a
possible choice for jELj.
Now we prove that for any vertex i satisfying d+(i) > 2 and d (i) = 1 while does
not satisfy condition 1, the case jELj = 1 is not possible for condition 2. Note that if
jELj = 1, the total number of edges attached to i, including the edge from E i , is two.
That means when adding a single vertex to a non-rigid formation, only two edges
are required to be inserted. And obviously, it is not possible. So only the conditions
of jELj = 0 and jELj = 2 are possible, as stated above.
An example can be found in in Figure 4.9.
Remark 4.3.2. Condition 2 has only two possibilities, that is, after the persistent component
shrink operation, the remaining of the graph is a circle containing 4 vertices, or a chain
containing 3 vertices.
With the analysis of Proposition 4.3.2, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3.2. Consider an arbitrary directed graph containing vertex i with d+(i) > 2 and
d (i) = 1, which satisfies Proposition 4.3.2. Remove the outgoing edges of i randomly until
jE+i j = 2, the property with respect to whether the graph is persistent or not does not change.
Proof. If G is persistent, then according to the proof of Proposition 4.3.2, such an
operation of cutting outgoing edges randomly until there are two left will not jeop-
ardize the persistency of G. If a vertex i within G does not satisfy the conditions
mentioned in Proposition 4.3.2, then the conclusion that G is not persistent can be
derived.
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Figure 4.9: The possible distributions of outgoing edges of a vertex i satisfying
d+(i) > 2 and d (i) = 1 in a persistent graph.
4.3.4 Agents with Two and Higher In-degrees
The condition that d (i)  2 is similar to that when d (i) = 1, but in this case there
is one more possible situation when G is persistent.
Proposition 4.3.3. For a directed graph G = fV, Eg containing a vertex i satisfying
d+(i) > 2 and d (i)  2, if G is persistent, then one of the following three conditions
should hold for E+i :
1. By applying the edge removal operation on i, the obtained graph G¯i = fV n i, E n E+i g
is rigid.
2. At least jE+i j   1 edges of E+i belong to the possible solutions set of EL, where jELj = 1.
3. All the edges of E+i belong to the possible solutions set of E
L, where jELj = 2.
Proof. The conditions 1 and 3 can refer to the proof of Proposition 4.3.2, and the only
difference when d (i)  2 is that there are cases when jELj = 1. If jELj = 1, this
means that by inserting one appropriate edge starting from i, the obtained graph is
rigid. Such a situation happens when G is transferred into a chain solution containing
3 vertices after the persistent component shrink operation. And in this case, one more
outgoing edge that does not belong to the solution set EL is allowed to attached to i,
and any subgraph of G satisfying d+(i) = 2 is always rigid, thus, the given graph is
persistent.
An example can be found in Figure 4.10.
Remark 4.3.3. In Proposition 4.3.3, condition 1 is the same as the case when d (i) = 1.
While the condition 2 has only one possibility, that is, after the persistent component shrink
operation, the remaining of the graph is a chain of 2 vertices excluding i. For the condition
3, since there are two or more incoming edge for i, one more condition is possible. That is,
after the persistent component shrink operation, the remaining graph can be transformed into
a circle containing i, which requires exactly two more edges to recover rigidity.
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Figure 4.10: The possible distributions of outgoing edges of a vertex i satisfying
d+(i) > 2 and d (i)  2 in a persistent formation.
Similar to Lemma 4.3.2, we have the following result for a vertex i satisfying
d+(i) > 2 and d (i)  2:
Lemma 4.3.3. Consider an arbitrary directed graph containing vertex i with d+(i) > 2 and
d (i)  2, which satisfies Proposition 4.3.3. Remove the outgoing edges of i randomly until
jE+i j = 2, the property with respect to whether the graph is persistent or not does not change.
Proof. If G is persistent, then according to the proof of Proposition 4.3.3, such an
operation of removing outgoing edges randomly until there are two left will not
jeopardize the persistency of G. If a vertex i within G does not satisfy the conditions
mentioned in Proposition 4.3.3, then the conclusion that G is not persistent can be
derived.
4.4 Persistence Verification of Directed Graphs
In this section we focus on the persistence verification of an arbitrary directed graph.
The previous conclusions only discussed the properties of single vertices with out-
degree larger than 2 in persistent graphs. For two neighbouring vertices i, j with
out-degree larger than 2, we have the following conclusion:
Proposition 4.4.1. Consider a directed graph G = fV, Eg containing two neighbouring
vertices i, j with out-degree both larger than 2. If G is persistent, then j satisfies Proposition
4.3.1, Lemma 4.3.2 or 4.3.3 in every subgraph of G in which there is d+(i) = 2.
Proof. If G is persistent, then every subgraph of G where d+(i) = 2 and d+(j) = 2
should be rigid. Then, if j satisfies Proposition 4.3.1, Lemma 4.3.2 or 4.3.3 in every
subgraph of G where d+(i) = 2, it is obvious that every subgraph of G where i, j are
with out-degree 2 is rigid, thus, G is persistent.
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4.4.1 Verification Strategy for Directed Graphs
With the conclusions derived in Proposition 4.4.1, we present the following analysis
sequence for an arbitrary directed graph G, aiming to simplify the topology of a
given graph during the persistence verification process.
 Step 1:
Check the total degree of freedom and rigidity of G. If the total degrees of free-
dom of G is larger than 3 or G is not rigid, then G is not persistent.
 Step 2:
For a vertex i satisfying d+(i) > 2, apply Proposition 4.3.1, Lemma 4.3.2 or 4.3.3
depending on the in-degree of i. If none of these conditions can be applied, G is not
persistent.
 Step 3:
In all the subgraphs where d+(i) = 2, test the next vertex with out-degree larger
than 2.
 Step 4:
Repeat step 3 until all the vertices with out-degree larger than 2 are tested. If
all the vertices are qualified with Proposition 4.3.1, Lemma 4.3.2 or 4.3.3, then G is
persistent.
An example can be found in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11: An example of verifying the persistence of a directed graph that contains
more than two vertices with out-degree greater than 2. Two vertices with out-degree
larger than 2 are marked with purple and red respectively. By sequentially testing
each of the vertices within all the subgraphs, the persistence can be verified. Com-
paring with the solution of 9 times of rigidity test as shown in Figure 4.1, now it
requires only 4 times of criteria verification for the given graph.
It is clear that the analysis sequence proposed simplifies the topology of the given
directed graph, and every operation of edge reduction does not jeopardize the nature
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of a given graph being persistent or not. Then, as the main result of this chapter, we
have the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.4.1. For a directed graph G satisfying Equation (4.1), where there are m vertices
of which the out-degree d+(v1), ..., d+(vm) are larger than 2, the persistence of G can be
determined by the proposed sequence.
Proof. Consider a directed graph G = fV, Eg, of which the vertices with out-degree
larger than 2 are denoted by v1, ..., vm. Without loss of generality, we start from vertex
v1. If v1 does not fit any condition of Proposition 4.3.1, Lemma 4.3.2 or 4.3.3, it is
clear that G is not persistent. If v1 fits these conditions, obtain a set of subgraphs by
removing jd+v1 j   2 outgoing edges from v1. Since the operation of removing edges
does not change the nature of persistence, then G is persistent only when every of
these subgraphs is persistent.
If all the vertices fit these conditions, then G will be persistent only when G¯ is
persistent. In this case, for G¯ there will be no vertex with out-degree greater than 2.
It is clear that G is persistent only when G¯ is rigid, as mentioned in step iv in the
analysis sequence.
Take the verification sequentially on vertices with out-degree larger than 2 in
these subgraphs. If every vertex within the m ones fits the conditions within Propo-
sition 4.3.1, Lemma 4.3.2 or 4.3.3, it then guarantees that all subgraphs mentioned in
Theorem 4.2.1 are rigid, and thus, G is persistent.
Remark 4.4.1. The proposed verification strategy is able to simplify the topology of the given
graph by sequentially removing each vertex during the process.
4.4.2 Computational Complexity Analysis
Theorem 4.4.1 proves the proposed analysis sequence to be an effective approach
of analysing the persistence of an arbitrary directed graph. Now we discuss the
computational complexity of the proposed strategy.
According to the proposed persistence analysis strategy, the topology of the given
graph can be simplified at each step if a vertex satisfies Proposition 4.3.1, Lemma 4.3.2
or 4.3.3. The premise of this simplification is that all the rigid components within
formation are figured out. For an arbitrary undirected graph, the rigidity test takes
O(jVj2) time for the pebble game algorithm (Lee and Streinu [2008]). If the graph is
not rigid, all the rigid components are figured out within the same consumption of
time with reference to Lee and Streinu [2008].
So here we claim that the computational complexity of rigidity analysis of each
subgraph obtained from Theorem 4.2.1 is equal to the analysis mentioned in Propo-
sition 4.3.1, Lemma 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. From the conclusion of Lemma 4.2.1, at most two
edges need to be chosen from the out-going edge set for a vertex with out-degree
larger than 2 when obtaining these subgraphs mentioned in Proposition 4.3.1, Lem-
ma 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. Thus, the complexity of rigid component shrink and discovering
EL for each vertex with out-degree larger than 2 after the shrink is negligible.
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Consider an arbitrary directed graph G = fV, Eg, of which the vertices with
out-degree larger than 2 are denoted by v1, ..., vm, and the out-degree are the same
and is denoted by d. During the analysis process there are 1+ C2d+, ...,+(C
2
d)
m 1 =
(C2d)
m 1
C2d 1
<
(C2d)
m
2 times of verification according to Proposition 4.3.1, Lemma 4.3.2 or
4.3.3 for each vertex, where C2d =
b!
2!(b 2)!) . So in total, the verification complexity is
at least halved comparing with that of Theorem 4.2.1, which is (C2d)
m.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter studies the topology of directed graphs, as an extension of the works
presented in Chapter 3. The problem of how to verify the persistence of an arbi-
trary directed graph is presented. The properties of persistent graphs are discussed
under different scenarios of vertex addition operation. The operations proposed in
Chapter 3 are applied on directed graphs. The vertices with out-degree larger than 2
are investigated based on the in-degrees of these vertices. Several situations are dis-
cussed after applying the proposed operations. A systematic persistence verification
strategy (Theorem 4.4.1) is developed as the main contribution of this chapter.
The works of this chapter lead to other open problems, such as the methods
of verifying the persistence of an arbitrary directed graph in three and higher di-
mensions. Another possible topic is to extend the conclusions of rigidity restora-
tion strategies to directed graphs, such as persistence restoration for a given non-
persistent graph, as well as constructing a persistent graph by merging two or more
non-persistent ones.
Another major issue motivated by the work of this chapter and Chapter 3 is to
discuss the graphs with both undirected and directed edges, which is defined and
investigated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Formation with Hybrid
Communication Topology
This chapter focuses on the underlying graphs of multi-agent formations with hy-
brid communication structures. For a multi-agent formation with hybrid communi-
cation topology, there are some neighbouring agents that both maintain the mutu-
al distances between each other, while for some other agents, only one of the two
neighbouring agents measures and maintains the corresponding distances. The un-
derlying graphs of such kind of formations are thus mentioned as hybrid graphs in
this chapter. Similar to the topologies of hybrid formations, hybrid graphs contain
both bidirectional and unidirectional edges at the same time. In this chapter, the
definition of hybrid graph is firstly introduced. Then it is proved that a hybrid graph
can be persistent or minimally persistent under certain conditions, and a systematic
persistence verification strategy is developed for hybrid graphs. It is later shown in
this chapter that different kinds of graphs, including directed, undirected and hybrid
ones, can transfer between each other by certain operations, and the persistence or
rigidity of the given graphs are preserved during the transformation process.
5.1 Introduction
In order to control a multi-agent formation, a usual approach is to study the under-
lying communication or measurement network within the formation. Two kinds of
control scenarios are developed according to the underlying topologies of the giv-
en formations. For any two agents i, j within a formation, if the distance between
i, j is maintained by both of the agents, then the underlying graph of the formation
is undirected, and the formation shape can be maintained if the underlying graph
is rigid (Krick et al. [2009], Oh and Ahn [2011b], Oh and Ahn [2011d]). The con-
trol of rigid formations has been discussed in n-dimensional spaces (Oh and Ahn
[2014a]) and with mismatched measurements (Sun et al. [2014]). On the other hand,
if the distance between i, j is only maintained by one of the two adjacent agents,
the formation is then depicted by a directed graph, and the term of persistence is
introduced to describe such kind of formations (Hendrickx et al. [2007]). Differen-
t control strategies have been developed to control persistent formations (Yu et al.
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[2007], Hendrickx et al. [2008], Yu et al. [2009], Summers et al. [2011]).
However, it is interesting to notice that among the tremendous distance-based
formation control strategies, all the formations, to the best of our knowledge, are
classified as undirected and directed formations only. Meanwhile, in the area of
formation consensus problem, undirected formation is considered as a special case
of directed formation, and it is a common case to discuss formations that contain
both undirected and directed communication or sensing structures at the same time
(Qin et al. [2012], Qin and Yu [2013]).
Thus, in this chapter, we expand the work of the previous two chapters, and focus
on investigating the graphs that contains both undirected and directed edges. Firstly,
a new kind of formation, namely hybrid formation is introduced, and the underlying
graph is then mentioned as hybrid graph accordingly in Section 5.2.2. In Section 5.3,
the concept of persistence is discussed under the scenario of hybrid graphs, and the
properties of persistent hybrid graphs are discussed. A systematic solution of hybrid
graph persistence verification is proposed as the main result of this chapter. It is
then shown that a persistent hybrid graph can be obtained from persistent directed
graphs by edge transformation operations, and all the intermediate graphs obtained
during this process are all persistent.
In Section 5.4.1, minimal persistence is defined for hybrid graphs analogously
to directed ones, and it is shown that minimally persistent hybrid graphs can be
obtained from either minimally persistent or minimally rigid graphs. In Section
5.4.2, the relationship between these kinds of graphs are discussed, and it is shown
that hybrid graph is the general case for the topology of a multi-agent formation,
and correspondingly, directed and undirected graphs are two special cases of hybrid
graphs. This chapter ends with the concluding remarks in Section 5.5.
5.2 Formation with Hybrid Communication Topology
For a directed formation, the persistence of the underlying graph can be verified by
the following criteria presented in Hendrickx et al. [2007].
Definition 5.2.1. (Hendrickx et al. [2007]) A representation p is persistent if there exists
# > 0 such that any representation p
0
fitting for the distance set induced by p and satisfying
d(p, p
0
) < # is congruent to p.
Theorem 5.2.1. (Hendrickx et al. [2007]) A graph is persistent if it is rigid and constraint
consistent.
Theorem 5.2.2. (Hendrickx et al. [2007]) A graph is persistent if and only if all those sub-
graphs are rigid which are obtained by removing outgoing edges from vertices with out-degree
larger than 2 until all the vertices have an out-degree smaller than or equal to 2.
Note that the term of rigidity can be employed to discuss the structure of any kind
of graphs, either undirected or directed ones. However, the notion of persistence can
only be applied when the given graph is directed. Some special graphs, for instance,
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which contain parallel edges or collinear vertices, may not be rigid even if the graph
satisfies the definition of rigidity. These cases are not considered throughout this
chapter, and one can refer to Hendrickx et al. [2007] for examples.
In this section, we firstly define the underlying graphs of multi-agent formations
with hybrid communication topologies, and investigate the properties of such kind
of graphs.
5.2.1 Hybrid Formation
For a multi-agent system of which the underlying graph is undirected, any two a-
gents connected by an undirected edge both measure and keep the desired distance
between each other. While for a multi-agent system of which the associated graph
is directed, only one of a pair of agents will take the responsibility of keeping the
distance around certain value. However, there are certain conditions where a multi-
agent formation stands between undirected and directed, in essence, a group of agents
of which some neighbouring agents both communicate with each other, and for the
other agents, only one of the two fulfils the task. Such kind of multi-agent systems
are common cases in the practical applications. For example, the relationship be-
tween people in a social network, multi-agent formation containing heterogeneous
agents, as well as the data synchronization flow within sensor networks. Examples
of these systems can be found in the Figure 5.1. An advantage of hybrid formations
is, similar to directed formations, that such a formation reduces the communication
cost as well as being robust to measurement errors. While the bidirectional commu-
nication links between certain agents of a hybrid formation can be applied to tackle
the scenario of communication link failure, that is, even if one of the two agents
fails to keep the mutual distance, the corresponding distance constraint can still be
maintained by the other agent.
(a) People’s relationship within social
network (Mislove et al. [2007])
(b) Data structure of sensor network
(Mao et al. [2007])
Figure 5.1: Examples of practical systems with hybrid underlying graphs.
Thus, in the following, we introduce the corresponding graphs of formations with
hybrid structures, with some conclusions presented.
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5.2.2 Hybrid Graph
A hybrid graph is the underlying topology of a multi-agent formation with hybrid
communication topology, which contains the properties of both undirected and di-
rected graphs. The definition of hybrid graphs can be found below.
Definition 5.2.2. A graph G = fV, Eg is mentioned as hybrid graph if for some vertices
i, j 2 V, there exists a bidirectional edge eij 2 E, while for some other vertices m, n 2 V, a
unidirectional edge em,n 2 E starting from m connects the two vertices.
Intuitively, a hybrid graph contains both bidirectional and unidirectional edges.
A bidirectional edge within a hybrid graph G between i, j is denoted by eij, while the
unidirectional edge between m, n starting from m is denoted by em,n as the difference.
An example of hybrid graph can refer to Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Example of a hybrid graph, in which eij is a bidirectional edge, while em,n
is a unidirectional one.
It can be found in Figure 5.2 that although agent i, j both keep the mutual distance
constraint dij, there is only a bidirectional edge between agents i and j instead of two
unidirectional edges ei,j and ej,i with reversed orientations. The purpose of depicting
the hybrid graph into a simple graph is for the convenience of rigidity verification.
Note that the bidirectional edge eij between agent i and j in a hybrid graph is actually
the same as an undirected one in undirected graphs, as both i and j will keep the
distance dij under these two cases. We represent such kind of edges as bidirectional
ones as a comparison with the unidirectional ones. One difference of hybrid graphs
comparing with directed graphs is that the out-degree of a vertex i within a hybrid
graph, which is denoted by d+i , is the number of attached unidirectional outgoing
edges only.
Later in this section, we mention the operation of edge transformation, which de-
notes the operation of replacing a unidirectional ei,j by a bidirectional eij, or inversely
transfer eij to ei,j. Such a transformation certainly does not damage the rigidity of
the given graph, also it is worth noticing that the distance set of graph G before and
after the edge transformation operation remains the same, which is jjpi   pjjj = dij.
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5.3 Persistence for Hybrid Graphs
In this section, we discuss the concept of persistence for hybrid graphs, and then
present some properties of persistent hybrid graphs.
5.3.1 Persistent Hybrid Graph
According to Theorem 5.2.1, a directed graph G is persistent if it is rigid and con-
straint consistent. And a directed formation F with such a G as the underlying
graph is able to maintain the desired shape. Meanwhile, for a hybrid formation F
0
of which the underlying hybrid graph G
0
is the realization of the distance set intro-
duced by G, since G is persistent, then G
0
is rigid. Thus, whether F
0
can maintain
the desired shape or not depends on whether the distance constraints within F
0
can
be maintained throughout, in other words, the underlying graph G
0
being constraint
consistent or not.
Persistence can then be defined for hybrid graphs in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3.1. A hybrid graph is persistent if and only if it is rigid and constraint consis-
tent.
Proof. As stated previously, whether an edge is bidirectional or unidirectional with-
in a hybrid graph does not change the distance set induced by the representation.
Thus, the case when hybrid graphs are persistent is exactly the same as directed
graphs. Note that a representation being persistent is equivalent as the graph being
persistent, and we then just prove the case for a representation of a given hybrid
graph.
Consider a rigid and constraint consistent representation p of a hybrid graph
G = fV, Eg , and p0 a representation fitting for the distance set induced by p while
satisfying d(p, p
0
) < #. Since p is rigid, then p, p
0
are congruent. According to the
definition of constraint consistence, p
0
is a realization of the distance set induced by p.
Thus, p is persistent by Definition 5.2.1.
Now on the other hand, assume p is persistent, then any representation p
0
fitting
for the distance set d¯ induced by p and satisfying d(p, p
0
) < # is congruent to p.
Such a p
0
is a realization of of d¯, and therefore, p is constraint consistent. Now if a
realization p
0
of d¯ satisfies d(p, p
0
) < #, then it is also a fitting representation of d¯, and
by the definition of persistence it is congruent to p and is then rigid.
Remark 5.3.1. The definition of persistence of hybrid graphs is similar to that of directed
graphs, which can be found in Hendrickx et al. [2007]. The reason that persistence is em-
ployed to describe hybrid graphs is the existence of unidirectional edges. In the above proof
we show that hybrid graphs can also have constraint consistency.
The main difference between a hybrid graph and a directed graph is the existence
of bidirectional edges in the hybrid graph. Thus, we discuss in the following the
properties of bidirectional edges within hybrid graphs, as well as the relationship
between bidirectional and unidirectional edges.
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Proposition 5.3.1. For a constraint consistent hybrid graph G = fV, Eg containing a
unidirectional edge ei,j, after transferring ei,j into a bidirectional edge eij, the obtained graph
G is still constraint consistent.
Proof. Consider a representation p of G with a distance set d¯ induced by p, and a
representation p
0
fitting for d¯ and satisfies d(p, p
0
) < #. Then by the definition of
constraint consistent, p
0
is a realization of d¯. Thus, in p
0
, the distance between i, j
satisfies jjp(i)  p(j)jj = dij 2 d¯.
After the transformation from ei,j to eij, no new edge is introduced. Then for the
new representation p with the underlying distance set d¯, there is d¯ = d¯. Consider
a representation p
0 fitting for d¯ and satisfies d(p, p0) < d¯. For the agents i, j
corresponding to eij after the edge transformation, agent j now has a new distance
constraint dij 2 G, while there is no new distance constraint for agent i since i need
to keep the distance constraint jjp(i)  p(j)jj = dij 2 G. For such a j 2 G, it needs
to be proved that jjp(i)  p(j)jj = dij 2 G still holds for p
0.
Let Ej denote the set of distance constraints attached on jwith respect to d¯, i.e. the
edges leaving j (both unidirectional and bidirectional), we consider in two separated
cases:
If jEj j  2, then the position p
0(j) of j in p0 is the same as the p0(j) in p0 since
there is only one possible position available for j to maintain the distance constraints.
Note that the desired distance between i, j is still dij in p
0, thus jjp(i)  p(j)jj = dij 2
p
0 can be maintained by i.
If jEj j < 2, j is capable of keeping the distance fEj [ dijg, then jjp(i)  p(j)jj =
dij 2 p
0 can be guaranteed.
Thus, jjp(i)  p(j)jj = dij 2 G holds for p
0 and p0 is a realization of of d¯. By
definition G is constraint consistent after the edge transformation.
Intuitively, it can be understood in such a way that since the two agents connected
by a bidirectional edge both try to maintain the mutual distance constraint, and
sometimes if one of the agents j focuses on keeping some of its constraints and could
not maintain the distance constraint of the bidirectional edge eij, then the other agent
i is able to move towards or away from i, thus, jjp(i)  p(j)jj = dij can be satisfied.
This is how an undirected graph works if more than two edges are connected to an
agent j within it.
5.3.2 Properties of Persistent Hybrid Graphs
One may wonder whether the transformation of edges from unidirectional into bidi-
rectional ones within a hybrid graph could damage its persistence. The following
proposition shows that such kind of transformation of edges within a persistent hy-
brid graph preserves the persistence of the given graph.
Proposition 5.3.2. For a persistent hybrid graph G = fV, Eg containing a unidirectional
edge ei,j, after transferring ei,j into bidirectional edge eij, the obtained graph is still persistent.
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Proof. Given a persistent representation p of G with underlying distances set d¯, then
p is rigid and constraint consistent. After transforming ei,j into eij, any representa-
tion p of the corresponding graph G is obviously rigid, and it can be proved by
Proposition 5.3.1 that such a p is also constraint consistent.
Then according to Theorem 5.3.1, the obtained graph after edge transformation
is still persistent.
An example can be found in Figure 5.3, which shows the edge transformation
from a unidirectional edge to a bidirectional one in a persistent hybrid graph.
Figure 5.3: The transformation from a unidirectional edge to a bidirectional edge
within a persistent hybrid graph does not jeopardize the persistence of the obtained
graph.
Based on the conclusion above, a general result can be concluded for persistent
hybrid graphs.
Lemma 5.3.1. All the unidirectional edges within a persistent hybrid graph G = fV, Eg
can be transferred into bidirectional edges without damaging the persistence of the obtained
graphs.
Proof. According to Proposition 5.3.2, a unidirectional edge within a persistent hy-
brid graph can be transferred into a bidirectional one without damaging the persis-
tence. Thus, by sequentially transferring unidirectional edges into bidirectional ones,
all the obtained hybrid graphs are persistent.
An example is shown in Figure 5.4.
Remark 5.3.2. If one starts from a persistent directed graph, then by sequentially transferring
all the edges into bidirectional ones, a rigid undirected graph can be obtained, while the
persistence of all the intermediate graphs during this process are maintained. Thus, the
notion of persistence and rigidity are unified with the introduction of hybrid graphs, and it
could also be understood that directed graphs and undirected graphs are two special cases of
hybrid graphs.
The detailed discussions of different types of graphs are presented later in this
chapter.
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Figure 5.4: All the edges within a persistent hybrid graph can be transformed into
bidirectional edges without losing the persistence.
5.3.3 Persistence Verification of Hybrid Graphs
After the introduction of hybrid formations and hybrid graphs, as well as the def-
inition of persistence for hybrid graphs, in this section we investigate the possible
solutions of testing whether a hybrid graph is persistent.
For directed graphs, a combinatorial approach was presented in Hendrickx et al.
[2007], aiming to figure out the persistence of a directed graph. In this solution, an
ergodic verification of subgraphs of the given graph is required, which asks for all
these subgraphs to satisfy the following conditions.
Theorem 5.3.2. (Hendrickx et al. [2007]) A graph is persistent if and only if all those sub-
graphs are rigid which are obtained by removing outgoing edges from vertices with out-degree
larger than 2 until all the vertices have an out-degree smaller than or equal to 2.
Note that Theorem 5.3.2 is a general solution for any directed graph, and a natural
question to ask is whether there is a similar solution for hybrid graphs?
As mentioned in Lemma 5.3.1, all the unidirectional edges of a hybrid graph
can be transformed into bidirectional edges without damaging the persistence of the
given hybrid graph. With this property, the persistence of an arbitrary hybrid graph
can be tested by the following strategy:
Lemma 5.3.2. A hybrid graph G = fV, Eg is persistent if at least one of the directed
graphs obtained by assigning directions to all the bidirectional edges of G is persistent, where
assigning directions to bidirectional edges denotes the operation of transferring bidirectional
edges into unidirectional ones.
Proof. Assume a directed graph G = fV, Eg is persistent, which is obtained by
assigning directions to all the bidirectional edges contained in G. Then G can be
viewed as the hybrid graph obtained by applying edge transformation operations on
G.
Since G is persistent, then by Lemma 5.3.1 G is a persistent hybrid graph.
The proposed strategy above is a general conclusion for arbitrary hybrid graphs,
and this approach requires two stages of tests. Firstly, all the bidirectional edges
within a hybrid graph need to be assigned with directions. Note that during this
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process all the directed graphs with different topologies need to be figured out. The
next step is to test the persistence of all these directed graphs unless one of them
is proven to be persistent. It is clear that this solution requires huge amounts of
time and calculation, especially when there are large numbers of bidirectional edges
contained.
For example, if there are 3 bidirectional edges contained in a hybrid graph, then
after assigning directions to the three edges, there are then 23 = 8 directed graphs
obtained. An example can be seen in Figure 5.5:
Figure 5.5: The persistence of an arbitrary hybrid graph can be verified by testing the
persistence of every subgraph that is obtained by assigning directions to each of the
bidirectional edges within the given hybrid graph.
In the rest of this section, we further investigate the properties of persistent hybrid
graphs and present another persistence verification strategy for hybrid graphs.
Proposition 5.3.3. A persistent hybrid graph remains persistent after the removal of outgo-
ing edges of any vertex i satisfying d+i  3 (or bidirectional edges eij if d+i  2, d+j  2).
Proof. We will firstly prove that a persistent hybrid graph G = fV, Eg containing a
vertex i satisfying d+i  3 is still persistent after the removal of an outgoing unidirec-
tional edge from i. Then, this conclusion will allow us to prove that G = fV, Eg is
still persistent after the removal of a bidirectional edge eij if eij if d+i  2, d+j  2.
Consider a representation p of G containing a vertex i satisfying that d+i  3, and
another representation p of G = fV, Eg obtained by removing outgoing edges
of i from G. Since p is persistent, then there exists a # > 0 such that any other
representation p
0
fitting for the distance set d¯ induced by p and satisfying d(p, p
0
) < #
is a realization of d¯. We will show that any other representation p
0 fitting for the
distance set d¯ induced by p and satisfying d(p, p0) < # is also a realization of d¯
and is congruent to p. Note that d¯ = fd¯ [ dijg, where dij is the desired distance of
ei,j which is removed from G. For agent i in G, after the removal of one outgoing
edge there is still d+i  2, which means i has no other possible positions rather than
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p(i) 2 p that can satisfy these distance constraints. Thus, for any representation p0
fitting for the distance set d¯, there is jjp0(i)  p0(j)jj = dij, and p
0 is a realization of
d¯. Note that for any other vertices l,m 2 G, the distance constraints are not changed,
thus, there is jjp0(l)  p0(m)jj = jjp(l)  p(m)jj holds. Since jjp0(i)  p0(j)jj = dij,
there is jjp0(i)  p0(j)jj = jjp(i)  p(j)jj, thus p0 is congruent to p and is persistent.
If there is d+i  2, d+j  2 holds in a persistent hybrid graph G, then at least
one of the two hybrid graphs G1,G2 which are obtained by transferring eij to ei,j and
ej,i respectively, is persistent. Otherwise, if both G1,G2 are not persistent then by
Proposition 5.3.2 G is not persistent. Then there are d+i  3 2 G1 and d+j  3 2
G2, and by the above conclusion at least one of the two graphs G1 ,G

2 is persistent
after the removal of ei,j and ej,i from G1,G2. Assume G1 is the persistent graph
after removing ei,j, and note that G1 has exactly the same topology as the graph G

obtained by removing eij from G, thus, G is persistent.
An example of removing outgoing edges for agent i satisfying d+i  3 in a hybrid
graph is shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: An example showing that one outgoing edge can be removed from ver-
tices with out-degree larger than 2 in a persistent hybrid graph without jeopardizing
the persistence of the obtained graph.
Here we present one of our main results for hybrid graphs, which is also an
ergodic verification strategy.
Theorem 5.3.3. A hybrid graph G = fV, Eg is persistent if and only if all the subgraphs are
rigid which are obtained by removing unidirectional outgoing edges (and bidirectional edges
eij) of any vertex i satisfying d+i  3 (if d+i  2, d+j  2) in G until d+i  2 (and no such eij
exists).
Proof. Since G is persistent, then by Proposition 5.3.3, any graph obtained by remov-
ing outgoing edges from vertices i satisfying d+i  3, or by removing bidirectional
edges eij from vertices i, j satisfying d+i  2, d+j  2, is persistent. Thus, any of these
graphs are rigid.
We denote S the set of all the subgraphs obtained by removing outgoing edges
from vertices satisfying d+i  3 and bidirectional edges eij from vertices i, j satisfying
d+i  2, d+j  2 until no such vertex exists, and prove that if G is not persistent, then
there exists at least one of the graphs within S that is not rigid as a contradiction of
the assumption.
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Assume a representation p of G with a distance set d¯ induced by p, since G
is not persistent, then there exists at least one representation p
0
fitting for d¯ and
satisfying d(p, p
0
) < # that is not congruent to p. For a graph S = fV, Esg 2 S and a
representation ps of S with distance set d¯s, since Es  E, there is d¯s  d¯. Thus, p is a
realization of d¯s and is a representation of S. For the above mentioned p
0
, since p
0
is
fitting for d¯, p
0
is also a realization of d¯s. By assumption p
0
is not congruent to p, that
means for at least one graph from the set S, there exist two representations fitting
for the same distance constraints and are not congruent, and S is thus not rigid by
definition. Then, generally, for a non-persistent hybrid graph G, there exists at least
one graph in S that is not rigid.
An example can be in the Figure 5.7 below.
Figure 5.7: The persistence of an arbitrary hybrid graph can be verified by testing the
rigidity of all the subgraphs that are obtained by removing unidirectional outgoing
edges from vertices with out-degree greater than 2, or bidirectional edges that con-
nect both vertices with out-degree greater than 2. In the given graph the vertex j has
3 outgoing edges and i is of out-degree 2, and there is a bidirectional edge between
i and j. Then by removing the outgoing edges of j and eij and test the rigidity of all
the obtained graphs, the persistence of the given graph can be verified.
Remark 5.3.3. The above theorem leads to an interesting result, that is, by inserting a bidi-
rectional edge to a persistent hybrid graph, the obtained graph is still persistent, while the
insertion of a unidirectional edge may destroy the persistence of the hybrid graph.
5.4 Minimally Persistent Hybrid Graphs
In this section, we introduce the definition of minimal persistence for hybrid graphs,
analogously to minimally persistent directed graphs. Then we present the properties
of minimal persist hybrid graphs, as well as some conclusions on the relationship
between minimally persistent hybrid graphs and other graphs, including minimally
persistent directed graphs and minimally rigid undirected graphs.
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5.4.1 Minimal Persistence of Hybrid Graphs
Firstly, we define the minimal persistence for hybrid graphs.
Definition 5.4.1. A hybrid graph is minimally persistent if it is persistent and no edge,
either bidirectional or unidirectional, can be removed without losing persistence.
Examples of minimally persistent hybrid graphs can be found in Figure 5.8 below.
Figure 5.8: Examples of minimally persistent hybrid graphs, where the removal of
any edge within these graphs will destroy the persistence.
A directed graph is mentioned as minimally persistent if the following condition
holds.
Proposition 5.4.1. (Hendrickx et al. [2007]) A directed graph is minimally persistent if and
only if it is minimally rigid and no vertex has an out-degree larger than 2.
For hybrid graphs, there is a similar conclusion:
Proposition 5.4.2. A minimally rigid hybrid graph G = fV, Eg satisfying that 8i 2
V, d+i  2 is always minimally persistent.
Proof. Assume the set of all the unidirectional edges contained in G is denoted by E G ,
and the set of all the bidirectional edges denoted by E=G , then there is E = fE G [ E=Gg.
Consider a set of minimally persistent graphs S, of which all the graphs within have
the same vertices set jVj and distance constraints set as G, i.e., all the underlying
undirected graphs of S are exactly the same as that of G. Since 8i 2 V, d+i  2, then
by Proposition 5.4.1 there exists at least one minimally persistent directed graph
S = fV, Esg 2 S satisfying E G  Es, that is, all the unidirectional edges contained in
G are also contained in S. Then according to the conclusion of Lemma 5.3.1, G can
be obtained by transferring the rest of the unidirectional edges other than E G of S to
bidirectional edges, while maintaining the persistence. Since G is minimally rigid, it
is then minimally persistent.
This proof can be understood in an intuitive way. Since the graph is minimally
rigid, there are 2jVj   3 distance constraints contained in G. For any vertex i 2 G,
if d+i  1, then i is capable of maintaining 2  d+i bidirectional edges attached on i,
if d+i = 2, all the distance constraints of the bidirectional edges attached on i can be
maintained by its neighbours on the other side of these edges.
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Examples and counterexamples of minimally persistent hybrid graphs are pre-
sented in the Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: Examples and counterexamples of minimally persistent hybrid graphs.
The first one contains no vertices with out-degree larger than 2, and is thus minimally
persistent, while the other two graphs contain vertices of out-degree 3, and are thus
non-minimally persistent.
Generally for minimally persistent hybrid graphs, the Laman’s law is still appli-
cable.
Theorem 5.4.1. A hybrid graph G = fV, Eg is minimally persistent if and only if it is
persistent and satisfies jEj = 2jVj   3.
Proof. It is obvious that the removal of any edge within a persistent hybrid graph G =
fV, Eg satisfying jEj = 2jVj   3 would damage its rigidity, and thus, the persistence
of the given graph cannot be preserved. Therefore, by definition, such kind of a
hybrid graph is minimally persistent. On the other hand, assume that a hybrid
graph is minimally persistent and satisfies that jEj > 2jVj   3 (If jEj < 2jVj   3, G is
not rigid, thus, is not minimally persistent). It can be proved that there is a subgraph
G = fV, E  Eg that is minimally persistent.
If G contains a vertex i satisfies d+i  3, or two vertices i, j satisfying eij 2
E, d+i , d
+
j  2, then by Proposition 5.3.3 one of the outgoing edges of i or the bidi-
rectional edge eij can be removed accordingly without damaging the persistence of
G.
If no such vertex exists, since jEj > 2jVj   3, there exists a subgraph G =
fV, E  Eg that is minimally rigid obtained by removing bidirectional or outgo-
ing edges within G, and G satisfies that every vertex contained has out-degree no
more than 2. Then according to Proposition 5.4.2, G is minimally persistent.
Remark 5.4.1. Every vertex within a minimally persistent hybrid graph has no more than 2
unidirectional outgoing edges attached.
Remark 5.4.2. The total degrees of freedom (DoF) within a minimally persistent graph vary
from 0 to 3, according to the total number and distribution of the bidirectional edges contained
in the given graph. For instance, given a minimally persistent hybrid graph with 3 degrees
of freedom, by transforming a unidirectional edge ending at a vertex with some degrees of
freedom into a bidirectional one, the obtained graph is still minimally persistent and is of 2
degrees of freedom.
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Minimally persistent hybrid graphs with different degrees of freedom can be
found in the following examples in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.10: The total degrees of freedom (DoF) of minimally persistent hybrid
graphs vary from 0-3, based on the number of bidirectional edges attached on these
vertices with degrees of freedom.
From Lemma 5.3.1, one can find that the hybrid graphs obtained by transforming
the directed edges of a persistent directed graph into bidirectional edges remain
persistent. And it is natural to ask whether it is possible to obtain all the minimally
persistent hybrid graphs with the same underlying undirected topology by certain
operations.
The following conclusions explain the strategies of generating persistent directed
graphs from undirected ones.
Proposition 5.4.3. (Hendrickx et al. [2008]) It is possible to assign directions to the edges
of any minimally rigid graph such that the obtained directed graph is minimally persistent
and can be obtained by performing a sequence of directed vertex addition and edge splitting
operations on an initial graph of two vertices connected by one unidirectional edge (called a
“leader- follower seed").
Theorem 5.4.2. (Hendrickx et al. [2008]) Every minimally persistent graph can be obtained
by applying a sequence of operations including vertex addition, edge splitting, and edge rever-
sal to an initial graph of two vertices connected by one unidirectional edge (called a “leader-
follower seed").
This result shows that a minimally rigid graph can be transferred into minimally
persistent graphs by applying certain operations, and one can refer to Hendrickx et al.
[2008] for proof and the details of these operations. A similar conclusion is presented
for the hybrid graphs.
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Theorem 5.4.3. Every minimally persistent hybrid graph can be obtained by performing
a sequence of operations including vertex addition, edge splitting, edge reversal and edge
transformation to an initial graph of two vertices connected by one unidirectional edge (called
a “leader- follower seed").
Proof. The proof contains two implications. Firstly, every minimally persistent di-
rected graph can be obtained by proper operations from a leader-follower seed, and
secondly, every minimally persistent hybrid graph can be obtained by applying edge
transformation on these minimally persistent directed graphs obtained in the first
part. For the proof of the first part one can refer to that of Theorem 5.4.2, which is
Theorem 2 in Hendrickx et al. [2008] for detail.
For a minimally rigid graph G = fV, Eg, denote the set of all the minimally per-
sistent directed graphs SD and the set of all the minimally persistent hybrid graphs
SH in which every graph has the same underlying undirected topology as G. Since
for a given jVj 2 G, there exists jEj = 2jVj   3, and for every edge in E, there are
only two directions for the corresponding edge of the graphs in SD and at most three
conditions of that in SH , thus, the numbers of elements of SD,SH are finite. It can
be proved that every hybrid graph Gh = fV, Ehg 2 SH can be obtained by applying
the operations of edge transformation on at least one graph Gd = fV, Edg 2 SD.
From the conclusions of Theorem 5.4.1 it is known that for a graph Gh 2 SH, every
vertex of Gh has the out-degree no more than 2. Denote the set of unidirectional edges
contained in Eh as E h and the bidirectional ones E
=
h , then there is Eh = fE h [ E=h g.
By Proposition 5.4.1 there exists at least one minimally persistent directed graph
Gd = fV, Edg 2 SD satisfying E h  Ed, that is, all the unidirectional edges contained
in Gh are also contained in Gd. Then according to the conclusion of Lemma 5.3.1,
Gh can be obtained from Gd by the operation of edge transformation without losing
persistence.
An example of obtaining a minimally persistent hybrid graph from the “leader-
follower seed" is presented below in the Figure 5.11.
Remark 5.4.3. The operation of transferring unidirectional edges into bidirectional ones in
hybrid graphs can be viewed as a reversed process of assigning directions to the edges of
minimally rigid graphs.
5.4.2 Relationship Between Different Graphs
In the previous discussion, we presented the properties of persistent and minimally
persistent hybrid graphs, and these properties are similar to those of directed and
undirected graphs. Thus, here we study the relationship between these different
kinds of graphs as the last part of this chapter.
Remark 5.4.4. Given a persistent directed graph, the sequential operation of edge transfor-
mation on each of the edges can transfer the given graph into a rigid undirected graph, and
all the hybrid graphs obtained during this process are persistent.
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Figure 5.11: By applying certain operations on a “leader-follower seed", all the mini-
mally persistent hybrid graphs can be obtained.
Remark 5.4.5. The operations of vertex addition and edge split are able to obtain all the min-
imally rigid graphs from a pair of vertices connected by an undirected edge. Similarly, these
operations are able to generate every minimally persistent directed graph by the conclusion
of Theorem 5.4.2. For hybrid graphs, it is still the same conclusion that every minimally
persistent hybrid graphs can be obtained by the above operations plus the edge transformation
operation (Proposition 5.3.2 and Lemma 5.3.1).
Remark 5.4.6. From the conclusion of Proposition 5.4.3, by assigning directions to a mini-
mally rigid undirected graph, a minimally persistent directed graph can be obtained. By the
conclusion of Theorem 5.4.3, all the hybrid graphs obtained during the process are persistent.
It is still an open question as to whether, given an undirected rigid but not mini-
mally rigid graph, there exists an assignment of directions to the edges such that the
resulting directed graph is persistent (Hendrickx et al. [2007]). However, by assign-
ing directions to the edges of the given rigid but not minimally rigid graph, all the
hybrid graphs obtained satisfying Theorem 5.3.3 are persistent.
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Remark 5.4.7. By inserting edges within a persistent graph, the obtained graphs may be
non-persistent. Meanwhile the insertion of undirected edges within a rigid graph preserves
the rigidity. Similarly, the insertion of unidirectional edges to a persistent hybrid graph may
damage the persistence of the given graph, while the insertions of bidirectional edges do not
destroy the persistence of a hybrid graph.
An example can be found in the Figure 5.12 below.
Figure 5.12: In (a), the insertion of unidirectional edges within a persistent directed
graph destroys the persistence, and the same situation happens to persistent hybrid
graphs in (b). In(c), a rigid graph remains rigid after the insertion of undirected
edges, while a persistent hybrid graph remains persistent after the insertion of bidi-
rectional edges in (d).
Remark 5.4.8. A persistent directed graph is both rigid and constraint consistent, and a
persistent hybrid graph is both rigid and constraint consistent as well. A minimally persistent
hybrid graph G = fV, Eg in planar space satisfies jEj = 2jVj   3 has 3 degrees of freedom,
while a minimally persistent hybrid graph satisfies jEj = 2jVj   3 but with degrees of freedom
vary from 0-3 (See Figure 5.10 for examples).
From the above conclusions, one can find that hybrid graph stands between di-
rected and undirected graphs. More intuitively, directed and undirected graphs can
be viewed as the two special cases of hybrid graphs, which can be obtained by the
operation of assigning direction and edge transformation from hybrid graphs, as
shown in Figure 5.13.
5.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter studies the formations with hybrid communication topologies as well
as the underlying graphs. The concept of hybrid graphs is defined, and analogously
to directed graphs, the definition of persistence for hybrid graphs is introduced. The
properties of persistent hybrid graphs are investigated, together with a persistence
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Figure 5.13: By applying different operations on the edges of hybrid graphs, one can
obtain directed and undirected graphs.
verification strategy that requires an ergodic test for the subgraphs within the given
hybrid graph. Different from the directed graphs, the bidirectional edges within the
hybrid graph also need to be dealt with when verifying the persistence of a given
hybrid graph (Theorem 5.3.3).
Similar to the minimal persistence of directed graphs, it is proved that a hy-
brid graph is minimally persistent if it satisfies Theorem 5.4.1. Uniquely for hybrid
graphs, a minimally persistent hybrid graph may be of degrees of freedom from 0-3,
comparing with the total degrees of freedom being exactly 3 for the case of minimal-
ly persistent directed graphs. It is proved that directed graphs, undirected graphs
as well as hybrid graphs can transfer from each other by applying certain opera-
tions, and the nature of a graph being persistent or rigid remains unchanged during
the process of transformation. Additionally, the relationship between these different
types of graphs is discussed at the end of this chapter.
The conclusion of this chapter is only a beginning, and several questions remain
to be studied. For example, how to define a persistent hybrid graph in three and
higher dimensions, and whether the properties of graph transformations remains
valid under the scenario of higher dimensions. Another problem is how to control
a hybrid graph, and this question is in part answered in the next chapter, as the
extension of the works presented in this chapter.
Chapter 6
Control of Hybrid Formations
The work of this chapter extends the results of Chapter 5, and focuses on the ques-
tion of how to control a hybrid formation. The corresponding rigidity matrix of the
hybrid graph, namely the hybrid rigidity matrix, is introduced at the beginning of
this chapter, with some conclusions presented. Persistent hybrid formations contain-
ing 3 agents are studied based on the conditions of both acyclic and cyclic structures
and are shown to be locally asymptotically stable. The motion equation and distance
error equation of persistent hybrid formations are then developed with the employ-
ment of hybrid rigidity matrix. It is then proved that a persistent acyclic hybrid
formation can be stabilized locally under distance-based control law. The discussion-
s of trajectory tracking for acyclic persistent hybrid formations are presented at the
end of this chapter, together with the corresponding simulation results.
6.1 Introduction
The control of multi-agent systems, in which the intelligent agents cooperate with
each other in order to tackle complicated tasks, has recently drawn a significant
amount of interest. Different approaches have been developed to control the multi-
agent formations (Oh et al. [2015]), and one of these topics is distance-based forma-
tion control.
Distance-based formation control, compared with other strategies, has several
advantages. Firstly, the formation does not ask for a common directional sense, or
in other words, a common coordinate system, which is a usual requirement in the
area of formation consensus. Another one is distance-based formation control, which
focuses on controlling the distances between certain agents to the desired value, such
that the desired shape of the whole formation can be maintained (Cao et al. [2011b]).
During the control process, each agent is able to obtain certain distance and angle
information by the on-board sensors, such as those found in cameras and radar. A
common strategy of distance-based formation control is the graph rigidity theory
(Anderson et al. [2008a]), where the topology of a formation is obtained by omitting
the detailed physical interconnections, transmitting speeds and signal types. Each
agent is denoted by a vertex, and each communication link or distance constraint is
depicted as an edge between the corresponding vertices. In distance-based control,
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the desired shape of a multi-agent formation can be kept only when enough distance
constraints are maintained throughout.
For undirected formations, it was proved in Oh and Ahn [2011d] that a gradient
control law was able to control the formation into the desired shape using the inter
agent distances. Center manifold theory was developed to obtain local asymptotic
stability in Krick et al. [2009]. A general case of controlling rigid formations was
then discussed in Oh and Ahn [2011b] by directly controlling the Euclidean distance
matrix of the given formation. The control of rigid formations was also discussed
in n-dimensional spaces (Oh and Ahn [2014a]) and with mismatched measurements
(Sun et al. [2014]). While directed formations can be stabilized to the desired shape
only if the underlying graphs are persistent (Hendrickx et al. [2007]). In Cao et al.
[2007] and Cao et al. [2008a], the stability of acyclic and cyclic directed formations
containing 3 agents was discussed. In Yu et al. [2009] and Anderson et al. [2007b],
the control of minimally persistent formation in 2-dimensional space was discussed.
In Hendrickx et al. [2008], a set of basic operations for constructing minimally persis-
tent formations were developed, with the conclusion that all the possible minimally
persistent formations could be obtained with the proposed operations. The concept
of persistence was extended into three and higher dimensions in Yu et al. [2007].
Motivated by the above questions, in this chapter, we focus on how to control a
persistent hybrid formation through distance-based approach. Firstly, analogously
to rigidity matrix, the hybrid rigidity matrix is defined to describe the topology of
hybrid formations in Section 6.2. It is proved that the corresponding hybrid rigidity
matrix of a hybrid graph being of full-rank is a necessary condition for the persistence
of the given graph. Then in Section 6.3, the stability of hybrid formations containing
3 agents are discussed for both acyclic and cyclic structures.
In Section 6.4, the distance error equation and motion equation of persistent hy-
brid formations are developed. It is proved that such a formation can be locally
asymptotically stabilized by distance-based control law (Theorem 6.5.4) if the hybrid
formation contains no cycles. The conditions of such formations tracking certain tra-
jectories with leader and coleaders are discussed as special cases for the integrity of
research in Section 6.5.3. This chapter ends with concluding remarks in Section 6.6.
6.2 Hybrid Rigidity Matrix
Here we introduce the corresponding version of rigidity matrix of hybrid graphs,
namely hybrid rigidity matrix, which describes the structure of formations with hy-
brid underlying graphs. The hybrid rigidity matrix is then employed to study the
motion of agents within hybrid formations in the next section.
Definition 6.2.1. The hybrid rigidity matrix RH of a hybrid graph G = fV, Eg, for the
corresponding entries of row eij, and columns 2i  1, 2i, 2j  1, 2j, is of the following form:(
reij,2i 1 = xi   xj, reij,2i = yi   yj, reij,2j 1 = 0, reij,2j = 0, if ei,j 2 E
reij,2i 1 = xi   xj, reij,2i = yi   yj, reij,2j 1 = xj   xi, reij,2j = yj   yi, if eij 2 E
(6.1)
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Intuitively, for a hybrid graph G containing a unidirectional edge ei,j from i to j,
the hybrid rigidity matrix RH can be obtained directly by changing the corresponding
entries reij,2j 1 and reij,2j to 0 in the underlying rigidity matrix R of G. An example of
the hybrid rigidity matrix RH of a hybrid graph G can be found below.
Figure 6.1: A persistent hybrid graph and the corresponding hybrid rigidity matrix
with rank 2jVj   3.
Similar to the property that a rigid graph has the corresponding rigidity matrix
R of rank 2jVj   3, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 6.2.1. The hybrid rigidity matrix of a minimally persistent hybrid graph G =
fV, Eg is of rank 2jVj   3.
Proof. We can start from a minimally persistent directed graph G = fV, Eg, and by
Lemma 5.3.1, G can be obtained by transforming the unidirectional edges of G into
bidirectional ones.
Since G is minimally persistent, there are exactly 3 degrees of freedom contained
in G and each agent without 0 degree of freedom has exactly two outgoing edges.
Thus, in the corresponding hybrid rigidity matrix RH of G
, all the 2jVj   3 rows are
linearly independent and RH is of full rank. The row space of R

H is 2jVj   3 and the
rows is a basis of the row space of RH.
Denote these rows by R1 , ...,R

2jVj 3, if c1R

1 + c2R

2 + ...+ c2jVj 3R2jVj 3 = 0, then
c1 = c2 = ... = c2jVj 3 = 0. For the rows of RH of hybrid graph G, assume that there
is a group of scalars satisfying that k1R1 + k2R2 + ...+ k2jVj 3R2jVj 3 = 0. Recall the
definition of hybrid rigidity matrix RH in equation (6.1), there is k1R1 + k2R2 + ...+
k2jVj 3R2jVj 3 = (c1 + k
0
1)R

1 + (c2 + k
0
2)R

2 + ...+ (c2jVj 3 + k
0
2jVj 3)R

2jVj 3. Then it
can be concluded that k
0
1 = k
0
2 = ... = k
0
2jVj 3 = 0, thus k1 = k2 = ... = k2jVj 3 = 0
and the rows of RH are linearly independent, and RH of G is of rank 2jVj   3.
Remark 6.2.1. A special case is that when all the edges of G are bidirectional, that is, when
G is a minimally rigid graph, the corresponding hybrid rigidity matrix RH of G is then equal
to the rigidity matrix R, with the rank of 2jVj   3.
It can be observed from Figure 6.1 that the rank of the corresponding hybrid
rigidity matrix is 2jVj   3. Note that the above proposition is only a necessary con-
dition, and the sufficient conclusion is not true. The rank of a hybrid matrix being
2jVj   3 cannot guarantee the persistence of the corresponding hybrid graph. A
counterexample can be seen below in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: A non-persistent hybrid graph with the corresponding hybrid rigidity
matrix of rank 2jVj   3.
Lemma 6.2.1. The hybrid rigidity matrix of any persistent hybrid graph G = fV, Eg is of
rank 2jVj   3.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3.3, there is a minimally persistent subgraph G = fV, Eg
in any persistent hybrid graph G = fV, Eg, and by the conclusion of Proposition
6.2.1, the rank of hybrid rigidity matrix RH of G
 is 2jVj   3. It can be observed that
RH is a submatrix of the hybrid rigidity matrix RH of G obtained by selecting only
the rows corresponding to the edges contained in G. Since RH is of rank 2jVj   3,
then the rank of hybrid rigidity matrix of an arbitrary persistent hybrid graph G is
2jVj   3.
Corollary 6.2.1. If a hybrid graph G = fV, Eg is minimally rigid and the underlying hybrid
rigidity matrix is of rank 2jVj   3, then G is minimally persistent.
6.3 Three Agents case
In this part, we study the performance of a persistent hybrid formation containing
only three agents. If there is no confusion, in the rest of this chapter N+i denotes the
set of neighbours that are connected by outgoing and bidirectional edges of agent i.
Given a hybrid formation containing 3 agents, we denote the position of each
agent i as pi, and the desired values of the three distance constraints as d12, d

23 and d

13
respectively. The measurement of distance between i, j by i is written as zij = pj   pi.
Then as a consequence of the definition of zij, for a hybrid formation containing 3
agents there is
z12 + z23 + z31 = 0 (6.2)
The distance error eij of the edge between i and j, as a distinction of the notation
eij that denotes the bidirectional edge between i, j, can thus be written as
eij = jjpi   pjjj2   dij = jjzijjj2   dij (6.3)
The motion of each agent is described by a simple model of the following form:
p˙i = å
j2N+(i)
(pj   pi)(jjpi   pjjj2   dij) = å
j2N+(i)
zijeij (6.4)
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In order to study the geometry of the given formation, let
e =
24e12e23
e31
35 z =
24z12z23
z31
35 p =
24p1p2
p3
35 (6.5)
The underlying graphs of both undirected and directed formations containing 3
agents are shown in the Figure 6.3 below.
Figure 6.3: Examples of directed and undirected triangular formations.
For the case of a directed triangular formation, the corresponding dynamics of
agent motions and the distance errors can be written as
p˙ =
24z12e12z23e23
z31e31
35 e˙ = zT
24 p˙2   p˙1p˙3   p˙2
p˙1   p˙3
35 = zT
24z23e23   z12e12z31e31   z23e23
z12e12   z31e31
35 (6.6)
Define the Lyaponov function as
V = e212 + e
2
23 + e
2
31
Then along such a solution
V˙ = 2(e12 e˙

12 + e

23 e˙

23 + e

31e˙

31)
or
V˙ =  jjz12e12   z23e23jj2   jjz23e23   z31e31jj2   jjz31e31   z12e12jj2  0 (6.7)
And the case of V˙ = 0 holds on two conditions, that is eij = 0, and zij = azjk which
indicates that zij and zjk are collinear. If one assumes that none of the edges within
the given formation are collinear, then the formation converges to an equilibrium
position exponentially fast, as stated in (Cao et al. [2007]).
For the case of an undirected triangular formation, the motion dynamics of the
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three agents can be written as:
p˙ =
24z12e12   z31e31z23e23   z12e12
z31e31   z23e23
35 (6.8)
Define the Lyaponov function as
V =
1
2
e212 +
1
2
e223 +
1
2
e231
Then the corresponding solution is
V˙ =  jjz12e12   z23e23jj2   jjz23e23   z31e31jj2   jjz31e31   z12e12jj2  0 (6.9)
Then similarly it can be proved that the given undirected formation converges to
an equilibrium position å jjeijjj = 0 exponentially fast.
However, for the case of hybrid formations containing exactly 3 agents, the un-
derlying graphs can be categorized into acyclic and cyclic ones, as presented below.
Figure 6.4: Examples of different underlying graphs of hybrid formations containing
3 agents.
The stability of triangular hybrid formations can be treated similarly in the rest
of this section.
6.3.1 Acyclic Hybrid Formations
There are two types of underlying graphs for acyclic hybrid formations containing 3
agents, which can be found in Figure 6.4 (a) and (b). In (a), there are two coleaders,
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namely agent 2 and 3, with one degree of freedom each, while in (b), there is only
one leader (agent 1) with two degrees of freedom.
For an acyclic hybrid formation containing two coleaders, as shown in Figure 6.4
(a), the corresponding motion equations of agents can be written as
p˙ =
24z12e12   z31e31z23e23
 z23e23
35 (6.10)
The above equation is exactly the same case of control of leader and follower
robots in (Guo et al. [2010]). One can refer to the Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in
(Guo et al. [2010]) respectively for the stability of the two coleader agents 2, 3 and
the follower agent 1.
A simulation can be found in Figure 6.5 for an acyclic triangle hybrid formation
containing two coleaders. Figure 6.5 (a) shows the trajectories of the 3 agents from
their initial positions, (b) shows the exponentially decrease of the total distance error
of the given formation, while (c) and (d) are the x and y coordinates of each agent.
For the case of acyclic triangular hybrid formations containing a leader agent, as
shown in Figure 6.4 (b), the motion equation can then be written as
p˙ =
24 0z23e23   z12e12
z31e31   z23e23
35 (6.11)
Define the Lyapunov function as
V = e212 + e
2
23 + e
2
31
Then along such a solution
V˙ = 2(e12e˙

12 + e

23 e˙

23 + e

31 e˙

31) =  jjz12e12   z23e23jj2   jjz23e23   z31e31jj2  0
or
V˙ =  eT
24 z12 0 z12z23  z23 0
0 z31  z31
3524 z12 z23 00  z23 z31
0 0 0
35 e =  eTRRTHe (6.12)
A simulation of the motions of such a formation can be found in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6 (a) shows the trajectories of the 3 agents from their initial positions, (b)
shows the exponentially decrease of the total distance error of the given formation,
and (c) and (d) are the x and y coordinates of each agent.
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(a) Trajectories of the 3 agents in the plane (b) Exponential decrease of total distance errors
(c) Exponential convergence of xi(t) (d) Exponential convergence of yi(t)
Figure 6.5: Simulation of acyclic triangular hybrid formation with two coleaders
(agent 2 and agent 3).
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(a) Trajectories of the 3 agents in the plane (b) Exponential decrease of total distance errors
(c) Exponential convergence of xi(t) (d) Exponential convergence of yi(t)
Figure 6.6: Simulation of acyclic triangular hybrid formation with one leader (agent
1).
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6.3.2 Cyclic Hybrid Graphs
There are also two kinds of cyclic hybrid formations with 3 agents, as shown in
Figure 6.4 (c) and (d), and the difference between the two formations is the numbers
of bidirectional edges contained respectively.
For the case of cyclic triangular hybrid formations containing only one bidirec-
tional edge, as shown in Figure 6.4 (c), the corresponding dynamics of agent motions
and distance errors can be written as
p˙ =
24 z12e12z23e23
z31e31   z23e23
35 e˙ = zT
24 p˙2   p˙1p˙3   p˙2
p˙1   p˙3
35 = zT
24 z23e23   z12e12z31e31   2z23e23
z12e12 + z23e

23   z31e31
35 (6.13)
Define the Lyapunov function as
V = e212 + e
2
23 +
1
2
e231
Then along such a solution
V˙ =  eT
24 z12 0 z12z23  z23 0
0 z31  z31
3524 0 z23 00  z23 z31
z12 0 0
35 e =  eTRRTHe
=  jjz12e12   z23e23jj2   3jjz23e23  
1
2
z31e31jj2   jj
1
2
z31e31   z12e12jj2  0
If there are no collinear agents contained, then such kind of hybrid formations
also converge to stability exponentially fast, and a simulation is given in Figure 6.7.
Similarly for the case of cyclic triangular hybrid formations with two bidirectional
edges, as shown in Figure 6.4 (d), the corresponding dynamics of agent motions and
distance errors can be written as
p˙ =
24z12e12   z31e31z23e23
z31e31   z23e23
35 e˙ = zT
24 p˙2   p˙1p˙3   p˙2
p˙1   p˙3
35 = zT
24 z23e23   2z12e12z31e31   2z23e23 + z12e12
z12e12 + z23e

23   z31e31
35 (6.14)
Define the Lyapunov function as
V = e212 +
1
2
e223 +
1
2
e231
Then along such a solution
V˙ =  eT
24 z12 0 z12z23  z23 0
0 z31  z31
3524 0 z23 00  z23 z31
z12 0  z31
35 e =  eTRRTHe
=  jjz12e12   z23e23jj2   3jjz23e23  
1
2
z31e31jj2   3jj
1
2
z31e31   z12e12jj2  0
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(a) Trajectories of the 3 agents in the plane (b) Exponential decrease of total distance errors
(c) Exponential convergence of xi(t) (d) Exponential convergence of yi(t)
Figure 6.7: Simulation of cyclic triangular hybrid formation with one bidirectional
edge (e23).
Such kind of hybrid formations also converge to stability exponentially fast, and
a simulation is given in Figure 6.8.
Note that Equations (6.7) and (6.9) can also be written as:
V˙ =  eT
24 z12 0 z12z23  z23 0
0 z31  z31
3524 0 z23 00 0 z31
z12 0 0
35 e =  eTRRTHe (6.15)
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(a) Trajectories of the 3 agents in the plane (b) Exponential decrease of total distance errors
(c) Exponential convergence of xi(t) (d) Exponential convergence of yi(t)
Figure 6.8: Simulation of cyclic triangular hybrid formation with two bidirectional
edges (e23 and e31).
and
V˙ =  eT
24 z12 0 z12z23  z23 0
0 z31  z31
3524 z12 z23 00  z23 z31
z12 0  z31
35 e =  eTRRTHe (6.16)
respectively, which can be viewed as the special cases of hybrid formations.
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6.4 General Case
In this section, we study the motion of agents and distance errors of hybrid forma-
tions under distance-based control. Before proceeding, we assume that the following
two assumptions hold throughout the movement of all agents within the given for-
mations.
Assumption 6.4.1. The initial and desired positions of agents in the given formation are
non-collinear and non-overlapping.
Assumption 6.4.2. The initial position error (distance to desired location) of each agent is
small, which can be guaranteed if the initial displacements away from equilibrium are all
small and the subsequent motion is stable (Yu et al. [2009]).
6.4.1 Linearized Equations
By the conclusion of Lemma 5.3.1 in Chapter 5, all the minimally persistent hybrid
graphs can be obtained from persistent directed graphs. In such cases, the agents
with zero degree of freedom within the hybrid graph will have at least two distance
constraints, which may be introduced by either unidirectional outgoing edges or
bidirectional edges attached. For the convenience of expression, we assume that any
of these agents i have three distance constraints in the following. Note that this
assumption on the number of distance constraints of i does not change the obtained
results, and the conclusions can be applied if the agent i has two, or more than three
distance constraints. Specifically, a bidirectional edge within the hybrid graph is
counted as one distance constraint for both of the agents connected by this edge.
For an agent i with three distance constraints, the motion of i under control gain
Ki can be written as
p˙i = Ki(pi   pi) = Ki f (pj   pi, pk   pi, pm   pi) (6.17)
where j, k,m are the corresponding neighbouring agents of i; pi is the actual position
of i; and pi is the position of i such that i is at correct distances d

ij, d

ik, d

im from its
neighbours j, k,m. dij is the actual distance between i and j. Now define pi = p¯i + dpi,
where p¯i is the desired position of i such that all the distance constraints of i are
satisfied, and dpi is thus the distance error between the current position of i and its
desired position. Note that p¯i and pi are not equal, since p¯i changes corresponding
to the movements of the neighbours of i (Yu et al. [2009]).
For such an agent i, there is
jjpj   pi jj2 = jjpj   pijj2   2[pi   pi]T[pi   pi] + jjpi   pi jj2
Similar to the assumptions in Yu et al. [2009] that jjpi   pi jj2 is small and can be
neglected, there is
jjpj   pijj2   2[pi   pi]T[pi   pi]  jjpj   pi jj2
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which can be written as
2[pj   pi]T[pi   pi]  jjpj   pijj2   jjpj   pi jj2 = d2ij   d2ij
Note that pi   pi = p¯i   p¯j + dpi   dpj, then there is
2[ p¯j   p¯i]T[pi   pi]  d2ij   d2ij
Note that there is
d2ij   d2ij = jj( p¯j   p¯i) + (dpj   dpi)jj2   jj p¯j   p¯ijj2  [ p¯i   p¯j]Tdpi   [ p¯i   p¯j]Tdpj
Take the same solution to the neighbours k and m of i, then the linearized motion
equation for agent i can be written as follows.
Ai

d˙xi
d˙yi

=
1
2
Ri
2666666666664
dxi
dyi
dxj
dyj
dxk
dyk
dxm
dym
3777777777775
(6.18)
With
Ai =
24 x¯j   x¯i y¯j   y¯ix¯k   x¯i y¯k   y¯i
x¯m   x¯i y¯m   y¯i
35
Ri =
24 x¯i   x¯j y¯i   y¯j x¯j   x¯i y¯j   y¯i 0 0 0 0x¯i   x¯k y¯i   y¯k 0 0 x¯k   x¯i y¯k   y¯i 0 0
x¯i   x¯m y¯i   y¯m x¯m   x¯i y¯m   y¯i
35
If i has two distance constraints, say dij, d

ik then
Ai =

x¯j   x¯i y¯j   y¯i
x¯k   x¯i y¯k   y¯i

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and Equation (6.18) can be written as

d˙xi
d˙yi

=
1
2
A 1i Ri
266666664
dxi
dyi
dxj
dyj
dxk
dyk
377777775
(6.19)
which is exactly the condition discussed in Yu et al. [2009].
6.4.2 Over-determined System
Since Ai is not a diagonal matrix, the dynamic of agent i can be written as

d˙xi
d˙yi

= Ki(ATi Ai)
 1ATi Ri
26666666664
dxi
dyi
.
.
.
dxm
dym
37777777775
(6.20)
Accordingly, there are
(ATi Ai)
 1 =
0@x¯j   x¯i x¯k   x¯i x¯m   x¯i
y¯j   y¯i y¯k   y¯i y¯m   y¯i
 24 x¯j   x¯i y¯j   y¯ix¯k   x¯i y¯k   y¯i
x¯m   x¯i y¯m   y¯i
351A 1
=
2664
å
j2N+i
(x¯j   x¯i)2 å
j2N+i
(x¯j   x¯i)(y¯j   y¯i)
å
j2N+i
(x¯j   x¯i)(y¯j   y¯i) å
j2N+i
(y¯j   y¯i)2
3775
 1
ATi Ri =

x¯j   x¯i x¯k   x¯i x¯m   x¯i
y¯j   y¯i y¯k   y¯i y¯m   y¯i
 " x¯i   x¯j y¯i   y¯j x¯j   x¯i y¯j   y¯i 0 0 0 0
x¯i   x¯k y¯i   y¯k 0 0 x¯k   x¯i y¯k   y¯i 0 0
x¯i   x¯m y¯i   y¯m x¯m   x¯i y¯m   y¯i
#
=
"   å
j2N+i
(x¯i   x¯j)2   å
j2N+i
(x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j) (x¯i   x¯j)2 (x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j) ... (x¯i   x¯m)2 (x¯i   x¯m)(y¯i   y¯m)
  å
j2N+i
(x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j)   å
j2N+i
(y¯i   y¯j)2 (x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j) (y¯i   y¯j)2 ... (x¯i   x¯m)(y¯i   y¯m) (y¯i   y¯m)2
#
Proposition 6.4.1. For a minimally persistent hybrid graph under Assumption 6.4.1, the
matrix (ATi Ai)
 1 is positive definite.
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Proof. The matrix ATi Ai is of size 2 for agent i. Since no three agents are collinear,
then the first leading principle, D1 = åj2N+i (x¯j   x¯i)
2 > 0, and the second leading
principal minor is
D2 = å
j2N+i
(x¯j   x¯i)2 å
j2N+i
(y¯j   y¯i)2   ( å
j2N+i
(x¯j   x¯i)(y¯j   y¯i))2
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality equation, one can find that D2 > 0. Thus,
ATi Ai is positive definite and (A
T
i Ai)
 1 is positive definite accordingly.
Denote the matrices (ATi Ai)
 1 and ATi Ri by Aˆi and Rˆi respectively, it can be
observed that the linearization of equation (6.17) under the first order approximation
is
d˙p(t) = A  Rˆ  dp(t) (6.21)
where A =
jVj
i=1
Aˆi are diagonal matrices with each block of size 2 2. Rˆ is a square
matrix of size 2jVj  2jVj obtained by combining Rˆi of each agent.
In general, the matrix Rˆ is in the following form
Rˆ =
266666666666666666666666664
  å
j2N+i
(x¯i   x¯j)2   å
j2N+i
(x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j)
(
(x¯i   x¯j)2 if j 2 N+i
0 if j /2 N+i
(
(x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j) if j 2 N+i
0 if j /2 N+i
, ...
  å
j2N+i
(x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j)   å
j2N+i
(y¯i   y¯j)2
(
(x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j) if j 2 N+i
0 if j /2 N+i
(
(y¯i   y¯j)2 if j 2 N+i
0 if j /2 N+i
, ...
(
(x¯j   x¯i)2 if i 2 N+j
0 if i /2 N+j
(
(x¯j   x¯i)(y¯j   y¯i) if i 2 N+j
0 if i /2 N+j
  å
i2N+j
(x¯j   x¯i)2   å
i2N+j
(x¯j   x¯i)(y¯j   y¯i) , ...
(
(x¯j   x¯i)(y¯j   y¯i) if i 2 N+j
0 if i /2 N+j
(
(y¯j   y¯i)2 if i 2 N+j
0 if i /2 N+j
  å
i2N+j
(x¯j   x¯i)(y¯j   y¯i)   å
i2N+j
(y¯j   y¯i)2 , ...
.
.
.
377777777777777777777777775
For any vertex i, the matrix Rˆi = ATi Ri can be obtained by selecting columns
corresponding to agent j, k,m 2 N+i , and rows corresponding to agent i in the matrix
Rˆ.
Lemma 6.4.1. Given a formation with the underlying hybrid graph being persistent, the
corresponding Rˆ can be written as the following form:
Rˆ =  RTH  R
where R is the rigidity matrix and RH is the corresponding hybrid rigidity matrix of the given
formation.
Proof. Consider a vertex i with three distance constraints dij, d

ik, d

im. Then the corre-
sponding matrix ATi Ri is the submatrix of Rˆ by selecting columns corresponding to
agent j, k,m 2 N+i , and rows corresponding to agent i in the following form:
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Rˆi =
"   å
j2N+i
(x¯i   x¯j)2   å
j2N+i
(x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j) (x¯i   x¯j)2 (x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j)... (x¯i   x¯m)2 (x¯i   x¯m)(y¯i   y¯m)
  å
j2N+i
(x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j)   å
j2N+i
(y¯i   y¯j)2 (x¯i   x¯j)(y¯i   y¯j) (y¯i   y¯j)2 ...(x¯i   x¯m)(y¯i   y¯m) (y¯i   y¯m)2
#
In the rigidity matrix of the given graph, the entries (xi   xj), (yi   yj) are located
in columns 2i   1, 2i respectively, and row rij representing the edge eij. Thus, the
submatrix Ri can be obtained by selecting the corresponding entries in the columns
of 2j  1, 2j, 2k  1, 2k, 2m  1, 2m, and rows rik, rim of rigidity matrix R as below:
Ri =
24 x¯i   x¯i y¯i   y¯j x¯j   x¯i y¯j   y¯ix¯i   x¯k y¯i   y¯k x¯k   x¯i y¯k   y¯i
x¯i   x¯m y¯i   y¯m x¯m   x¯i y¯m   y¯i
35
Similarly, submatrix ATi can be obtained from the hybrid rigidity matrix R
T
H by
selecting entries from rows 2i   1, 2i, 2j   1, 2j, 2k   1, 2k, 2m   1, 2m and columns
rij, rik, rim:
ATi =  
2666666666664
x¯i   x¯j x¯i   x¯k x¯i   x¯m
y¯i   y¯j y¯i   y¯k y¯i   y¯m
x¯j   x¯i
y¯j   y¯i
x¯k   x¯i
y¯k   y¯i
x¯m   x¯i
y¯m   y¯i
3777777777775
Thus, Rˆ can be rewritten as Rˆ =  RTH  R.
Lemma 6.4.2. Given a minimally persistent hybrid graph containing no cycles, there exists
an ordering of agents and edges such that the corresponding product of matrices RTH  R¯H
satisfies the following strictly upper triangular form with each diagonal entries a zero matrix
of size 2 2, where R¯H = R  RH:
RTH  R¯H =
266666664
0 R¯12 ... R¯1jVj
0 0 ... R¯2jVj
. .
. .
. .
0 0
377777775
Proof. This proof contains two parts: 1. All the diagonal entries are of size 2 2. 2.
The product can be written as strictly upper triangular matrix by selecting the right
order of agents and edges.
1. It can be observed that all the non-diagonal entries of matrix product RTH  R¯H
are 2  2 hermitian matrices standing for the corresponding unidirectional edges.
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Assume there is a unidirectional edge from i to j, then in the corresponding matrix
R¯H, the entries of row eij, columns 2j  1, 2j are xj   xi.yj   yi respectively. Thus, the
corresponding entries of rows 2i   1, 2i and columns 2j   1, 2j consist a hermitian
matrix R¯ij =

(xi   xj)2 (xi   xj)(yi   yj)
(xi   xj)(yi   yj) (yi   yj)2

. Specifically, the diagonal entries
of RTH  R are the sums of hermitian matrices representing the outgoing edges of each
agent, thus, the diagonal entries of RTH  R¯H are zero accordingly.
2. By the above conclusion each non-zero entry of RTH  R¯H stands for a unidirec-
tional edge within the hybrid graph. Since there are no cycles contained in the graph,
there exists at least one agent within the graph with zero in-degrees, so if one selects
the columns from left to right in matrix RTH  R¯H in the increasing order of in-degrees
of the corresponding agents, and recall the conclusion that the diagonal entries of
RTH  R¯H are zero, then RTH  R¯H is thus an upper diagonal matrix.
6.4.3 Error Equation
Denote the distance error between agent i and j by eij, and define it as
eij = jjpi   pjjj2   jjpi   pj jj2 = jjpi   pjjj2   d2ij (6.22)
where the norm is the standard Euclidean norm. Thus, the speed of given forma-
tion converging to desired shape can be denoted as e˙ij = 2[pi   pj]T[ p˙i   p˙j].
Design a potential function
V(p) =å
eij
(jjpi   pjjj2   d2ij )
Then the motion equation of agent i can be written as
p˙i =   ¶V
¶pi
=   å
j2N+i
(jjpi   pjjj2   d2ij )(pi   pj) (6.23)
Combine the equation (6.22) and (6.23), and expand around an equilibrium of
eij = 0, we have the following dynamic equation
e˙ij = 2[ p¯i   p¯j]T[ p˙i   p˙j] = 2[ p¯i   p¯j]T[ å
j2N+i
eij( p¯j   p¯i)  å
m2N+j
ejm( p¯m   p¯j)] (6.24)
where p¯i stands for the position of agent i, which satisfies all the distance constraints
of i.
Recall the definition of hybrid rigidity matrix, that is, for an edge eij within the
formation, if eij is a bidirectional edge, then the underlying line within RH is the
same as the line within rigidity matrix R, which is [pi   pj, ..., pj   pi...]. Otherwise,
if eij is a unidirectional edge and starts from i to j, then the underling line within RH
is then [pi   pj, ..., 0...].
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Lemma 6.4.3. The dynamic of distance error of a persistent hybrid formation under the first
order approximation can be formulated as the following equation
e˙ =  R  RTH  e (6.25)
where R is the rigidity matrix and RH is the corresponding hybrid rigidity matrix of the given
formation.
Proof. Consider an edge eij within the given formation. The dynamic of distance
error eij can be written as
e˙ij = 2[ p¯i   p¯j]T[ p˙i   p˙j]
= 2[ p¯i   p¯j]T[åj2N+i e

ij( p¯j   p¯i) åm2N+j e

jm( p¯m   p¯j)]
= 2[ p¯i   p¯j]T[eij( p¯j   p¯i) +åk2N+i e

ik( p¯k   p¯i) +åm2N+j e

jm( p¯m   p¯j)]
(6.26)
Without loss of generality, we suppose that the edge between agents i, j is bidi-
rectional, while the condition of unidirectional edge can be dealt with accordingly.
From Equation (6.26), there is
e˙ij = 2[ p¯i   p¯j]T[eij( p¯j   p¯i) +åk2N+i e

ik( p¯k   p¯i) +åm2N+j e

jm( p¯m   p¯j)]
=

[ p¯i   p¯j]T, [ p¯j   p¯i]T , 0, ...

2666664
p¯i   p¯j, p¯i   p¯k, ...
p¯j   p¯i, p¯j   p¯m, ...
.
.
.
3777775
2666664
eij
eik
eim
.
.
3777775
=  [ p¯i   p¯j]T, [ p¯j   p¯i]T , 0, ...  RTH  e
Thus, for the whole formation, there is
e˙ =  R  RTH  e
where R is the rigidity matrix and RH is the corresponding hybrid rigidity matrix
of the given formation.
This conclusion can also be proved in another approach, for undirected forma-
tions, there is
e˙ =  R  p˙ =  R  RTe
then for hybrid formations there is
e˙ =  R  p˙ =  R  RTH  e
Remark 6.4.1. It can be observed that each diagonal entry r
0
ii of R  RTH can be written as
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r
0
ii =

2jjpi   pjjj2 i f eij 2 E
jjpi   pjjj2 i f ei,j 2 E
and each non-zero off-diagonal entry reij,ejk = stands for a path of length 2 made up of
edge eij and ejk.
6.4.4 Relationship of Different Graphs
In Chapter 5, we have proved that different graphs can be transformed between each
other by assigning directions to bidirectional edges, and transferring unidirectional
edges to bidirectional ones. In the following, we study the relationship between these
graphs in an algebraic approach.
By Lemma 6.4.1, the position dynamics of a hybrid formation can be written as
p˙ = RTH  R  p
and the error dynamics by Lemma 6.4.3 is
e˙ =  R  RTH  e
where RH is the corresponding hybrid rigidity matrix of the given graph.
Specifically, if all the unidirectional edges are transferred into bidirectional ones,
then the obtained graph is an undirected graph. The corresponding hybrid rigidity
matrix RH , by definition, is equal to the rigidity matrix R of the obtained undirected
formation.
Then the corresponding dynamic equations of agent motions and distance errors,
given that now RH = R, can be written as
p˙ = RTH  R  p = RT  R  p
e˙ =  R  RTH  e =  R  RT  e
which is exactly the same as the dynamics of undirected formations.
Thus, the undirected formations can be considered as a special case of hybrid
formations in an algebraic point of view as well.
6.5 Control of Acyclic Persistent Hybrid Formations
In this section, we study the control of acyclic persistent hybrid formations. We
firstly study the properties of the acyclic persistent hybrid graphs, and then discuss
the stability of formations with such kind of underlying graphs.
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6.5.1 Acyclic Hybrid Formation and Graph
Given a formation F of which the communication topology is modeled by a hybrid
graph G = fV, Eg, G is called acyclic if G contains no cycles. If such a G is persistent,
then it is an acyclic persistent graph, and the multi-agent formation F is then called
an acyclic hybrid formation.
From the conclusion of Theorem 2.3.1, if starting from a pair of vertices connected
by a directed edge (also mentioned as initial leader-follower seed), one can obtain a
series of minimally persistent graphs by the operations of directed vertex addition,
directed edge split and edge reversal operation. But if only the operation of directed
vertex addition is applied on an initial leader-follower seed, then one can obtain a
series of acyclic graphs.
Similarly, acyclic hybrid graphs can also be obtained from the aforementioned
operations. One major difference of hybrid graphs, compared with directed graphs,
is that the insertion of bidirectional edges to an acyclic hybrid graph during the
vertex addition operation might introduce cycles in the obtained graph.
For hybrid graphs containing only three agents, which are the simplest cases of
hybrid graphs, there are only two types of topology that contain no cycles. How-
ever, if the fourth agent is added to the graph, then the obtained graph might be
either acyclic or cyclic. An example of constructing acyclic hybrid graphs with vertex
addition operation can be found in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.9: Examples of different topologies of hybrid graphs. In (a), one can find two
different topologies of acyclic hybrid graphs containing only three agents. However,
the addition of a new agent may introduce cycles to the obtained graphs. In (b1) and
(b2), the obtained hybrid graphs remain acyclic, while the graphs of (b3) and (b4)
contain cycles, which are marked with red colour for identification.
For hybrid graphs, it is true that one can also obtain acyclic hybrid graphs sequen-
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tially by certain edge insertion strategy. However, this problem is trivial considering
that one does not need to obtain every acyclic hybrid graph. Thus, in the following,
we focus on studying the properties of acyclic hybrid graphs without wondering
how these graphs are obtained.
Here we define a special kind of subgraph for hybrid graphs, namely acyclic
subgraph.
Definition 6.5.1. Given an acyclic hybrid graph G = fV, Eg, an acyclic subgraph is defined
as G
0
= fV 0 2 V, E0 2 Eg, such that there is a bidirectional path between any two agents
i, j 2 V 0 . And 8i 2 V 0 , j 2 V, if ei,j 2 E, then ei,j 2 E0 .
Intuitively, an acyclic subgraph is a group of agents V
0
connected by bidirectional
edges, and these bidirectional edges, together with all the outgoing edges that start
from these agents from V
0
, consist the corresponding edge set E
0
. A natural question
is that whether a unidirectional edge exists between two vertices within the same
acyclic subgraph, the answer is negative, and one can refer to the proof of the fol-
lowing Lemma 6.5.1 and Remark 6.5.1 for details. For an acyclic hybrid graph, there
may be more than one acyclic subgraph that exist, and one can refer to Figure 6.10
for an example.
Figure 6.10: Example of acyclic subgraphs within an acyclic hybrid graph. There
are two acyclic subgraphs contained in the given example; one is agent f3, 4g with
edge set fe34, e4,1, e3,1, e3,2g, and the other contains agents f5, 6, 7, 8g with edge set
fe56, e67, e78, e5,4, e6,4, e6,3, e7,3, e8,3g. Note that the agents 1 and 2, although connected
by a bidirectional edge, are not considered as an acyclic subgraph, as no outgoing
edge starting from 1 or 2 can be found.
The purpose of introducing the acyclic hybrid subgraphs is to investigate the
motion of a subgroup of agents within the given multi-agent system, and one can
find the application of acyclic hybrid subgraphs in the next section. One may wonder
why the acyclic subgraph contains the outgoing edge set, which is because these
outgoing edges denote the distance constraints for the corresponding agents within
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the acyclic subgraph, such that the acyclic subgraph can follow the motion of its
neighbours, which these outgoing edges sink at.
As stated previously, the insertion of bidirectional edges may introduce cycles to
an acyclic hybrid graph. In Figure 6.10, none of the bidirectional edges can be trans-
ferred into bidirectional ones without introducing cycles to the graph. For example,
if the edge e5,4 is transferred into bidirectional e54, then a cycle e54   e56   e6,4 can be
identified. For acyclic hybrid graphs, other than the fact that not every unidirectional
edge can be transferred to a bidirectional one without introducing cycles, there is an
upper limit for the number of bidirectional edges contained in any acyclic subgraph
within an acyclic hybrid graph.
Lemma 6.5.1. The total number of the bidirectional edges within an acyclic subgraph G
0
=
fV 0 , E0g is jV 0 j   1.
Proof. For an acyclic subgraph G
0
= fV 0 , E0g within a hybrid subgraph, assume that
there are V
0
bidirectional edges in G
0
. By definition, no bidirectional cycle exists
in G
0
and there is a bidirectional path between any of the two vertices within V
0
,
then obviously, the bidirectional edges are of a tree structure in G
0
. Consider in an
undirected tree graph G = fV, Eg, there is jEj = jVj   1. Thus, for the given acyclic
subgraph, jV 0 j   1 bidirectional edges are required to connect all the vertices with
bidirectional paths. If one more bidirectional edge exists in G
0
, assume this edge
connects agents k,m 2 V 0 . By definition, there is a bidirectional path between k and
m, then with the edge ekm one cycle can be identified, which contradicts the definition
of acyclic subgraphs.
Remark 6.5.1. There is also no unidirectional edge between any two vertices within an
acyclic subgraph, as such an edge will also introduce cycles to the subgraph.
Examples of different topologies of acyclic subgraphs containing jV 0 j   1 bidirec-
tional edges can be found in Figure 6.11.
Corollary 6.5.1. Any acyclic subgraph G
0
= fV 0 , E0g within a persistent hybrid graph
G = fV, Eg contains at least jV 0 j+ 1 outgoing edges.
Proof. Since the graph G is persistent, then there is jEj  2jVj   3. By the operation
of vertex addition and edge split operation, at least two edges, either bidirectional
or unidirectional, are introduced with the addition of each vertex. Thus, for any
acyclic subgraph G
0
= fV 0 , E0g within G, there is jE0 j  2jV 0 j. By the conclusion of
Theorem 6.5.1 there are jV 0 j   1 bidirectional edges contained in G0 , thus, the number
of unidirectional outgoing edges starting from the agents within jV 0 j is no less than
jV 0 j+ 1.
6.5.2 Stability Analysis
For directed acyclic persistent formations, the stability can be obtained under a se-
quential control law (Oh and Ahn [2011a]). It is proved that such a formation can
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Figure 6.11: Two examples of acyclic subgraphs with different topologies. Within
each of the two acyclic subgraphs there are bidirectional paths between any of the
agents contained, and the numbers of bidirectional edges contained in the two acyclic
subgraphs are both jV 0 j   1.
obtain local asymptotical stability. It is shown that each of the agents within an a-
cyclic persistent formation is able to locate its desired position if there are no less
than two outgoing edges attached, and the formation thus converges to the desired
shape.
An example of directed acyclic persistent formation can be found in Figure 6.12
below, where in (a), each agent measures and maintains the relative distances be-
tween itself and its neighbours, such that the formation converges to the desired
shape.
Figure 6.12: Examples of acyclic directed and hybrid graphs. (a) is a persistent acyclic
directed graph, within which all the agents are able to locate their desired positions
since each of the agents, other than the leader (agent 1), has two outgoing edges.
The desired shape can be maintained as each of the agents sequentially moves to the
desired position. (b) is a persistent acyclic hybrid graph, since there is a bidirectional
edge between agent 3 and 4, agent 3 cannot locate its desired position before agent
4 is stabilized. Thus, in order to prove the stability of the corresponding hybrid
formation, one needs to prove that agent 3 and 4 can be stabilized together as a
hybrid subgraph.
In Oh and Ahn [2011a], the sequential control law focused on the motion of each
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agent, and it was proved that a directed acyclic persistent formation can converge to
the desired shape if every agent within the formation moves to the desired position
sequentially. However, for the case of hybrid formations, one cannot focus on the se-
quential stability of individual agents because of the existence of bidirectional edges.
As shown in Figure 6.12 (b), agent 3 and 4 are connected by a bidirectional edge, and
neither agent 3 or 4 can locate its desired position independently.
Thus, in the following, we study the problem of controlling an acyclic persistent
hybrid formation through distance-based approach, before proceeding, several rele-
vant results mentioned in Oh and Ahn [2011a] and Khalil and Grizzle [1996] need to
be reviewed.
Definition 6.5.2. (Oh and Ahn [2011a]) Consider a system x˙ = f (x, u), f : Dx  Du !
Rn is locally Lipschitz in x, u, and Dx 2 Rn,Du 2 Rm are domains containing x = 0, u = 0
respectively. Then such a system is locally input-to-state stable if there exists a class KL
function b, a class K function g, and positive constants kx, ku such that any initial state
x(0) with jjx(0)jj < kx and any input u(t) with supt0jju(t)jj < ku, the solution x(t)
exists and satisfies
jjjx(t)jj  b(jjx(0)jj, t) + g( sup
0tt
jju(t)jj) (6.27)
for all t  0. The system is input-to-state stable if Dx = Rn,Du = Rm, and inequality
(6.27) is satisfied for any initial state x(0) and any bounded input u(t).
Theorem 6.5.1. (Khalil and Grizzle [1996]) If there exists a neighbourhood U of (x = 0, u =
0) such that the function f (x, u) in Definition 6.5.2 is continuously differentiable and the
system x˙ = f (x, 0) is asymptotically stable in U, then the given system is locally input-to-
state stable.
Theorem 6.5.2. (Khalil and Grizzle [1996]) For a cascaded system
x˙1 = f1(x1, x2)
x˙2 = f2(x2)
where f1 : Dx1  Dx2 ! Rn1 and f2 : Dx2 ! Rn2, Dx1 2 Rn1 and Dx2 2 Rn2 are locally
Lipschitz in x1, x2, if the given system, with x2 as input, is locally input-to-state stable and
the origin of the system is locally asymptotically stable, then the origin of the cascaded system
is locally asymptotically stable.
The above two theorems provide a sufficient condition to prove local asymptotic
stability of cascaded systems. For a directed acyclic persistent formation, the system
is cascaded by each agent. However, for hybrid formations, such a cascaded structure
is composed by acyclic subgraphs.
For an acyclic persistent hybrid formations containing a leader, for example, as
the formation shown in Figure 6.9 (b1), a sequential control law can be developed
as follows, where for any agent i within the system, pi is the position of i, p¯i is the
desired position for agent i such that all the distance constraints of i can be satisfied.
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For the leader agent, the control law can be designed as
p¯1 = p01
p˙1 = 0
where p01 is the initial position for the first agent. Then for the second and third
agents that are connected by a bidirectional edge, the desired positions p¯2, p¯3 can be
determined by the following equations:
P2 = fx 2 R2 : jjpi   xjj2 = jjpi   p2 jj2, i = 1, 3g
p¯2 = argmin
x2P2
jjx   p02jj
p˙2 = ks( p¯2   p2)
P3 = fx 2 R2 : jjpi   xjj2 = jjpi   p3 jj2, i = 1, 2g
p¯3 = argmin
x2P3
jjx   p03jj
p˙3 = ks( p¯3   p3)
where ks > 0 is a designed parameter.
For the case of acyclic hybrid formations containing two coleaders, as shown in
in Figure 6.9 (b2), the sequential control law can be designed similarly.
For the first and second agents that are connected by a bidirectional edge, the
desired positions can be found as
P1 = fx 2 R2 : jjp2   xjj2 = jjp2   p1 jj2g
p¯1 = argmin
x2P1
jjx   p01jj
p˙1 = ks( p¯1   p1)
P2 = fx 2 R2 : jjp1   xjj2 = jjp1   p2 jj2g
p¯2 = argmin
x2P2
jjx   p02jj
p˙2 = ks( p¯2   p2)
(6.28)
and for the third agent there is
P3 = fx 2 R2 : jjpi   xjj2 = jjpi   p3 jj2, i = 1, 2g
p¯3 = argmin
x2P3
jjx   p03jj
p˙3 = ks( p¯3   p3)
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It is proved in the previous section that such an acyclic triangular hybrid forma-
tion can converge to desired positions under Assumption 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. Then for
an acyclic hybrid formation, the desired position of agent k for all k = 4, ...,N can be
designed as
Pk = fx 2 R2 : jjpi   xjj2 = jjpi   pk jj2, i 2 N+k g
p¯k = argmin
x2Pk
jjx   p0k jj
p˙k = ks( p¯k   pk)
(6.29)
With the introduction of the above sequential control law, an acyclic persistent
hybrid formation is able to converge to the desired shape.
Theorem 6.5.3. Given an acyclic persistent hybrid formation satisfying Assumption 6.4.1
and 6.4.2, then the formation locally converges to the desired shape under the sequential
control law (6.29).
Proof. Since the formation is persistent, and under the Assumption 6.4.1 that no three
agents are collinear, then each agent can uniquely determine its desired position
around a neighbourhood of the desired location, and move to the position by the
proposed sequential law (6.29). Thus, the desired shape of the formation can be
maintained.
Corollary 6.5.2. Given an acyclic persistent hybrid formation satisfying Assumption 6.4.1
and 6.4.2, if each agent k has out-degree equal or greater than 3 for all k = 4, ...,N, then the
formation globally converges to the desired shape under the sequential control law (6.29).
Proof. If each of the agents has three or more distance constraints, and since the
formation is persistent, then the formation is globally rigid, thus, each agent can
uniquely determine its desired position on the plane, and move to the position under
the proposed sequential law (6.29), thus, the desired shape of the formation can be
maintained.
Now we prove that an acyclic persistent hybrid formation can be input-to-state
stabilized by distance-based control law. For agent i within the given formation, the
position of i can be defined as pi = p¯i + dpi, where p¯i and dpi are the desired position
and the distance error of agent i respectively.
By equation (6.22), the distance error of the edge between agents i, j is defined as
eij = jjpi   pjjj2   jjpi   pj jj2
Then there is
e˙ij = ( p¯i + dpi   p¯j   dpj)T( p¯i + dpi   p¯j   dpj)  (pi   pj )T(pi   pj )
= 2( p¯i   p¯j)T(dpi   dpj) + jjdpijj2 + jjdpjjj2   2dpTj dpi
(6.30)
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Also by Equation(6.23) the position dynamic of i can be written as
p˙i = ks å
j2N+i
(jjpi   pjjj2   jjpi   pj jj2)(pj   pi)
Then there is
d˙pi = ks å
j2N+i

2( p¯i   p¯j)T(dpi   dpj) + jjdpijj2 + jjdpjjj2   2dpTj dpi

( p¯j  p¯i+ dpj  dpi)
Denote the error dynamic of agent i as
d˙pi = d fi(dpi, ui) (6.31)
where ui is defined as ui = (..., dpj, ...) for all the agents j 2 N+i .
In Oh and Ahn [2011a], it was proved that each agent k  2 under the control
law (6.29) is locally input-to-state stable with uk as input. We now show that such a
conclusion can be extended to hybrid formations.
Proposition 6.5.1. Given a multi-agent formation, of which the underlying topology is an
acyclic persistent directed graph. If one unidirectional edge sinking at agent k within an
acyclic persistent directed graph is transformed into a bidirectional edge for all k = 4, ...,N,
and the obtained graph is acyclic, then the position error dynamic of agent k is input-to-state
stable, with wk as input.
Proof. Suppose there is a unidirectional edge ej,k starting from agent j. Before the
edge transformation from unidirectional edge ej,k to bidirectional edge ejk, the posi-
tion error dynamics of j and k can be written as follows:
d˙pk = d fk(dpk, 0)
=  ks å
j2N+k

2( p¯j   p¯k)Tdpkpjk   2( p¯j   p¯k)Tdpkdpk   jjdpkjj2( p¯j   p¯k) + jjdp2k jjdpk

d˙pj = d f j(dpj, 0)
=  ks å
m2N+j

2( p¯m   p¯j)Tdpjpjm   2( p¯m   p¯j)Tdpjdpj   jjdpjjj2( p¯m   p¯j) + jjdp2j jjdpj

(6.32)
where pjk = p¯j   p¯k, and N+k denotes the neighbour set of k that k need to
maintain the desired distances with, that is, all the neighbours that are connected
with k by bidirectional and outgoing edges from k. Define Lyaponov functions as
Vk = 12dp
T
k dpk,Vj =
1
2dp
T
j dpj respectively, it can be proved that k, j are both locally
input-to-state stable (Oh and Ahn [2011a]).
Assume now the unidirectional edge ej,k is transferred into a bidirectional edge
ejk, then the neighbour set of k is now fN+k [ jg, while the neighbour set of j remains
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unchanged.
Define a Lyaponuv function Vkj = 12(dp
T
k dpk + dp
T
j dpj)
Then the differential of Vkj can be written as
V˙kj = dpTk d fk(dpk, (0, dpj)) + dp
T
j d f j(dpj, (0, dpk))
=  ks å
i2N+k

2pTik dpkdp
T
k p

ik   2pTik dpkdpTk dpk   jjdpkjj2dpTk pik + jjdpkjj2dpTk dpk

  ks å
m2fN+j nkg

2pTmjdpjdp
T
j p

mj   2pTmjdpjdpTj dpj   jjdpjjj2dpTj pmj + jjdpjjj2dpTj dpj

  ks(dpj   dpk)T

2p¯Tjk dpjkp

jk   2p¯Tjk dpjkdpjk   jjdpjkjj2 p¯jk + jjdpjkjj2dpjk

=  ks å
i2N+k

jjdpkjj4   3( p¯Tik dpk)jjdpkjj2 + 2( p¯Tik dpk)2

  ks å
m2fN+j nkg

jjdpjjj4   3( p¯Tmjdpj)jjdpjjj2 + 2( p¯Tmjdpj)2

  ks

jjdpjkjj4   3( p¯Tjk dpjk)jjdpjkjj2 + 2( p¯Tjk dpjk)2

(6.33)
where dpjk = dpj   dpk. If8>><>>:
pTik dpk = 0, i 2 N+k ;
pTmjdpj = 0,m 2 fN+j n kg;
pTjk dpjk = 0
(6.34)
Then for Equation (6.33), there is V˙kj =  ks(jjdpkjj4 + jjdpjjj4 + jjdpjkjj4)  0.
Otherwise, if Equation (6.34) does not hold, there is V˙kj < 0 if j, k satisfy8>>>>><>>>>>:
jjdpkjj2 < 23 jj p¯
T
jk dpkjj
jjdpjjj2 < 23 jj p¯
T
mjdpjjj
jjdpjkjj2 < 23 jj p¯
T
jk dpjkjj
Since the formation is acyclic and persistent, there is jN+k j  2 for agent k. Then
if pTik dpk = 0 for every i 2 N+k , by Assumption 6.4.1, there is dpk = 0. Thus, the
Equation (6.34) can be written as(
pTmjdpj = 0,m 2 fN+j n kg
pTjk dpj = 0
(6.35)
and it can be concluded that dpj = 0. Thus, there is a neighbourhood of dpk = 0,
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dpj = 0 within which V˙kj is negative definite. Therefore, the origin of the system
(6.32) is locally asymptotically stable. Also, since d˙pi = d fi(dpi, ui) is continuously d-
ifferentiable in dpi and ui, and the origin of the system (6.32) is locally asymptotically
stable, thus, by Theorem 6.5.1, the position error dynamics for agent j, k are locally
input-to-state stable, with the input of agent j, k in (6.31).
The two agents j, k connected by a bidirectional edge ejk can be viewed as the
simplest case of acyclic hybrid subgraphs. In the following, we prove that the above
conclusion also holds for the agents contained in any acyclic hybrid subgraph.
Lemma 6.5.2. Given a multi-agent formation, of which the underlying topology is an acyclic
persistent hybrid graph G, denote an acyclic subgraph contained in G by G
0
= fV 0 , E0g,
then the position error dynamic of every agent i contained in the vertex set V
0
is locally
input-to-state stable, with ui as input.
Proof. For G
0
= fV 0 , E0g, define a Lyapunuv function VV0 = 12 åi2V0 dpTi dpi, then
similar to (6.33), the differential of VV0 can be written as
VV0 = å
i2V0
dpTi d fi(dpi, (0, dpj, 8eij 2 E
0
))
=  ks å
i2V0
å
j2N+i ,ei,j2E0

jjdpijj4   3( p¯Tji dpi)jjdpijj2 + 2( p¯Tji dpi)2

  ks å
emn2E0

jjdpmnjj4   3( p¯Tmndpmn)jjdpmnjj2 + 2( p¯Tmndpmn)2
 (6.36)
Then if 8>>><>>>:
å
i2V0
å
j2N+i ,ei,j2E0
pTji dpi = 0
å
emn2E0
pTmndpmn = 0
there is V˙V0 =  ks(åi2V0 jjdpijj4 +åemn2E0 jjdpmnjj4)  0. Otherwise there is V˙kj < 0
if 8><>:
jjdpijj2 < 23 jj p¯
T
ji dpijj, ei,j 2 E
0
jjdpmnjj2 < 23 jj p¯
T
mndpmnjj, emn 2 E
0
(6.37)
Recall the conclusions for acyclic hybrid subgraphs in Lemma 6.5.1 and Corollary
6.5.1; there are jV 0 j   1 bidirectional edges that compose a bidirectional path between
any agents within V
0
, and there are at least jV 0 j+ 1 unidirectional edges starting from
agents within V
0
in E
0
. Thus, there exists at least one agent k 2 V 0 , such that there
are at least two unidirectional outgoing edges attached on k.
If pTik dpk = 0 for every i 2 N+k , by Assumption 6.4.1, there is dpk = 0. Then for
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every agent j that is connected to k by a bidirectional edge ejk, there is(
pTmjdpj = 0,m 2 fN+j n kg
pTjk dpj = 0
such that one can find that dpj = 0. Then sequentially for every agent i 2 V 0 there
is dpi = 0. Similar to Proposition 6.5.1, all the agent i contained in the vertex set V
0
of the subgraph are locally input-to-state stable, with ui as input.
Based on the stability of the cascaded system mentioned in Theorem 6.5.2, an
acyclic persistent hybrid formation can then be proved to be stable by the following
Theorem.
Theorem 6.5.4. Given a multi-agent formation of which the underlying graph is an acyclic
persistent hybrid graph satisfying the Assumption 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, then the formation is
locally asymptotically stable under the control law (6.29).
Proof. As shown in the previous section, a triangular acyclic formation is locally
asymptotically stable. Then for any other agent k satisfying k  4 that connects to
the triangular formation, if there is no bidirectional edges connected to k, the origin
of dpk is locally asymptotically stable (Oh and Ahn [2011a]). Otherwise, if k is within
an acyclic hybrid subgraph, then by the conclusion of Lemma 6.5.2, the origin of
dpk is also locally asymptotically stable. Thus, the origin of every agent k within
an acyclic persistent hybrid formation is locally asymptotically stable, and the given
formation is then locally asymptotically stable.
Remark 6.5.2. It can be understood in such a way that instead of sequential stabilization of
agents in directed formations, an acyclic persistent hybrid formation converges to the desired
shape by the sequential stabilization of acyclic subgraphs.
A simulation can be found in Figure 6.13. In (a), an acyclic persistent hybrid
formation containing a leader is presented, and the formation converges to the de-
sired shape. In (c), an acyclic persistent hybrid formation containing two coleaders
is shown to be able to converge to the desired shape. (b) and (d) present the expo-
nentially decrease of the total distance errors of the two formations.
Remark 6.5.3. A special type of cyclic persistent hybrid formations can be proved to be locally
asymptotically stable, which are constructed on a triangular cyclic formation, while the rest
of these formations are acyclic.
As proved above, a persistent hybrid formation is able to achieve stability under
certain control law. The advantages of controlling hybrid formations are twofold.
Firstly, the cost of acquiring the distances between agents is reduced compared with
undirected formations, as well as the robustness against mismatched distances for the
connections corresponding to unidirectional edges in the underlying hybrid graphs.
The second is that compared with directed formations, a hybrid formation can still
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(a) Trajectories of an acyclic formation with 6 a-
gents and a leader (agent 1) in the plane (b) Exponential decrease of total distance errors
(c) Trajectories of an acyclic formation with 7 a-
gents and two coleaders (agent 1 and agent 3) in
the plane
(d) Exponential decrease of total distance errors
Figure 6.13: Simulation of acyclic persistent hybrid formations in the plane, where
the edges in blue colour are unidirectional, and red ones are bidirectional. In (a),
an acyclic persistent hybrid formation containing a leader (agent 1) converges to the
desired shape. In (b), the solid black line shows the decreasing of the total distance
error of the formation, and the blue lines are the distance errors of each distance
constraints. In (c), an acyclic persistent hybrid formation containing two coleaders
(agent 1 and 3) converges to the desired shape, while (d) shows the decreasing of the
corresponding distance errors.
achieve stability under agent or connection losses, given that the obtained formation
remains persistent. Also, an undirected formation can be controlled as a hybrid
formation under the cases of agent or connection losses.
Hybrid formations, similarly to directed formations, can only be proved to achieve
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local stability under certain control laws, and the global stability for these formations
is still to be discovered.
6.5.3 Trajectory Tracking
Since it has been proved by Lemma 6.5.2 and Theorem 6.5.4 that all the agents con-
tained in an acyclic persistent hybrid formation are locally asymptotically stable, then
a natural question to ask is whether the formation remains stable if the dynamics of
leader or coleaders are nonzero, in other words, whether the formation can maintain
the desired shape while all the other agents follow the motion of leader or colead-
ers. Thus, in this part we discuss the problem of trajectory tracking with an acyclic
persistent hybrid formation while maintaining the desired shape.
For an acyclic persistent hybrid formation containing a leader (agent 1), the mo-
tion dynamic p˙1 can be written as p˙1(t) = v1(t), t  0
On the other hand, if there are two coleaders (agent 1, 2) contained in the given
formation, then the motion dynamic of agent 1 and 2, according to Equation (6.28),
is given by
p˙1(t) = d f1(dp1, u1) + v1(t)
p˙2(t) = d f2(dp2, u2) + v2(t)
(6.38)
where v1(t) = v2(t) is the designated motion of the coleaders.
For an agent k within the given formation, the dynamic of position error dpk can
be written as
d˙pk = d fi(dpk, uk)  vk(t) = dˆ fk(dpk, uˆk) (6.39)
where uˆk = (uk, vk(t)). If the norms of v1(t), v2(t) are sufficiently small, which
means that each agent is within its neighbourhood such that Equation (6.37) always
holds, then the given formation remains locally asymptotically stable, as mentioned
in the following Theorem.
Theorem 6.5.5. Given a multi-agent group, of which the underlying topology is an acyclic
persistent hybrid graph G, then the position error dynamic (6.39) of every agent k is locally
input-to-state stable with uˆk as input for t  0 under the control law (6.29), if the norms of
position dynamics of leader and coleaders within the formation (v1(t), v2(t)) are sufficiently
small.
Proof. The proof is based on the proof of Theorem 4.2 in Oh and Ahn [2011a].
As mentioned previously, if the norms of v1(t), v2(t) are sufficiently small, then
each agent within the formation is within its neighbourhood such that Equation
(6.37) always holds, the dynamics of position error (6.39) of each agent k is locally
asymptotically stable. Since the function dˆ fk, uˆk are continuously differentiable, then
by Theorem 6.5.1 the dynamic (6.39) is locally input-to-state stable for each of the
agents contained in the given formation.
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A simulation can be found in Figure 6.14, where two acyclic persistent hybrid
formations containing leader and coleaders respectively follow the desired track.
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(a) Line trajectory tracking of an acyclic persis-
tent hybrid formation containing a leader
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(b) Sinusoidal trajectory tracking for an acyclic
persistent hybrid formation containing a leader
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(c) Line trajectory tracking of an acyclic persis-
tent hybrid formation containing two coleaders
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(d) Sinusoidal trajectory tracking for an a-
cyclic persistent hybrid formation containing t-
wo coleaders
Figure 6.14: Simulation of acyclic persistent hybrid formations trajectory tracking
in the plane, where the edges in blue colour are unidirectional, and red ones are
bidirectional. In (a), an acyclic persistent hybrid formation with a leader tracks the
trajectory of a straight line, while in (b), the same formation tracks a sinusoidal
trajectory. In (c) and (d), an acyclic persistent hybrid formation with two coleaders
tracking straight and sinusoidal trajectories are shown respectively.
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6.6 Concluding Remarks
This chapter studies the problem of controlling persistent hybrid formations through
distance-based approach. The stability of hybrid formations containing 3 agents are
studied, which include both acyclic and cyclic communication structures, and can
be divided into 4 scenarios according to the different numbers of bidirectional edges
contained in the given formations. It is proved that distance-based approaches can
stabilize a triangular hybrid formation with either acyclic or cyclic underlying hybrid
graphs.
Then, this chapter continues to research general persistent hybrid formations.
Both the dynamic equations of distance errors and the motions of agents within
the given formation are derived. Similar to directed and undirected graphs, the
distance error dynamic and motion dynamic of agents can be written as the product
of rigidity matrix and the corresponding hybrid rigidity matrix (Lemma 6.4.1 and
6.4.3). It is also proved that an acyclic persistent hybrid formation can be stabilized
locally and asymptotically by distance based control law in Theorem 6.5.4, with the
stability under trajectory tracking scenarios presented at the end of this chapter for
the integrity of the research.
The conclusions of this chapter lead to other open problems, such as how to con-
trol cyclic persistent hybrid formations. Another direction is how to control hybrid
formation with second-order dynamics. The research can also be extended to 3 and
higher dimensions, as well as developing decentralized control approaches. A more
critical question is how to achieve global stability for persistent hybrid formations.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The work presented in the previous chapters mainly focus on the control of forma-
tions with non-rigid and hybrid underlying graphs. In this chapter, we summarize
the contributions of the thesis, together with several future research topics.
7.1 Conclusions and Contribution of the Thesis
This thesis considers the problems of controlling multi-agent formations that can be
depicted by different kinds of graphs, of which we focus especially on the formation-
s with non-rigid or hybrid underlying graphs. The results presented in this thesis
can be employed on the problems of designing networks in actual applications, in-
cluding sensing, observation, communication and data exchange architectures. The
algorithms developed can also be applied to control autonomous mobile robots of
different types.
A wide range of problems are discussed in this thesis, which contains the ques-
tions from studying the structure of a multi-agent formation to the control of the
actual agents within the system. The main contributions of this thesis are: extension
of the existing results of rigidity restoration strategies, development of persistence
analysis strategy for directed graphs, introduction of hybrid formations and hybrid
graphs, investigation of the characterizations of hybrid graphs, as well as the control
of acyclic persistent hybrid formations.
The main results of each chapter are:
In Chapter 3, we focus on multi-agent formations with undirected graphs. We
study the problem of constructing rigid formation from non-rigid components with
the requirement of introducing the least number of new communication links. We
define three types of basic graphs, as well as a special kind of agent, within non-rigid
graphs. We develop a systematic rigidity restoration strategy based on the defined
basic graphs and extend the conclusion to arbitrary non-rigid graphs. It is proved
that the proposed rigidity restoration strategy guarantees the rigidity or minimal
rigidity of the obtained graph with minimum number of inserted edges. Additional-
ly, we apply the concept of basic graphs to the 2-hop neighbour graph connectivity
problem. We address the properties of 2-hop neighbour graph of basic graphs, and
then extend these conclusions to arbitrary graphs. We propose the necessary and
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sufficient condition to verify the connectivity of 2-hop neighbour graph for any con-
nected graph. We also develop a systematic verification algorithm to obtain the same
computational complexity as existing solutions but by the approach of graph rigidity
theory.
In Chapter 4, we expand the scope to formations with directed graphs from the
works mentioned in Chapter 3. We investigate the problem of persistence verification
for an arbitrary directed graph. We discuss the properties of persistent graphs under
different scenarios of vertex addition operation. We adapt the operations proposed in
Chapter 3 to simplify the topologies of directed graphs. We discuss the properties of
different vertices based on their in-degrees. We then present a systematic verification
strategy to investigate the persistence of arbitrary directed graphs, and it is proved
that the proposed strategy is able to verify the persistence of an arbitrary directed
graph with the speed of twice as fast as the current solution.
In Chapter 5, we study the formations with hybrid communication topologies as
well as the underlying graphs. We introduce the formal definitions of hybrid forma-
tions and hybrid graphs. Analogously to directed graphs, we proved the feasibility
of applying the notion of persistence on hybrid graphs. We then investigate the prop-
erties of persistent hybrid graphs, and present a persistence verification strategy that
requires an ergodic test for the subgraphs within the given hybrid graph. We devel-
op the definition of minimally persistent hybrid graphs, of which the total degrees of
freedom may vary from 0-3. We also show that directed graphs, undirected graphs
and hybrid graphs can transfer from each other by applying certain operations.
Empowered by the results obtained in Chapter 5, we continue to investigate
the problem of controlling a persistent hybrid formation through distance-based
approaches in Chapter 6 as a natural extension. We firstly introduce the hybrid
version of rigidity matrices. We then study the stability of hybrid formations con-
taining 3 agents, which includes both acyclic graph and cyclic underlying graphs.
We prove that triangular hybrid formations can obtain locally asymptotical stability
by distance-based approaches. We then derive the dynamic equations of both dis-
tance errors and the agent positions for a persistent hybrid formation. Similar to
the undirected formations, the error equation and motion equation can be written as
the product of rigidity matrix and the corresponding hybrid rigidity matrix, which
indicates that undirected formations can be considered as special cases of hybrid for-
mations. We then prove that an acyclic persistent hybrid formation can be stabilized
by distance-based approaches as well. Additionally for the integrity of research, we
show that acyclic persistent hybrid formations are able to track certain trajectories
within a neighbourhood of the equilibrium positions.
7.2 Possible Future Research Topics
We presented some open questions at the end of each chapter, and here we sum-
marize the tentative research problems which follow the results presented in this
thesis.
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1. Investigation of communication topologies of formations. Further results can
be developed based on the conclusions presented in this thesis. For graph rigidity
theory, it remains unclear that whether a combinatorial solution to verify the rigidity,
similar to that of the Laman’s law, exists for graphs of three and higher dimensions.
Accordingly, a natural extension is the verification of persistence for these graphs.
Another question is whether there is a polynomial solution to verify the persistence
of arbitrary directed or hybrid graphs.
2. Control of communication topologies of formations. The main difference be-
tween undirected and directed graphs is that the directions of the edges within di-
rected graphs determine the persistence of the corresponding graphs. Thus, an open
question to be studied is how to obtain persistent formations from non-persistent
ones. The solution of such a question may contain two aspects. The first one is by
inserting new links between non-persistent formations, and the other one is how to
choose the directions of these new links. Another research topic is decentralized so-
lutions for the restoration of either rigidity or persistence. The first problem to tackle
is how to define "local" rigidity by only acquiring the topology information within a
certain scale around an agent. And if all the agents could verify the rigidity "locally"
by communicating with its neighbours, one can then develop distributed approaches
of rigidity and persistence recovery algorithms for a given formation.
3. Control of autonomous agents within formations. As mentioned in the in-
troduction of this thesis, global stability can be obtained by undirected formations,
while the stabilities for directed formations have only been proved to be local. Thus,
the global stability for directed formations remains to be dealt with. On the oth-
er hand, how to design distance-based control laws for autonomous agents within
cyclic formations such that the formations converge to equilibrium positions is also
an open problem.
4. Robustness of formations against disturbances. The disturbances during for-
mation control process can be classified into internal and external ones. For multi-
agent formations, the internal disturbances occur when there are mismatched results
on the mutual distances between neighbouring agents, disconnections of commu-
nication links and agents, or mobility saturations of inhomogeneous agents. On the
other hand, external disturbances can be introduced by signal interferences or delays,
and may lead to the failure of formation control tasks. Thus, the design of robust
controllers against these disturbances is another major challenge.
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